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ABSTRACT 

This project investigates a new soft, flexible piezoresistive composite material, 

fabricated from Sylgard® 184 silicone elastomer and generic carbon nanotubes (CNTs). 

This explorative project specifically investigates the overall material production procedure 

and measurement methods in an attempt to understand and characterize the material 

properties. The material production method will show that employing sonication mixing of 

CNTs in chloroform solvent overcomes the characteristic clumping behaviour that prevents 

uniform dispersion of the filler in solution. This study explores the importance of the heat 

curing process and demonstrates the difficulties in the fabrication process. The bulk 

resistance of the material is measured using both ASTM standards and by a custom created 

20-point uniformity measurement device. A selection of electrode materials are tested and 

compared to see the effect of surface resistance in attempt to measure the uniformity of the 

bulk resistance. This study reports the creation of a pressure sensitive composite material 

following a developed material recipe, demonstrates the effectiveness of CNT dispersion 

in Sylgard by means of sonication, that the average bulk resistance is best measured using 

the ASTM standard method and demonstrating that the developed 20-Point test method is 

a viable means of measuring resistive uniformity under dynamic force loading. 
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PREFACE 

This is a thesis is for the fulfillment of the requirements of the Master of Science 

degree at the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, NB. 

This project was originally formed from summer research and has expanded into a 

company developing pressure sensitive materials that are used in commercial and industrial 

applications. 
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Piezoelectric - A material that produces some amount of voltage when subjected 

to mechanical strain 

Piezoresistive - A material's electrical resistivity as a function of mechanical 

strain 

Creep - Material under load (less than ultimate tensile strength) that deforms 

continuously while subjected to constant load and constant temperature 

Hysteresis - Difference between a properties loading and unloading cycle 

Stress Relaxation - Material's stress, while held under constant strain, will 

decrease as molecular chains rearrange their positions 
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CHAPTER1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The measurement of human contact with the environment is progressively 

improving. For example, golf is a sport wherein tools can measure how fast the club 

swings, the kinematics of the ball flight and track the golfer's body mechanics. All this 

information can be processed and translated into useful data to let the golfer improve and 

swing better. It is also known that club grip is a primary factor in obtaining repeatable 

controlled performance. However, no sophisticated commercial grip pressure mapping 

system exists on the market. The ability to measure and map pressure over contoured 

surfaces is critical for enhancing the way one grips a golf club, or alternatively, how a 

sensor equipped prosthetic hand grips an object. 

Pressure sensitive devices are commonly used in all types of environments and 

come in many forms. Yet, not all pressure sensors are constructed alike and they have to 

be designed to account for pressure ranges, mechanical deformations and environmental 

conditions for a given application. Thus, different technologies for pressure sensing are 

required. Some pressure sensors are designed for controlled point loads (load cells), while 

others are designed to expand human interaction with electronic devices (tactile sensors). 

Tactile sensors detect human touch and pressure to produce an electrical signal. Detecting 

pressure in an industrial setting may include precise weight sensing of some object on a 

scale or measuring the internal pressure of a pressure vessel. 

Another use for tactile sensors is in designing a skin-like material that could be 

placed on robotic or prosthetic hands 1 as a means of pressure feedback in order to apply 
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the right amount of grip force, enabling the robot to handle objects with great care or 

provide the appropriate grip strength during a handshake. 

The medical industry has shown interest in some applications that include the 

measurement of gait2• A pressure sensor for this application would have to span across a 

hallway or room and not only measure where a patient is walking, but also measure the 

pressure distribution of every single foot print. This application would require both spatial 

location and pressure magnitude. The requirements of a tactile sensor on the tip of a robotic 

hand would be very different than covering the entire area of a bedroom or hallway for gait 

analysis. 

In consumer products, pressure sensors can be found on typical bathroom scales. 

However, a flexible pressure sensor could be fitted to many different devices to expand 

interaction with human touch 3• 
4

• Some are interested in making musical instruments where 

one could press a button with a certain amount of pressure to create a corresponding sound; 

others focus on making pressure sensing gloves where the finger tips and palm areas are 

pressure sensitive for clinical and commercial use. Project ideas involving flexible clear 

touch screens have been attempted5, which cannot be done with rigid type pressure sensors. 

An example of a soft tactile pressure sensing device helping patients would be a soft 

computer keyboard that aids in the prevention of repetitive stress injuries. 

Another idea is to transform the outer casing of cell phones with pressure sensors 

to add higher functionality to a phone. In this case, the user's strength of grip could now 

be used as another input device in conjunction with the touch screen. Sports training could 

also benefit from pressure sensors that could be built into the grip of a golf club. Currently, 

there are tools to measure many golf metrics, however grip pressure during a swing remains 
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allusive. It is deemed that valuable data could be gained from such a pressure sensitive 

gnp. 

As power consumption and cost of copper increases, it is highly desirable to find 

alternative conductive materials. One possible substitution could be a non-metallic 

polymer composite material that is created to exhibit conductivity similar to copper. This 

could provide great opportunities not only in the sensor industry, but in replacing metal 

components of circuits. These materials would be subjected to polymer availability. 

Another use for conductive polymer composites has been employed for electrical shielding 

in wires6
• Also, if CNTs can carry high current without heating 7 then a polymer and carbon 

filler based composite material may find great use in the computer industry, as the 

computer processors continually face major heating challenges. 

1.2 Flexible and Stretchable Circuits 

The aforementioned project ideas have challenging requirements, in particular, the 

need for soft tactile sensing technologies that provide mapping of pressure over larger 

areas, flexible or stretchable construction, and an analogue signal of pressure magnitude. 

To connect these soft sensors to conventional electronics, flexible and conductive 

interconnects are required. Therefore, a truly soft, pressure sensor technology will require 

materials that are flexible, electrically conductive, compliant, mouldable and stretchable. 

Creating electrical networks out of non-metallic materials is desirable 7, because 

conductive metals are limited, expensive, brittle, and fatigue over time. There are 

conductive polymers that have recently been developed but are not nearly as conductive as 

metals and are cost prohibitive to use commercially. The thought of designing conductive 
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composite materials using as little conductive fillers and commercially available polymers 

has great appeal. Although these materials may not replace conductive materials entirely, 

they could help in creating new inexpensive, flexible, and sustainable products. 

1.3 Pressure and Force Sensor Types 

Many types of pressure and force sensors are well developed in theory and in 

practice. They can be durable and repeatable with low error. However, many of these types 

of technologies are rigid, bulky and heavy in design. Most existing technologies will return 

only a single point and are thus not suitable for mapping large areas of pressure or forces. 

Common pressure detection technologies can be categorized as capacitive or 

resistive. Capacitive type technology are constructed in three layers; two conductive pads 

separated by an insulating material as per Figure 1 . 

Dielectric ~-

. ,·> Area of the plates is A 

.... 
El(i<:trodes 

,.")JI 

V 

Force = 1/d(thiclmess) 

Figure 1: Capacitive Force Sensor Response Curve 

As pressure is applied, the space between the pads is reduced and the voltage field 

between the two plates changes. This type of technology can be found, for an example, on 

laptop mouse pads. In general, the electronics and theory behind such sensors are well 

understood and repeatable. However they are typically flat and rigid and therefore not well 

suited for applications that require bending, placement onto curved surfaces, covering large 

areas, or for multipoint pressure mapping. 
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Strain gauges are also commonly used to measure the mechanical strain of a 

material. When combined with material strain theory, they can translate accurately the 

amount of force or pressure applied to the object. These sensors can be precise, but are 

bulky and rigid in a final design. Table 1 below outlines a summary of the pros and cons 

between capacitive and resistive touch technologies: 

Table 1: Comparison between Capacitive and Resistive Touch Technologies 

Capacitive Touch Resistive Touch 

Fewer sensors needed Captures touch's spatial location 

Pros 
Digital signals Analog pressure signals 

Large, rigid surfaces Flexible 

Can be clear or opaque Multi-touch 

Doesn't capture pressure 

Cons 
Needs conductive input Complicated construction 

Not ideal for pressure Materials have significant error 

Not ideal for mapping Complex signal processing 

1.4 Tactile Sensors as Solution 

Many commercial "touch sensors" are generally limited to detecting an on-off state8 

or are rigid in design. There is desire to expand the functionality of such sensors to mimic 

more accurately the touch of a human finger. In general, the human finger is able to 

perceive an estimate of applied force9
, has the ability to differentiate between a soft or hard 

touch and has the physical ability conform its shape to the environment. Therefore, such a 

tactile sensor should detect the degree of pressure applied, have a low durometer value, 

and be flexible. This type of sensor would improve and expand the abilities of human touch 

interaction with electronic devices. Other commercial force-sensing resistors are on the 

market but they also have their pros and cons3 including the limited size, resolution, feel, 

and response time10
• 
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Smart Skin Technologies (SST) is a research and development company designing 

flexible pressure technologies that can be used for commercial and industrial products. 

Their applications are specific to measuring the pressure distributions around a cylindrical 

wall or flat surface. SST's two primary project ideas include: measuring a user's grip 

pressure during a golf swing and determining the pressure profile along the side of a bottle 

as the bottle moves down an assembly line conveyor. SST has a need for a sensor 

technology comprised of a flexible and resistive material that, when mechanically 

deformed, changes its resistivity proportionally and can cover large curved areas. This 

demand has inspired the research into creating a conductive composite material, created 

from soft polymers and conductive fillers, which can be used for pressure sensing. The 

purpose of this study is to investigate dynamically resistive polymer composites. 
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CHAPTER2 BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTS 

2.1 Literature Review 

2.1.1 Polymer Selection 

Polymers have been incorporated into all facets of our lives and in the products we 

use; from computers, toys, car parts, to food packaging and other consumer goods. 

Polymers are versatile, taking on any form and providing a wide range of strengths to meet 

engineering applications. Using a polymer as a base material has advantages in terms of 

manufacturing and workability. Parts can be formed into any shape, moulded into single 

sheets or incorporated into a roll-to-roll process. However, there are significant issues with 

polymers as a tactile sensor such as susceptibility to creep11
-
13

, hysteresis and non

conductivity. Polymers that are exposed to constant loading or above working temperatures 

will physically deform until the product breaks. These properties may not be important in 

non-structural applications, but may affect the material's electrical response for force

sensing resistors. 

Traditionally, polymers have been considered as insulators since they do not 

conduct current. However, research has shown that electrically conductive polymers can 

be created 14 such as polyaniline. Despite this, they are note widely use in conventional 

electronics since they tend to be more expensive to manufacture15
• 

16 and furthermore, they 

have a lower conductivity when compared to metallic conductors, ranging from 101 Siem 

to 107 Siem respectively. 

Dragon Skin® is a two part mixture that is mixed 1: 1. In this manner, the filler is 

mixed into each polymer part equally. It was found that weighing material into each 
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polymer part was not challenging, but that scraping the containers into each other yielded 

lots of scrap material in the mixing containers affecting final filler weight percentage of 

the final product. To help with dispersion, it may be advantageous to use another base 

polymer, where the filler can be mixed once into the bulk of the material in attempt to 

reduce filler percent variation. Sylgard 184® (PDMS) is another two part mixture that is 

mixed in a 10: 1 ratio. This makes it a good candidate for mixing the filler in the bulk of the 

material. This is a clear polymer and was available for use at ANL. Regarding the polymer 

selection, some literature shows the percolation of MWNTs in a PDMS and polyurethane 

base material by hand mixing. 17 For this reason and a better mixing ratio, PDMS is chosen 

as the base material for this work. 

2.1.2 Filler Selection 

A difficulty for making a conductive polymer composite is the selection process of 

an appropriate conductive filler material. It has been shown in previous work18-20 that many 

non-conductive polymers can be made conductive with the addition of CNTs and other 

fillers such as, carbon black, metal fillings and ceramic particles21 -24• Carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) were first discovered and documented in 199125 • Early analysis and testing of the 

CNTs showed that, because of their unique structure, they exhibit great thermal 

characteristics, mechanical strength, and electrical properties26-28• Research has shown that 

CNTs can exhibit semi-conductive and metallic properties depending on their fabrication31
• 

They can also carry high current without much heat dissipation 7• Because of these 

properties, CNTs have been used as fillers in flexible and non-conducting polymers to 

create new electrically flexible composite materials29
• 
30

• 
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CNT properties are best utilized under ideal conditions which is when they arranged 

in an ordered manner, straight and in single file. CNTs have a natural tendency to clump 

together in large agglomerates thus reducing their ability to disperse uniformly and 

reducing the effectiveness of strength and electrical improvements. As such, dispersion of 

CNT filler in the polymer has been reported to be critical and difficult in creating a uniform 

material 28
• 

32
• CNTs will tend to be entangled as agglomerates, or bundled in and out of 

solution. That is to say, the CNTs tend to "ball up" and cannot be broken or separated 

easily. The reason for this behaviour is because of the van der W aal forces, intrinsic of the 

carbon structures, which attracts and holds the tubes in giant bundles. Instead of having 

nano-sized particles, left on their own, the van der Waals forces can form CNT bundles 

with diameters of 10-50nm32 which can clump into even larger bundles up to micrometers 

in diameter28
• 

There are two critical problems that agglomeration poses. The first is that the 

clumps inhibit homogeneous distribution of CNT in solution33
• Clumps of CNT will create 

uneven distributions that cannot be controlled in any easy or practical manner28
• The 

second issue is intra-bundle sliding where the bundles are weaker than the individual tubes 

themselves and slip prematurely under loading. If CNTs remain in bundles, this slipping 

mechanism may reduce the overall strength of such a composite. 

Previous work shows that surface modifications of CNTs can help improve the 

dispersion and interfacial bonding with the polymer matrix. Some studies have created 

oxidization locations via acid treatments; the process referred to as chemical surface 

modification34
• This allows for the addition of chemical groups to join the oxidized 

locations and provide a bonding interface between the polymer and MWNTs, or to give 
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MWNTs different characteristics32. Hydrochloric and nitric acids have been used 

successfully to induce oxidization points, but overexposure can degrade MWNTs so they 

are no longer useful35
. Any mixing of fibres, including CNTs, carbon or glass fibres, may 

be acceptable to increase the composite's strength properties. However, prolonged mixing 

can lead to breakdown in the fibres' length and reduce the composite's strength36
. 

Therefore mixing times and intensity must be controlled so comparison can be made 

between the material's measured conductivity and uniformity. 

Carbon black is another suggested filler. This material has a low aspect ratio and 

lower conductivity than CNTs, however, early experiments have shown a tendency for 

easier dispersion. Selected material properties and surface structures of both filler types are 

shown below in Table 2 and Figure 2 respectively. 

Table 2: Comparison of MWNT and CB Properties 

MWNT CB Copper 

Conductivity (S) "'103 "'101 "'107 

Aspect ratio High Low 

Agglomerating High High 

Figure 2: SEM Images of (Left) MWNTs and (Right Carbon Black) 
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2.1.3 Resistive Sensing Mechanisms 

It is important to investigate how conductive polymer composite materials can be 

used in sensor construction. The two general modes that the material's resistivity changes 

can be described as either piezoresistive or contact resistance as per Figure 3. The former 

mode is when the material is mechanically deformed due to external loading, resulting in 

a change in material thickness and thus the internal bulk resistance changes 1, 
37

, 
38

. To use 

material in this matter, often a double-sided electrode arrangement is employed as 

illustrated in Figure 3. In this arrangement, the material is layered between two electrodes 

and compressed. As the compression increases, the material's thickness decreases bringing 

the fillers closer together and thus changing the resistance. The working assumption of a 

perfect and uninterrupted contact between the electrode and material is achieved by curing 

the material between electrodes. Using a conductive paste material can help between the 

various surfaces can help. 

Figure 3: Sensor Construction Using Bulk Resistance 

Another construction method, shown in Figure 4, uses a double-sided electrode 

construction, where the change in contact resistance between the surface of the electrode 

and material is measured. 
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Figure 4: Sensor Construction Using Contact Resistance 

There is a tendency to build force-sensing resistors with a single-sided electrode 

layout. The sensor layout can be printed using flexible or hard PCB technology with the 

material placed on top. The material can be held spatially relative to the sensors by a middle 

layer of adhesive as per Figure 5. 

Figure 5: Diagram of Sensor Array Construction 

Each sensor will have at least two terminal leads. A sensor can be comprised using 

one lead as a contact resistance mode for pressure sensing while the other terminal is 

connected to the ground. It will be essential to create a pressure-insensitive connection for 

the ground connection. This can be accomplished by using a conductive medium between 

the layers. However, as PDMS is the substrate, it has such low surface energy prohibiting 

bonding with most glues and inks, printing electrodes onto the material directly is difficult 

and not durable. However, the use of a vapour deposition method that can coat the surface 
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of the material with gold could act as an intermediate substrate on which conductive inks 

could adhere to. This construction can be seen in Figure 6. 

/

Silver 

Ink/ Gold 

// Particles 

Poly Composite 
.r..( -·- ---- Material 

Figure 6: Coating Surface of Poly-Comp Material with Printed Electrodes 

Other commercial force-sensing resistors in use vary in construction and material 

selection. These sensors are small in size, typically less than 20mm by 20mm square, and 

exhibit issues including, resistance drift, hysteresis and time delay between the sensors 

response and load removal 3• 

2.1.4 Percolation Theory 

The general theory for how a conductive polymer composite changes its resistivity 

is that the material has suspended resistive filler material. At rest, they are suspended from 

each other and have a fixed resistance value. As the material is compressed, the fillers move 

closer together, thus increasing electrical pathways and thus a less resistive material. This 

is depicted in Figure 7 below. 

Figure 7: Generic Composite Material with Filler Dispersion 
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Percolation is the term used to describes the relationship between the percent filler 

content in the base material. In this case, percolation point will be when the material's 

resistance goes from unmeasurable to measurable. The idea behind percolation is that at 

some point enough fillers will be suspended inside the base material that will create 

electrical connections between the filler strands. This is displayed in Figure 8 below. 

Figure 8: Percolation of a Material 

2.1.5 Sensor Construction Methods 

The construction of tactile sensors using conductive polymer composites can be 

characterized into two methods as shown in Figure 9 below. The first method, shown left 

(a), is the double electrode method which comprises a conductive polymer film with 

electrodes printed onto flexible circuits and are placed on either side of the material. The 

second method, shown right (b ), has two set of electrodes printed on the same layer with 

the conductive material adhered on top of it separated by a spacer material. 

Figure 9: Sensor Layouts using (a) Double and (b) Single Sided Electrodes 
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The ideal tactile pressure sensor would change its resistance due to the change in 

internal resistance caused by the external loading. This could be modeled as a variable 

resistor. This type of model holds that there is no contact resistance between the electrode 

pads and the material's surface. 

2.1.6 Sensor Gauge Factor 

In effort to characterize the material, it will be necessary to have a metric that 

measures, or describes, how a material will behave in a sensor. Some work has described 

a sensor gauge factor (GFc) that describes the force sensitivity of contact piezoresistivity 

and can be found by the following equations37, 

Where, 

1 
R =

c Sc 

GF 
_ dSc 1 
--OC

c dF pK 

Re= Contact Resistance (Q) 
Sc= Contact Conductance (S) 
p = Resistivity of Contacting Surfaces (Q) 
F = Applied Force (N) 
K = Surface roughness and material elasticity constant 

Equation 1 

Equation 2 

Equation 3 

This is a useful way to characterize a material because linear and exponential 

functions can written with coefficient variables. In the case of a linear function, the slope 

of the force response curve will be proportional to the describe gauge factor, GFc. In the 

case of an exponential or power law equation, the exponential power will be the GFc. This 

will be useful when comparing materials of similar function profiles, however will be 

confusing when comparing linear materials to exponential materials. 
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Another gauge factor39 that has been used to characterize the electrical resistance 

to strain is described by the equation below. In this model, the material's elasticity must be 

studied and measured. 

Where, 

ll~ 
- llR 

GF = R llL = -_ ER 
L 

llR = Change in Resistance ('1) 
Ill= Change in Elongation (m) 
R = Initial Resistance Value ('1) 
L = Initial Length Value (m) 

2.1.7 ASTM Methods 

Equation 4 

Typical electric material properties for measurement include the contact resistance 

and the bulk resistance. Contact resistance between the electrode and material surface can 

be measured in various ways. However, when recording the material's internal resistance, 

it will be necessary to minimize the contact resistance by applying a conductive medium 

in between the two surfaces. Therefore, it is best to have a control or standard test method 

that can be used. This study will investigate the following methods to do this: conductive 

inks, epoxies and copper meshing40
, gold vapour disposition or a combination thereof. 

Special considerations must be made when measuring polymer composites. 

Addressing this issue, some standards for measuring the electrical properties of conductive 

rubbers have been developed6
• 

41 which can be referenced in the appendices. Both use a 

standard sized measuring jig that is comprised of two components, a base and top plate. 

The sample material is cut to size, with a length of 70 to 150 mm, width of 10 to 150 mm 

and thickness of 1.8 to 2.2 mm 41
• However, this test was compared between two competent 

labs using two materials. The highest error for repeatability measured within the labs was 
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7.7% and the highest variance between the labs was 33.6% for the same sample6
• This is 

deemed to be a quick means of assessing the overall resistivity of the material, but little 

information is related about the uniformity of the material on the micro resolution, 5 by 5 

mm area, which may be necessary for some applications. The large sample size required 

makes this test difficult and impractical to perform on small samples which are more 

commonly produced during the research stage. 

2.1.8 Literature Measurement Methods 

Other groups have limited their sample material to 1 Ox 1 Ox2 mm sized pieces3• 
20

, 

42• These tests require less setup and less material, however small pieces have to be cut 

from larger samples. If the uniformity of a large material is required, than cutting a large 

material into small pieces is time consuming and destroys the large sample material 

intended for device use. Furthermore, cutting a large material into small parts may change 

any electrical effect contributed from its surrounding material. A summary of the pros and 

cons to the mentioned testing types are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3: List of Test Methods and their Pros/Cons 

Test Method Pro Cons 

ASTM Provides through material resistance Need large sample size 

Uses standard test jig No measure of uniformity 

Literature Provides bulk or contact resistance Only small sample sizes 

Measures small sample size Destroys large samples 

Time consuming to measure 

multiple samples 
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2.1.9 Creep Theory 

In general terms, creep is considered as material deformation experienced when the 

material is subjected under constant load and temperature43 • Typically the minimum load 

required to induce creep on the material is less than the yield stress of the material44
• A 

material may creep more with, but not limited to, increasing load, loading rates and 

temperature43 • In addition, creep is time-dependent. The longer the material is under load, 

the more pronounced creep becomes. A general creep curve at specific loading and 

temperature can be seen in Figure 10 below. It is important to study the effects of creep on 

a pressure sensitive material because under constant pressure loading, these materials' 

resistive properties may change, creating error in the final sensor output. 

E 
Strain 

Time 

a (MPa) 

Figure 10: Typical Strain vs. Time Curve for a Given Stress 

Creep is generalized as having three phases as per Figure 10: (a) primary, (b) 

secondary and ( c) a tertiary phase. During the primary creep, an instantaneous deformation 

occurs which can be plastic or elastic and is defined by Bo. This is generally a result of the 

slippage and reorientation of polymer chains. The strain, B1, is typically a short-term 

process, yet high and caused by the rapid reorientation of polymer chains. The chains, in 

neutral loading, are described as being convoluted, curled and full of kinks. As the material 

is subjected to deformation, these entanglements and polymer chains unwind and slip along 
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each other until equilibrium is reached45
• Another study 46 suggests instantaneous 

elongation is a result of either plastic or elastic deformation. The secondary creep phase 

tends to be the slowest, steadiest and most linear form of creep and is caused by viscoelastic 

flow where the polymer chains slide against each other in a plastic manner. The tertiary 

creep phase is characterized by a sharp increase in creep rate, material necking, where the 

cross sectional area of the specimen decreases quickly, and leads to failure by rupture12· 46• 

Fillers in a polymer composite act as barriers upon which the polymer chains need 

to move around in order to elongate. This creates internal impedance and slows the creep 

process46
• 
47

• Previous work suggests that when using particle fillers in polymers that creep 

strain is reduced via two ways48
• The first is that creep rate decreases with time because of 

the decrease in the amount of mobility of the elementary components. The second 

assumption is that the creep rate decreases in a damping process because of the amount of 

mobile components reducing with time. 

2.1.10 Modeling of Viscoelastic Materials 

The modeling of viscoelastic materials is important for engmeermg design. 

Specifically, understanding how the material will creep at various stresses as to avoid 

catastrophic failure. Previous work48 used modified power and exponential curve fits, 

which have been widely used for some materials, as a means of predicting long term creep 

from short term data. Equation 5 and Equation 6 below are typical for a 

power law and exponential decay where bo, b1 and b2 are coefficients derived 

experimentally, t is in days and le is creep compliance (creep strain/stress) at time t48
• 

Experimental data can be found in Figure 11 below48 showing that the creep compliance 

increases of various densities under fixed compressive stress (stress= .25*yield stress). 
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Figure 11: Creep Power (- -) and Exponential Model (-) 48 

Equation 5 

Equation 6 

Many models have been created to simulate viscoelastic materials. One simple 

model, the Maxwell model, is illustrated in Figure 14 through Figure 14. This type of model 

is able to simulate the steady state creep of the material, Figure 13, and for the stress 

relaxation, Figure 14. 

0 

t 

I] 
i 

' a 

Figure 12: Maxwell Creep Model Schematic48 
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Figure 13: Maxwell Model for Steady State Creep48 
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Figure 14: The Maxwell Model Creep Relaxation Response48 

Another model commonly used to describe the non-linear primary creep is the 

Kelvin model as per Figure 15 and Figure 16. The spring is a linear device, but the 

dampener is acting in a non-linear fashion. Once the spring has reached its steady state 

value, the system comes to a rest. 
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Figure 15: The Kelvin Model Schematic49• 50 
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Figure 16: The Kelvin Model Creep Response49• 50 

Combining the two models allows the primary and secondary creep to be modelled 

together in what is called a 'Burger 4-element'40
• 

51 and can be seen in Figure 17. It is 

comprised of a Maxwell52 model in series with a Kelvin model49
• 

50
• 
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Figure 17: Burger 4 Element Creep Model40• 51 

This combined model superimposes the two previous models to account for the fast 

primary creep and the secondary steady state creep51
• The equation of strain, with primary 

and secondary creep, maybe found in Equation 7 where the subscripts M and K 

indicate the strain components belonging to the Maxwell and Kelvin model respectively. 

Also, E and n are the modulus and viscosity of the spring and dashpot respectively40
• 

Equation 7 

It should be noted that not all polymers will adhere to this type of behaviour and 

can be greatly affected by fillers, temperature and other environmental variables. However, 

to show this model's effectiveness, an example from previous work 40 shows that the 

Burgers model fits to a set of experimental creep compliance data in Figure 18. The 

specimen was comprised ofpolyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) with CNT filler. It was shown 

that this model could be closely fitted to a set of tests with varying static, or monolithic, 

loads. 
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Figure 18: Creep Compliance vs. Time Using the Burgers Model40
• 

51 

2.2 New Polymer Composite Material for Evaluation 

The Applied Nanotechnologies Laboratory (ANL) and SST are developing 

compliant materials and products that use non-conductive elastomers and conductive fillers 

to create compliant piezoresistive materials that, in general, change their electrical 

resistance under mechanical loading or deformation. These materials will be explored for 

use as force-sensing resistors. 

This study's aim is to further develop the material's piezoresistive properties made 

by SST and to recommend better sensor construction techniques to create a better, flexible, 

compliant and repeatable pressure sensor by studying and improving the material 

fabrication process, evaluation of sensor construction and characterizing the electrical 

properties of the material. 
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The composite materials created by SST consist of soft non-conductive silicone 

polymer, Dragon Skin® (Appendix 11 ), and conductive fillers, namely multi-walled CNTs 

(MWNTs) but also carbon black (CB). The polymer was chosen for its advantages; it 

provides a flexible, chemically resilient, mouldable yet firm base material for the fillers to 

sit in. Some disadvantages include difficulties in handling, moulding and they are inert to 

most adhesives which makes it difficult for electrode attachment. Also, it is known that 

elastomer type materials exhibit high strain and creep behaviours which can affect the 

overall performance as a pressure sensor material in both short and long term usage. A 

typical material can be seen below. 

Figure 19: Typical Polymer Composite 

The basic construction of force-sensing resistors consists of layers of electrodes and 

sensing material. Typically, these sold as individual sensors while other sensor 

arrangements can include tens or thousands of sensing points53
. 

One advantage of force-sensing resistors over capacitive sensors is that a plurality 

of sensors can be mapped over a specific spatial region and each senor returns an analog 

pressure value. In contrast, capacitive technologies use a series of rows and columns to 

locate a single position without pressure data. One difficulty with force-sensing resistors is 

routing electrical traces to the sensors. For every sensor point there must be two contacts, 
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ground and signal lines. If a force-sensing resistor system covers a large area and has 500 

sensors, then 500 signal lines have to be routed into one processing unit which will 

approach the limit of processing time and physically routing the signal traces on a printed 

circuit board (PCB). Therefore, this study will investigate the best practices of sensor 

construction. 

Part of SST' s ongoing research is the development of better commercial pressure 

sensors which are piezoresistive complying with SST' s technical requirements. This 

endeavour poses additional challenges other than just the fabrication of polymer 

composites; namely the need to interface the polymer composite with conventional 

electronics. The mechanical properties of such composite materials is expected to change. 

Modifying the base polymer would affect the Young's modulus, ultimate tensile and 

compressive strength as well as its creep resistance. Most importantly, for these materials 

to be utilized in pressure sensors, it is important to consider the effect of strain on the 

PDMS-CNT material's resistive properties. If the proposed material is to be used as a 

sensor then the relationship between electrical impedance and mechanical deformation is 

critical. 
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CHAPTER3 PROJECT SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

3.1 Scope 

At the start of this project, members at the ANL had created the first polymer CNT 

composites. These samples used clear silicone polymers, off-the-shelf CNTs and were 

mixed by hand. It was observed, that when the material was connected to a simple electrical 

circuit or a digital voltage ohm meter (DVOM), some resistance was recorded. When the 

material was compressed or elongated, the measured resistance of the material changed. 

However, the resistance readings were observed to have high variance while measuring the 

material under no loading and even more fluctuations when measurements were repeated. 

How the material worked and how to characterise the material and material production 

process were unknown. At the same time, SST was developing a pressure mapping device 

and needed a material that would integrate into their system. Their system involves four 

intertwined faculties: software, electronics, sensing material and device fabrication. Trying 

to improve all four faculties is overwhelming, because of which, the sensing material 

became the focus ofthis study. The overall project scope has been summarized into Figure 

20 below. 
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3.2 Objectives 
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Figure 20: Project Scope 

Device 
fabrication 

This project will focus on the sensing material and is decomposed into three major 

focuses: the material fabrication process (or recipe), characterizing the material's electrical 

properties and studying the electrode interface between the material and conventional 

electronics. The early material production process was uncontrolled and crude. Producing 

a good, uniform and repeatable sensor material will require creating a specific material 

recipe and fabrication process using repeatable apparatus. It will be important to 

characterize the material's resistive properties, including piezoresistivity, and map its 

resistivity as a function of mechanical loading so that a material model can be integrated 

with electronics. It will be important to measure the uniformity of the material for large 

sheets of material. The material-electrode interface is suspected to have significant 

influence over the sensor's measurement repeatability. It has been observed that slight 

changes in the physical configuration of the material-electrode yield significantly different 
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changes in measurement and that attaching electrodes to any silicone based material is not 

trivial. Consequently, researching a material-electrode interface that yields repeatable 

results is desired. In short, the hypothesis have been summed up into below. 

-

. 

Ill 

Recipe yields a 
percolation curve 

Material is ohmic 

Pressure sensing 

Sonication is best 

• method for filler 
dispersion 

The resistance is 
• uniform on micro 

and macro scale 

Low contact 
resistance 

Figure 21: Project Goals Summarized 

3.2.1 Material Production Recipe and Bulk Resistance 

A major challenge will be to develop the best manufacturing recipe for creating a 

composite material. Experimental challenges will include the determination of appropriate 

mixing techniques, for the CNTs, solvents and the polymer that yield a homogeneous and 

reproducible material. From past experiments54 it has been shown that mixing a filler by 

hand, centrifugal and three-roll milling leaves large clumps of material in the order of a 

hundredth of a micron. A mixing method that is able to disperse individual strands of the 

CNT in the polymer base is desired. The basic material recipe involves mixing the filler 

(CNT) and the polymer base (PDMS) in a solvent ( chloroform) and moulding the 

rotovapped material into sheets of material. 

Another research problem is understanding how the filler concentration will affect 

the material ' s conductivity in the polymer base. It is assumed that the polymer with no 
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filler will have no conductivity; while a polymer saturated with filler will be the most 

conductive. Therefore, the material's resistivity as a function of filler weight percentage, 

referred to as the percolation curve17, will be researched. When the useful resistive region 

of a material has been characterized, then the understanding the material's piezoresistivity 

can be studied. 

Another research problem will be to show if the material exhibits a linear resistive 

(ohmic) behaviour. The material's resistance linearity is of concern because CNTs have 

been shown to possess semi-conductive55 properties. In general, standard carbon film 

resistors have the same resistivity regardless of the supplied current so long as the resistor's 

power rating is respected. It will be important to investigate and confirm that the material 

behaves indeed in a linear manner and establish the limits, if any, of the material. 

Another research topic will explore the relationship between the material thickness 

and change in resistance. If the mixed composite material is uniform, then its resistivity 

should be a fixed value per volume. However, thicker materials may alter the force 

response curves as more volume can absorb more force and having thicker material may 

provide more local electrical networks for creating better conductivity. 

3.2.1.1 Hypothesis I (Material Properties) 

That a material recipe yields a flexible, conductive nanocomposite material, with 

anisotropic fillers, where its bulk resistance is characterized by a percolation curve, shows 

signs of being piezoresistive and such that the material's resistivity is ohmic. 

3.2.2 Material Uniformity 

Uniformly dispersing the filler materials into the polymer base is seen as a 

fundamental challenge. In order to create a large area pressure sensing device, it is 
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important to have a large material with uniform resistivity so each sensor in device behaves 

in similar manner. Fundamental to creating a uniform material is good dispersion. To 

confirm that better dispersion is achieved, materials that have been hand mixed and mixed 

via sonication will be compared. 

Testing for material uniformity is not trivial. A standard test method exists for 

measuring the bulk and surface resistance of conductive rubbers but not for uniformity. 

There is little support in literature regarding the uniformity of such materials. Therefore, 

two methods are proposed and evaluated in order to characterize the material's uniformity. 

3.2.2.1 Hypothesis II (Uniformity) 

The resistive uniformity of the material is a function of homogenously dispersed 

fillers and is accomplished by thorough mixing by use of sonication. The ability to 

characterize the resistance uniformity on a sensor scale (micro) and on a material sheet 

scale (macro) using a custom test method is a goal of the project. 

3.2.3 Electrode-Material Interface 

In early experiments and literature3• 
41

, it has been noted that measuring the 

electrical properties of the materials has significant errors in them, of up to 3 5% by those 

experienced in the field41
, for repeatability which makes measuring the material difficult. 

When measuring conductive rubbers, it is important to consider the surface characteristics, 

electrode position and material's mechanical behaviours like creep, hysteresis and 

relaxation. Error in repeating a force measurement is presumed to be sensitive to small 

differences in the spatial change of the sensor pad and material location. A series of test 

methods should be chosen that mitigate these error factors. 
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Another research challenge will be to interface the poly-CNT composite with 

electronics in a repeatable and reliable manner. Electronics include the electrical hardware 

intended both for research measurement and application use. Furthermore, it will be 

investigated how to adhere the composite to the electrodes to establish the best connection 

with electronic measuring instruments. In addition, it will be explored how electrode 

material and size affect the electrical measurements of the material, as some studies suggest 

that shear forces on force-sensing resistors may cause abrasion between the layers 

degrading the sensor56• 

Some reports show repeatability on small samples with error between 3 % and 13 %3 

while error for the whole material was between 5% and 33%41
• 

3.2.3.1 Hypothesis III (Electrode Interface) 

Measurement repeatability is highly dependent on the contact resistance between 

the material and electrode combination and the material fabrication process. 

3.3 Assumptions 

All heat curing of the polymer composite will not exceed 120°C, a temperature that 

will not affect any filler material property, nor will the fillers used affect the chemical 

structure, nor the curing properties of the polymer matrix. The batches of CNT used are 

untreated will be mixed types of different chirality (twist), thus each type will have 

different electrical properties. 

It is assumed that dispersion can be done by the use of solvents, procedures and 

mixing equipment with the current ANL facilities. Verifying the dispersion of the CNTs in 

polymer will by SEM imaging. Measuring the uniformity of resistance will be by 
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measuring between arrays of designated points as per test methods described. If the CNTs 

are dispersed uniformly, resistance at local points would be assumed to be similar. The 

The orientation of CNTs dispersed in the matrix is assumed to be random. This 

assumption is made based on surface scans of pure CNTs and based on the notion that 

CNTs will be sonicated in solution allowing for freedom to rotate. If all the CNTs were 

arranged vertically (in line with applied force), it is expected that the resistance would be 

constant and not change with material deformation. If all CNTs were horizontally arranged 

(normal to the applied force), CNTs may not create vertical electrical pathways. It is desired 

to have a random orientation in order to promote the formation of electrical paths due to 

material deformation. There are opinions that some conductive rubbers are anisotropic6
, 

but for this study this will be assumed irrelevant. 

During the curing stage, the polymer will form cross-linking between molecular 

chains. The addition of filler materials will interfere with this behaviour, modifying its 

curing and strength properties. The strength properties are irrelevant for this project 

because the relationship between mechanical loading and material's resistive properties is 

the primary interest. It is not relevant for this study to measure the change in material 

thickness with any great precision. 

3.4 Delimitations 

This study focuses on only using multi-walled CNTs (MWNTs) and not single

walled CNTs (SWNTs). This is partly based on availability, cost and durability. Different 

types of materials can be used as fillers but this study is limited primarily to composites 
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prepared from PDMS and CNT. When appropriate, as a comparison, results of PD MS-CB 

samples will be presented. 

Surface characterization was considered to be an important factor in surface contact 

resistance. However, due to the nature and dimensions of CB and CNT, visual inspection 

of the surface of these sensors proves to be challenging in terms of SEM analysis. 

Therefore, characterizing the surface by SEM is limited to qualitative commenting. 

There is some discussion as to the surface interaction between the polymer and 

filler where chemical modification of the CNT surface would provide better bonding with 

the polymer base. Measuring this strength between the CNT and polymer base is beyond 

the scope of this project. It is suspected that the orientation of CNTs could play a part in 

improving mechanical properties. However, measuring CNT orientation is not practical 

and will not pursued. The changes in mechanical strength, due to the filler and polymer 

base interaction, are also beyond the scope of this project. This project focuses on using 

commercial grade silicon elastomers as the polymer matrix. However, other materials 

could be used such as thermo plastics which are currently investigated by other ANL group 

members. 

This project is concerned with force loadings that are exhibited by an average 

person's touch which is typically between 0-1 OON over the area of approximate 1 cm2
• The 

effects of long term creep and hysteresis will not be the focus, rather only to show when 

and if it is observed. 

It is anticipated that the material's resistance may be impacted by the relationship 

between the material and contact area of an electrode. However, all the electrical measuring 

equipment used will have a fixed set of electrode sizes. Therefore, it will not be feasible in 
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this study to measure such differences. This study is concerned of operating with DC 

voltages ofO to 5 volts, which is the primary range of voltages used by the microelectronics 

of the industrial partner, SST. Alternating currents and capacitive effects are not 

investigated. 
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CHAPTER4 METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Material Production Recipe 

It is essential to understand the overall process from material conception to material 

evaluation, which can be seen in Figure 22, details following the figure. Through an 

iterative process, a structure was developed to view the various manufacturing and 

measuring methods that were encountered during the project; materials were made, lessons 

learned, test methods improved and the process repeated. 

Figure 22: General Material Production Lifecycle Process 

4.1.1 Ingredients Selection 

The polymer matrix for this project is PDMS, which is a widely available two part 

10: 1 mixture for the base and hardener respectively. The ratio allows for mixing the fillers 

into the bulk of the material and only adding the hardener at the end. Using a polymer 

material with a 1 : 1 ratio would require mixing fillers into both parts and increasing the 

chance of mixing inconsistencies. The primary filler chosen for this study, and for the 

material recipe, are generic MWNTs. Chloroform is the solvent used for this project due 

to its availability and support in literature39
, 

57
. 

4.1.2 Mixing Methods 

To develop a final material process, two major factors will be looked at, namely the 

filler-polymer dispersion methods and the material curing process. As mentioned earlier, 
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mixing CNTs has been reported to be difficult because of their tendency to agglomerate 

into micro sized clumps. Therefore, mechanical and/or chemical means of mixing are 

investigated. Various mechanical mixing techniques were tried including: hand stirring, 

centrifugal and three-roll milling. However, clumps of material were observed with 

diameters in the hundreds of microns range. These are considered too large and in attempts 

to break the clumps, CNTs were mechanically treated by ball roll milling and screen 

shifting. However, these methods may remove large clumps of materials, but from 

observation, CNTs quickly agglomerate back into clumps. This makes handling of fillers 

too difficult for practical manufacturing. 

An alternate method of CNT dispersion that has been employed using CB at ANL 

using methods of sonication. This is chosen as the primary mixing method for CNT filler 

in a chloroform solvent57• In order to observe the effect of the sonication method, various 

sonication procedures will be explored. 

4.1.3 Moulding Phase 

Once the composite mixture has been prepared, the solvent must be removed. Then 

the hardener will be added and mixed thoroughly ( 5 min of stirring) then degased and 

spread onto a mould. The moulding process selected is compression moulding because of 

the availability of equipment and simplicity. For all moulds, two steel plates, 9.5mm thick, 

will be used and clamped together using six equally spaced c-clamps. Two mould sizes 

will be used, a 125 x 125 x 0.5 thick and a 280 x 150 x (0.2-0.8) thick moulds where units 

are in mm. The curing process following the supplier instructions were used as a baseline. 

Recommended full curing of pure PDMS, is 24 hours at 25°C or one hour at 100°C. 
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4.2 Early Measurements 

Having created the initial batches of materials, ways of measuring the material were 

investigated. First, bare electrodes using standard DVOM were used with erratic results. 

An early attempt to measure the material's piezoresistance by curing a droplet of material 

between electrodes (ITO glass slides, copper film), which was repeatable in lab use and for 

a few cycles of mechanical loading. 

The next attempt was to create a basic sensing circuit that the sensing material could 

be connected to. A basic voltage divider was chosen comprising of a voltage buffer and an 

analog to digital converter (ADC) as can be seen in Figure 23. A voltage divider is 

comprised of two resistors in series (Rl and R2). The voltage output between the two 

resistors (Vo) is a ratio of the two resistors. Typically the pull up resistor (Rl) has a fixed 

value while the bottom value is the pressure sensitive sensor material (R2). The equation 

for the output voltage in the divider circuit is shown in Equation 8. 

Rl 

+ 
Vin 

R2 

Figure 23: Voltage Divider with Voltage Buffer 

In this project, it is desired to evaluate R2, the pressure sensitive material. Given 

Vin, Rl and measuring Vo it is possible to rewrite Equation 8 in terms ofR2 in Equation 9. 
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This is the equation for converting the voltage value into the raw resistance value of the 

material. 

R2 
Vo= R1+R2 * Vin 

R2 = ...!!!.._ !m._1 
Vo 

Equation 8 

Equation 9 

For this project, the Arduino family of microcontrollers are used 58• The ADC on 

the microcontroller is rated for a maximum impedance of 20 kn. Impedances in this project 

will reach up to 1 Mn ( and above) and therefore need a voltage buffer to convert the high 

input impedance signal and to a low impedance signal to reduce ADC error. 

Early tests involving the voltage divider and bare electrodes still yield high variance 

m measurement values regardless if measuring in the same location repeatedly or 

measuring between various locations. In attempt at reducing measurement variability, a 

standard test method was sought to provide a baseline bulk resistance that could be used as 

reference for the other test methods. Literature review returned the ASTM D991 test that 

measures the bulk resistance using a standard process. 

4.3 ASTM D991-89 for Bulk Resistivity 

The ASTM D991 test method designed for measuring the bulk resistance of 

conductive rubber materials using a defined material size and a well-defined holding jig. 

Four probes are attached to this jig, two on the outside of the material, which are for 

sourcing the current, and two on the inside, for measuring the voltage over a known 

distance. The apparatus setup can be seen in Figure 24 and the schematic in Figure 25. 
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Where: 

A 

Figure 24: Typical ASTM D991 Jig for Volume Resistivity Measuring 

D: Placement for current electrodes 
E: Placement for voltage electrodes 
G: Distance between voltage electrodes (m) 

From the apparatus and material dimensions, the volume resistivity equation is 

described by Equation 10 below. 

Where: 
Pv = volume resistivity (!lcm) 
w = width of sample ( cm) 
d = thickness of material (cm) 
I= sourced current (A) 
L = length between voltage probe (cm) 

Equation 10 

The test apparatus uses a four point probe resistance measurement technique. The 

electrical diagram in Figure 25 below outlines how the electrodes should be connected. 

This technique allows precise measurement of current and voltage in attempt at negating 

any contact resistance caused from the material-electrode interface. 
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Figure 25: Schematic of a 4 Terminal Resistance Measurement Setup 

Reported ASTM and literature's electrical test procedures focus on local resistivity 

of one isolated sensing unit, which fails to depict the uniformity of resistance over a sheet 

of material. Therefore, two test methods have been drafted to measure both the material's 

resistivity and uniformity across the material. 

4.4 The 9-Point Test Method 

Because of the need for a uniform material for device usage, lack of large sample 

sizes, and the lack of the ASTM method for characterizing the material's uniformity, a new 

test method is needed. The 9-Point test method was created comprising of nine electrodes 

arrayed in a uniform pattern as shown in Figure 26. A masking template, with holes cut 

out, is applied to the material via simple adhesive ( double sided tape, adhesive lined paper 

from the local office store). This designates where the electrodes can measure. 
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Figure 26: (Left) Layout of 9-Point Electrodes and (Right) Apparatus Setup 

Once the electrode locations have been established, the voltages between adjacent 

electrodes are measured using the Keithley 2400 DVOM. The resistance is measured 

between every adjacent electrode pair which comprises 12 electrode combinations. This is 

repeated three times in total allowing averages and standard deviations to be calculated for 

each electrode pair. 

Collecting this data will allow a way to measure the resistance over the entire 

material. Averaging all the values will return a value that is proportional to the bulk 

resistance. The standard deviation of all the values will return a value that is proportional 

to how uniform the material is. 

Early experimentation revealed large variations in all the readings. In attempt to 

minimize this error, painting conductive electrodes were investigated. Early testing painted 

silver ink onto the mask, which when removed left an array of nine points coated in silver 

ink. This assembly was cured in the oven as per manufactures instruction (10 min at 

100°C). In attempt to further reduce the error that comes from the application of electrodes, 

some tests were performed by gluing wires to the material via silver ink. This method is 

delicate and time consuming and results were more consistent but not satisfactory. 
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Although this test method is designed to measure the material's overall resistance 

and uniformity, using painted electrodes and measuring by hand is not only time 

consuming but prone to operator error. This test does is not well suited for measuring 

resistive changes due to external force loadings. For these reasons, a test method that is 

more repeatable, able to measure the overall material resistivity and uniformity of small 

and large materials is desired. 

4.5 The 20-Point Test Method 

The 20-Point test method was created in order to measure the material ' s resistance 

and uniformity during dynamic pressure loading. For this test method, a sensor board was 

created with an electrode array of 20 electrodes according to the pattern in Figure 27. The 

electrodes are then connected to a multiplexer which feeds the output to a microcontroller. 

Four electrodes are connected together to form a ground strip that the other 20 electrodes 

can reference to. This apparatus is put on a flat base and is placed under a computer 

controlled universal testing machine that applies compressive force. 

6mm ~'~o ~c~I~~~~~~~~~~ 
6~0DDDDD 

DDDDDD 
2

.
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2.5mm---j ~ 

Figure 27: (Left) 20-Point Apparatus Setup and (Right) Electrode Pad Layout 
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Apparatus construction comprises of routing the 20 sensors through a multiplexer 

and then to a processing circuit. The multiplexor was chosen with a low on resistance of 

less than 10 n (Appendix 10) and the processing done using the Arduino family of 

microcontrollers. This electrode array has been gold coated to mitigate the effect of 

electrode oxidization. 

The overall resistance is computed by averaging all the measured resistances 

between each electrode pair. Characterizing the material's electrical resistance uniformity 

is accomplished by computing the standard deviation. This test method allows for the 

material to be subjected to a high loading, which will compress the material-electrode 

interface in order to minimize contact resistance. If the material becomes insensitive to 

increasing pressure, then that measured resistance can be proportional to a bulk resistance 

value noting that it is measured at high loading. 

This test method should provide the means for testing sample materials that are as 

small as 12 x 6 mm and as large as practically needed and can fit on the universal material 

testing hardware. A given material can be measured in one location, shifted slightly to a 

new region and measured using the same test procedure. In this way, large samples can be 

measured for uniformity. 
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CHAPTERS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Material Sonication Recipe 

The material fabrication process evolved greatly over the course of this study. In 

short, the best practices and preferred process were drafted into the SST Material Making 

Procedure, from which most materials in this project were created. The details are found 

in Appendix 1. In general, the material is prepared by weighing out the solvent and filler. 

The mixture is combined and subjected to a two stage sonication process. The first stage is 

the sonication of the solvent and filler only followed by a cooling phase. The second stage 

introduces the polymer base and is sonicated and then cooled. The material is then 

rotovapped to remove as much of the solvent as possible. The material is scraped on a small 

dish and degassed for 2-4 hours to ensure any remaining solvent has been removed. After 

the hardener is added, the mixture is degassed, spread onto the mould, degassed again, 

moulded and baked for 12-24 hours. This is the basic material recipe. 

5.2 Surface Characterization 

Measuring the dispersion of the filler content within a material is difficult. The 

questions of what scale and resolution dispersion occurs has to be defined in order for 

consistent comparison between samples. Measurements on a micro scale may illuminate 

how the fillers are dispersed on the polymer chain scale (micro scale), but may not represent 

how uniform the fillers are distributed across an entire sheet (macro scale). The desired 

filler dispersion should be characterized by CNTs protruding from the polymer's surface 

and devoid of large agglomerates of filler. 
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To view the dispersion of fillers in the PDMS polymer matrix, two prepared 

materials, one hand mixed and one sonicated, were scanned, by SEM at UNB Microscopy, 

in attempt to observe their surface properties. These materials were cryo-fractured ( cooled 

with liquid nitrogen and broken in half); the surface scans for both materials are seen in 

Figure 28 through Figure 31. 

Figure 28: SEM Scans of Hand mixed PDMS-CNT 1 mm59 
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Figure 29: SEM of PDMS-CNT at 50 µm Scale59 

Figure 30: SEM of PDMS-CNT at 5 µm Scale59 
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Figure 31: SEM Scan of Sonicated PDMS-CNT on a 50 µm scale59 

Visual inspection of the hand mixed sample reveals that material is opaque, but 

under a light table, black specks of filler material of various sizes are clearly visible and 

can be seen without a microscope. This indicates that the CNTs are clumped and not 

uniformly dispersed. Figure 28 shows a hand mixed PDMS-CNT polymer with large 

clusters of filler material, one clump is highlighted and zoomed in on and shown in Figure 

29. To verify that these clumps are comprised of CNTs, the clump is magnified as per 

Figure 30 which reveals individual strands of material protruding from the clump's surface, 

characteristic of CNTs. Other mechanical mixing methods to reduce CNT clump sizes, like 

ball roll milling of CNTs or sifting CNTs, were attempted. The results are not relevant for 

this study because no noticeable improvement was noticed in material uniformity. Clumps 

of filler material in the final product are still noticeable. -
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Regarding the sonicated PDMS-CNT sample the cross section view, Figure 31, 

reveals individual strands protruding from the polymer matrix. There are dark circles 

around these protrusions. The dark circles are thought to be polymer wetting and the 

protrusions are thought to be the CNT filaments. This supports the notion that CNTs are 

distributed on a micro level and that the sonication method is dispersing the filler as 

anticipated. Filler protrusion from the polymer surface is necessary as those points are 

thought to make the electrical contact with the external electrodes in completing a resistive 

network. It is believed that the CNT high aspect ratio (length over diameter) will act as the 

medium for creating electrical networks that give the material composite its conductivity. 

CNTs are pursued because of their anisotropic and high aspect ratio which makes them 

ideal for creating random and uniform array of interconnected electrical networks. At this 

stage, this interconnected sensing mechanism is a hypothesis and is discussed in the future 

work section. 

It is of interest to confirm the polymer composite's surface roughness. For this 

experiment, a PDMS-CB was subjected to optical surface measuring via a Zygo optical 

surface profiler (Appendix 12). The results can be seen in Figure 32. The top right comer 

is just about lxlmm square area and shows a pattern of peaks and valleys formed in 

columns. The peaks and valleys are not uniform, as seen by zooming in on the bottom left 

view where on any given ridge, scattered islands of red appear. 
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Figure 32: Surface Profile of PD MS-CB Sample by Zygo Optical Profiler 

Regarding the various column pattern and what it might be, the moulding surface 

is revisited. The material was moulded between two steel plates that were machine finished. 

In this context, the machining tool cutting pattern would explain the markings. This is 

supported by the peak to valley height difference, approx. 10 - 22 um, which is comparable 

to a machined finished surface roughness which could be anywhere between 1 and 25 um 

depending on machine settings. 

The red clumps are thought to be dispersed CB agglomerates based on their size 

and island pattern. As the sample is magnified, bottom left view, the sparse patches of high 

red points are measured to be approximately 25-50 um in diameter. At the time of the CB 

surface characterization, neither the material mould nor the PDMS-CNT were available. 

The Zygo vendor did mention their technology is not well suited for measuring CNTs 

because of their small diameter. Various mould surfaces were used throughout the study 
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including: machine finished (most common), machine polished, sandblasted, glass slides, 

and sandpaper. The effect of mould surface roughness is in itself a further point of study. 

This study uses machine finished and sandblasted moulds. 

Early materials were being heat cured according the polymer datasheet but these 

materials were observed to have a tacky surface finish, which is considered undesirable for 

various reasons. One, because the tackiness would decrease over time, thus changing the 

characteristics of surface resistance, and two, it would alter the time response of the 

material and electrode during the unloading of external force. The most desirable time 

response profiles due to external loading and unloading are displayed in Figure 33. Ideally 

the mechanical loading on the material has a fast response both at loading and unloading. 

Tackiness however, may slow that fast response time during the load removal because of 

its tendency to stick. Therefore, the tackiness issue must be resolved to yield repeatable 

material performance. 

jl-
Time 

Time 

Time 
(a) Force Loading 

11-y---------

Time 
(b) Force Unloading 

Figure 33: Sensor's Response Due to Tackiness 

Ideal Response 

Actual Response 

Baking the material for another 24 hours at 100°C solved this issue. For future 

references, it will be referred to as the second heat treatment. As a result, those materials 
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which have gone through both heat treatments do not show tackiness and have the same 

feel as cured PDMS without filler. Therefore, the second heat treatment, or a total of 48 

hours of baking at 100°C should be applied to all materials. It is believed that the filler and 

solvent may interfere with polymer chain cross-linking or that some of the polymer base is 

lost during the sonication phases. If the solution becomes too hot, volatile components of 

the polymer base may evaporate. 

5.3 In Situ Sonication Solution Samples 

In an attempt at verifying if the CNT filler is being sonicated thoroughly in situ, a 

drop of filler-solvent solution will be placed on a glass slide and viewed under a digital 

microscope to assess filler dispersion. If the CNTs are properly dispersed, it is expected 

that the view would be semitransparent without large clumps or specks. The results of this 

experiment can be seen in Figure 34. 

(a) 100 um Scale (b) Drop of Sonication Fluid 

(c) Cover Slide Pressed (d) Cover Slide Massaged 

Figure 34: In Situ PDMS-CNT Poly Sonication Microscope Images 
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Figure 34a shows a 100 um scale as reference. Figure 34b shows a slide with large 

clouds of black clumps, presumed to be CNT of clumps of various sizes. Massaging the 

cover plate and glass slide together with light finger pressure shows the black clumps 

becoming more uniform in dispersion Figure 34c. Massaging the cover slide further turned 

the solution into a milky uniform solution. Figure 34d shows that there are very few 

relatively big clumps and mostly tiny black specs that are less than 1 Oum in size. This 

supports the notion that sonication process is able to uniformly disperse the CNT in the 

polymer sonicated solution. However, when viewed in solution, remaining large clumps 

are only dissolved through mechanical massaging ( akin to mechanical lapping process) to 

achieve a better uniformity. It is also visible that some of the filler starts to settle in the 

bottom of the mixing container. This could indicate that the filler starts clumping quickly 

after sonication or that not all the filler is properly sonicated. 

5.4 Effect of Sonication Time 

To evaluate the effectiveness of sonication, the total sonication time was varied 

while preparing a series of materials, designated as MM38 to MM49. These were all 

PDMS-CNT (2.5%) composites and were fully cured. There are variations in material 

thickness and mould surfaces, which are assumed to be insignificant. For this particular 

examination collecting enough materials to do an analysis was paramount. It is assumed 

that the collective error of the sonication process is much greater than the expected error 

caused by changes in the material thickness and surface variation. The materials were 

measured using the 20-Point uniformity board and measured at a load of 100 N. The sample 
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is measured using the 50 x 100 mm grid pattern as per Figure 41. For more details see 

Appendix 13. 

The sonication is broken into two stages and total sonication time was categorized 

as short (20 min), medium (30 min) and long (> 30 min). The first sonication stage consisted 

of the filler in solvent only (chloroform); the second comprises the filler and polymer base 

in solvent. It was noticed that the sonication process increases the solution temperature 

which boils off the solvent. This limits the maximum time duration of sonication to about 

30 minutes. Therefore, to keep the mixture temperature around 25°C, there is an hour long 

cool down period after each sonication stage. 

For this experiment, the average resistance and standard deviation are calculated 

for the whole material. In addition, it is of interest to find out which process results in the 

lowest resistance. Therefore, the sensor location with the lowest resistance is recorded 

along with the average resistance of the entire sample. This data is compiled in Table 4, 

plotted in Figure 35 and Figure 36 with additional details in Appendix 13. 

Table 4: Sonication Times for Selected Sample Materials 

Sonication Lowest Resistance Section Average Material Resistance 

Sample Sonication Total AVG STD STD AVG STD STD 

No. Classification (min) (kO) (kO) (%) (kO) (kO) {%) 

MM38 Short 20 12.44 1.49 12% 17.54 5.55 32% 

MM39 Short 20 2.51 0.20 8% 5.01 2.95 59% 

MM44 Medium 30 4.58 0.56 12% 11.16 4.89 44% 

MM45 Medium 30 5.63 0.41 7% 12.00 4.54 38% 

MM46 Medium 30 3.99 0.73 18% 7.56 3.26 43% 

MM48 Medium 30 3.68 0.60 16% 6.44 2.13 33% 

MM42 Long 40 2.05 0.34 17% 4.76 3.36 71% 

MM43 Long 35 5.61 0.55 10% 15.51 11.36 73% 
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Figure 35: Average Resistance as a Function of Sonication Time 
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Figure 36: Lowest Section of Resistance vs. Total Sonication Time 

When plotting the measured average resistances against the total sonication time, 

the data shows large variation in resistances in all materials. From the samples fabricated, 

materials that had a total sonication time of 30 min showed the smallest variance between 

other samples of other sonication times. Also, the average values are much closer to each 
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other than with the short or long sonication times. If the section of the material with the 

lowest resistance is filtered out and plotted, it can be seen that all variances have been 

reduced, the resistances are smaller and that the 30 min sonicated samples are grouped 

tightly together. The latter statement should be supported by fabricating shorter and long 

sonicated materials. 

A source of error that may contribute the changing resistances from batch to batch 

may be to do with the cool down period after each sonication stage. There is concern that 

some filler settles or agglomerates during the one hour cool down time. Further 

investigation of the effect of cooling time could be performed having now an established 

material production process but remains out of the current project scope. Alternative 

cooling and mixing methods should be further investigated to help improve repeatability 

and shorter cooling times to prevent filler settling or agglomerating. Future work could 

include: measuring the dispersion solution with microscope with more frequency, using 

stronger and longer sonication, continuous cooling of the solvent solution and faster 

material fabrication. 

5.5 Bulk Resistance using ASTM D991 

The ASTM D991 was used to characterize the bulk resistance of the material41 that 

can be used as a comparison with other tests and literature values. However, it should be 

noted that this test methods returns one bulk resistance value for an entire sample and does 

not describe the resistance uniformity to any extent. It will also measure the bulk resistance 

over a varying current range in order to verify if this material behaves as ideal resistor. 

Within this ASTM method, it is shown that when using the same material and test jig, the 
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error may be as high as 7% percent within one laboratory and up to 33% when same 

measurement is performed on the same material by a different lab group; for more details 

see Appendix 3 and as described in the methodology. 

For each material, the source current was varied between 50mA up to lOOOmA or 

up to 20V, whichever was reached first using a Keithley 2400 source meter. The current

resistance measurement was repeated three times per material. The material is 

mechanically repositioned between every measurement run to ensure that the contact points 

of measurement change slightly, accounting for any inherent contact resistance. 

To be certain that the DVOM is working properly, a 27 kn carbon film resistor was 

measured over the entire current range. The average resistance was measured to be 26,933 

kn with 0.26% error due to fluctuation on the DVOM scale. 

Three material samples were fabricated from one material batch, MM56 2. 7% 

CNT, in three different thicknesses, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 mm. Each material was measured and 

the average and standard deviations for bulk resistance were calculated according to 

volume resistivity equation, seen in Equation 7, and presented in Figure 4 7. Detailed data 

tables are in Appendix 7. 
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Figure 37: Volume Resistivity vs. Source Current and Material Thickness 

From Figure 3 7, it can be seen that for each material there is a horizontal and a 

sloped region. Bulk resistance measured by the ASTM method is reported to be 770 and 

792 ohm-meter in the horizontal slop region. The horizontal region for 0.4 and 0.8mm 

sections are much longer than for the 0.6mm material. It is desired to have an ohmic 

material, as then its properties would be independent of the source current. This would 

result in a horizontally sloped resistance function throughout the range of currents. As this 

study is interested in characterizing the ohmic material properties, only the values in the 

linear zone have been averaged and presented in Table 5. 

Table 5: Calculated Volume Resistivity ofMM56 by ASTM D911 

Sample AVG Er 
(mm) (O*m) (O*m) 

0.4 770 43 

0.6 1637 91 

0.8 792 44 
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It is interesting to note that the result between the two samples, 0.4mm and 0.8mm, 

show close correlation to each other. This observation supports that the fabrication process 

is able to yield repeatable materials, even if cured at different stages and further suggests 

that the bulk resistance is independent of material thickness. 

It was observed that the 0.6mm sample behaves significantly different as it is not 

fitting the pattern with its two neighbouring samples. This shows the difficulty of the 

material fabrication process difficulty and susceptibility to error. Typical error sources may 

include improper degassing, improper addition of hardener to the base polymer, and 

improper moulding. For all the materials, the current-resistance function shows an 

unexpected non-horizontal slope at increasing currents. The sloped region could be a result 

of the combination of conductive and semi conductive CNTs that are used from the vendor. 

It is difficult to compare these values against the other measurements obtained in 

this project because of the high measurement variability. The wire resistance formula states 

that the material's resistance is proportional to the length of the material, the material's 

specific resistivity and is inversely proportional to the cross sectional area as per equations 

below. 

Where: 

pL 
R=

A 

R = Resistance ( Q) 
p = Resistivity (Qcm) 
L = Length (cm) 
A = Cross sectional area between contact points ( cm2) 
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Let two cases be presented, one where the length is much greater than the area (high 

aspect ratio) and another where length is same size as the area (low aspect ratio). In the 

case of the high aspect ratio, the variations in the cross sectional area becomes insignificant. 

In the case where the aspect ratio is small, variations in the cross sectional area become 

significant. 

Reviewing the experiments performed, the aspect ratio is the length between two 

electrodes and area be an approximation of the material cross sectional area and sensor 

pads. The point being, that the cross sectional area is difficult to discern. If electrodes are 

fixed to the material and measurement fluctuations arise, this would indicate that there is 

some phenomena happening with either the length or contact area. The length between 

electrodes is more constrained then the electrode contacts and because the aspect ratio is 

small, it is possible that the majority of variance comes from the electrode contact area 

interaction. Such variance may be attributed improper electrode bonding, the internal 

material resistivity mechanism not being static or unobserved environmental vibrations. 

Unfortunately in most experiments, the aspect ratio of the fabricated materials were 

designed and measured with a very small aspect ratio (length over area). Future work 

should design samples to that have a high aspect ratio, like that of a wire. Reviewing the 

ASTM D991 data, the high material aspect ratio used returned reasonable error, less than 

8%. However, fundamental limitations of the ASTM method are the inability to 

characterize the uniformity of the material and the use of a weighted electrode, therefore 

not measuring the bulk resistance at no load. The 9 and 20 point test methods attempt to 

characterize the uniformity of the material and the 9 point method is able to measure the 
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bulk resistance at no load. However, both of these tests are predicted to have high 

measurement error due to the low aspect ratio. 

5.6 Percolation Curve with 9-Point 

A drawback from the ASTM method is the lack of measuring the uniformity of the 

material and that large sample sizes were needed. Due to the fabrication limitations, most 

samples were not large enough for the ASTM test apparatus. Therefore, it was desired to 

have a test method that measures the overall resistance, the resistivity uniformity and able 

to measure small sample sizes in a repeatable way. The 9-Point test method was created to 

accomplish these tasks and is outlined in the methodology. 

The 9-Point test method was used to measure the percolation curve of this 

material's recipe. A series of materials were created according to the SST procedures, 

Appendix 1, with varying filler content values. The resistance values are measured between 

each sensor combination three times and averaged into one resistance value with its 

associated standard deviation. Using the electrode pattern Figure 26, measurements were 

done using silver painted inks. The ink electrodes provide a flat and fixed contact points 

for DVOM measure. These electrodes will help reduce any electrode contact resistance and 

reduce the variability in electrode placement. Materials of varying thickness were used to 

increase the sample size. In order to compare them against each other, the resistances were 

calculated by dividing the measured resistance by the material's thickness. Results are 

plotted in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: Percolation Curve of Sonicated PDMS-CNT via 9-Point Method 

The above figure shows the range of resistances that are achievable when making 

materials with basic sonication. For this study, the point of percolation will be considered 

when the measure of the material ' s resistance becomes less than one mega ohm. With this 

understanding, percolation was achieved with a filler content of 1.5% and up to 3% CNTs. 

A fabrication limit was reached for materials with more than 3% filler content. At this 

point, the large filler amount renders the material unworkable due to the high viscosity of 

the mixed polymer solution using current fabrication process. The data shows signs that 

change in resistance begins saturating for filler content of 3% or more. However, this isn't 

confirmed as no materials were produced due the fabrication constraints. As point of 

comparison, percolation of CNT by hand mixing is realized near 10% filler content and 

with CB around 18%. 

It is observed that materials with less than 2% filler have higher variance than that 

of materials with greater than 2% filler. For materials with 2% filler content and higher, 
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error bars are less noticeable because of the log plot scaling. The error for materials that 

have less than 2% filler may be due to the poor dispersion of filler content, large 

agglomerates, or smaller probability of filler surface protrusions. The latter idea is of 

concern because of the tendency to create large spots of either resistive or insulating surface 

patches that are measured by electrodes. Therefore, the practical percolation range for this 

recipe is recommended between 2 and 3 percent CNT filler. 

5. 7 Theory of Material's Resistance Sensitivity 

A point of inquiry is the attempt at creating a model that describes how the 

sensitivity of a material behaves due to mechanical deformation. The following model is 

proposed. Consider a sensing element comprised of a CNT composite material in a 

compressed and uncompressed state as per Figure 39 below. 

Fl 

F2 

~ 
Figure 39: (Left) Uncompressed and (Right) Compressed Sensor Cell 

For this model, the following assumptions are made. First, the material's thickness 

and volume decrease with increased applied force. Second, the contact area and filler 

weight percentage remains constant. In this context, as the force increases and compresses 

the volume of material while maintaining the amount of encapsulated filler. In this regard, 

the volume percent of filler increases. If the volume percent increases, then the chances of 

filler to filler contact increases to form more electrical pathways, thus reducing the overall 
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bulk resistivity. With this understanding, the sensing method is seen to operate under the 

change in filler spacing in the polymer matrix. 

In an attempt to model the material's dynamic sensing range in terms of the 

percolation curve, the change in the percolation curve relative to the filler weight 

percentage is calculated, referred to the resistance sensitivity (RS) and shown in Figure 40. 

This curve will attempt to guide the percent filler content selection of a sensing material 

by defining what pressure ( or force load) range the material is going to be subjected to. 
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Figure 40: Material Resistance as Function of Weight filler 

An ideal pressure sensitive material would be one whose filler volume percent falls 

in zone b where the magnitude of the RS curve is large. A case is investigated that features 

the material's resistivity (Ro) between the points vol(F 1) and vol(F2). If the material begins 

at a no load state (Fl) and is subjected to an increasing load (F2), the volume percent will 

increase resulting in that Ro will decrease. If the filler content is too low (zone a), the 

electrical connections are less likely to happen because there are not enough filler to create 

electrical networks. Converse! y, if the weight percentage is too high ( zone c ), the material 
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is considered to be saturated with fillers and there is little dynamic resistive change. 

Therefore, a material whose resting resistance falls in the middle ( zone b) shows the most 

dynamic pressure sensitivity. 

This model helps support that the percolation curve has a limited filler percent range 

that defines the useful range of the material's pressure sensitivity. This supports the notion 

that this material's recipe is pressure sensing between 1.5 to 3% filler content and that the 

sensitivity begins to saturate above the 3% filler content as shown in Figure 38. Perhaps 

the peak magnitude of RS curve can be a value to describe the material's dynamic sensing 

range of the material across varying material recipes. However, this will require more detail 

to clearly define which recipe variables change the percolation curves, going beyond the 

scope of this project. 

5.8 Material Uniformity with 20-Point Apparatus 

Large standard deviations are observed in most measurements, which formulate the 

question: are the large deviations in the measurement an issue with the measurement 

technique or with the material fabrication? Regarding the material fabrication, key items 

have been identified as sources for having a high propensity for error: the effect of improper 

heat treatment, inconsistencies in the material fabrication, variation of material thickness 

and non-uniformly dispersed fillers. Improper curing can lead to surface tackiness which 

could affect the interaction with electrodes and change the way the fillers work in the 

material, or leave portions uncured. Small variances during the fabrication of batches of 

material, using the same recipe, could yield drastic differences in the material properties. 

The chance that material thickness and the bulk resistance are not linear is another potential 
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source of error. The thicker materials may increase the pathways and would average out 

the filler uniformity. 

Influence of the material uniformity and effect of heat treatment as a sources of 

high variations in measurement readings is of study. Therefore, an experiment has been 

designed to test the effect of these factors, which is designated at the 20-Point method and 

outlined more detail in Appendix 2. 

For this experiment, three materials were made from one batch of material, 

designated as MM56 (2. 7% CNT) following the material recipe as seen in Appendix 1. The 

material was cured in the 50.8 x 280 mm wide moulds with sandblasted surfaces. Final 

materials made 50 x 200 mm cut to size. The batch was prepared via a two 20 min 

sonication stages. The uncured material was separated into three proportions to yield three 

samples with varying thickness: 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 mm with similar surface area. Once the 

basic curing process was finished, the materials were all tested using this test method. 

Afterwards, the materials were subjected to the second heat curing process and tested in 

the same manner in attempt to remove the surface tackiness as shown in Figure 33. Because 

of the large material sizes, the materials could be mapped using the 20-Point sensing array 

as per the pattern shown in Figure 41 below. For each sensor location, the resistance was 

measured 30 times at prescribed loadings and combined into one average value with 

standard deviation. 
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1 2 3 4 
8 7 6 5 

Figure 41: Sensor Measurement Locations for 2x4 Pattern 

There are two scales of uniformity that is of interest to measure. How uniform are 

sensors relative to each other (micro) and how uniform is the entire sheet of the material 

(macro). To measure the uniformity on the micro scale, each sensor location on the sheet 

of material is measured using the 20-Point test device, which measures between all the 

adjacent electrode pairs. The apparatus setup and materials are placed under the computer 

controlled compression machine and subjected to 1 OON of loading. The measured 

resistance values are averaged together with standard deviation. To measure the macro 

scale uniformity, this previous measurement routine is performed for each location on the 

sheet of material as per the sensing location map shown in Figure 41. The expected result 

if all the mixing and curing are done uniformly, the average resistance for each sensor 

location should be the same. Furthermore, the average material resistance between each 

material should be similar. The results for this 20-Point test, post second heat curing, are 

shown in Table 6 and Figure 42 below. 
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Table 6: Resistance Uniformity after Second Heat Treatment (2.7% CNT) 

Thickness 

Resistance 

Location 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

AVG 

25.00 

20.00 

c 
:=. 15.00 
u 
a, 
C: 
n, 
4J 

-~ 10.00 
a, 

c::: 

5.00 

0.00 

0.4mm 0.6mm 

AVG STD STD AVG STD 

(kO) (kO) (%) (kO) (kO) 

9.47 1.7 18% 11.76 2.05 

9.64 2.19 23% 11.95 1.5 

12.88 2.32 18% 12.43 3.02 

14.88 2.22 15% 8.83 1.33 

14.49 1.6 11% 12.3 1.53 

16.77 2.64 16% 12.05 1.92 

13.45 2.27 17% 15.55 4.5 

13.59 1.66 12% 11.65 2.03 

13.15 2.51 19% 12.07 1.81 

0 2 4 6 

Location on Material 

STD AVG 
(%) (kO) 

17% 5.72 

13% 5.24 

24% 5.42 

15% 5.74 

12% 6.57 

16% 7.07 

29% 6.1 

17% 7.5 

15% 6.17 

8 10 

0.8mm 

STD 

(kO) 

0.85 

0.59 

0.57 

0.61 

0.61 
0.98 

0.82 

1.16 

0.81 

+ 0.4mm 

• o.6mm 

A 0.8mm 

Figure 42: Material Uniformity Post 2"d Heat Treatment 

STD 

(%) 

15% 

11% 

11% 

11% 

9% 

14% 

13% 
16% 

13% 

The micro uniformity is analyzed and the minimum and maximum standard 

deviations of the 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 mm samples are 11 % and 23%, 12% and 24%, and 9% 

and 16% respectively. The range of standard deviation for each material are large, the 

0.8mm demonstrates that the standard deviation, this test's measure of uniformity, can be 

made as low as 9% using this material production process. The macro uniformity is 
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analyzed by looking at the average resistance of each material location. By observation, 

there is significant fluctuation between all points. To help visualize this variation, all the 

measurements, for each material, calculated into an average and standard deviation and are 

shown in bottom row of Table 6 and plotted in Figure 43 below. 
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Figure 43: Bulk Resistance vs. Material Thickness of Fully Cured Materials 

Looking at the average material resistance between the three materials, a decreasing 

trend in bulk resistance as material thickness increases. The data shows that the average 

resistance between materials 0.4 and 0.6 mm falls within one standard deviation of each 

other, making it difficult to conclude if such a trend is true. If the material is thicker, then 

there is higher probability of electrical pathways being created. It would be better to repeat 

this experiment with at least three material batches to help support the above trend. 

Reflecting on the wire resistance equation, Equation 11 , the resistance is proportional to 

the resistivity and length while inversely proportional to the cross sectional area between 

the two electrodes. If the following assumption is made, that the cross sectional area is 

proportional to the material thickness, then as thickness increases, resistance will decrease. 

The bulk resistivities from Figure 43 can be calculated by using the wire resistance formula 
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as per Equation 12 and then compared with the ASTM bulk resistivities. Making the 

assumption that the cross sectional area is proportional to the thickness, the results from 

above can be plotted with the data found from the ASTM test in table 4. The results can be 

seen in the table and figure below. 
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Table 7: Bulk Resistivity's Between ASTM vs. 20-Point Methods 

Thickness Bulk Resistivity 

(mm) (kO m) 

0.4 0.6575 

0.6 0.90525 

0.8 0.617 

X 

- .... - .- - - - - - -- -- -
¥. .••.•...•.•...•..••••.•.•••...•.•.•.•. :< 
ft 

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Material Thickness (mm) 

e 20-Point 

X ASTM 

• •· •• •• • • Linear (20-Point) 

- - - Linear (ASTM) 

Figure 44: Bulk Resistivity's Between ASTM vs. 20-Point Methods 

Adding in linear best fits to the data, it is seen that the slopes are linear and that 

both tests measurements show that the 0.6mm sample is significantly different. This plot 

only shows three thicknesses ranging from 0.4 to 0.8mm. It is insufficient to show what 

happens when the material is much thinner (. Imm) or thicker (2-4mm). Next, the heat 

curing process is investigated further by comparing the average material's resistance and 
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standard deviation of all three materials before and after the second heat treatment. Results 

are displayed in Table 8 and Figure 45. 

Table 8: Material Resistivity vs. Pre and Post Second Heat Treatment 

Thickness 

(mm) 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

18.00 

16.00 

14.00 

~ 12.00 

~ 10.00 
C: 

; 8.00 
"iii 
~ 6.00 

4.00 

2.00 

0.00 

Pre Heat Treatment 

R(AVG) R(STD) R(% STD) 

(kO) (kO) (%) 

8.81 1.21 14% 

11.85 2.44 21% 

7.35 1.33 18% 

Post Heat Treatment 

R(AVG) 

(kO) 

13.15 

12.07 

6.17 

R(STD) R(% STD) 

(kO) (%) 

2.51 19% 

1.81 15% 

0.81 13% 

+ Post Heat Treatment 

• Pre Heat Treatment 

.----------------·-------------·-··-·--

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 7 0.8 0.9 

Material thickness (mm) 

Figure 45: Material Resistivity before and after the 2°d Heat Treatment 

From Figure 45, a significant change between the 0.4 and 0.8 mm samples' 

resistance was observed due to the second heat treatment. The change for the 0.6mm 

sample is indistinguishable and may be because the material was fully cured during the 

second heat treatment. This may be accounted by variations in the material production 

process, either too much pre heat treatment or more hardener than the recipe called for. 

However, the fact that the other two materials, 0.4 and 0.8mm samples, showed significant 
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change which implies that the post-secondary heat treatment is curing the material and 

removing the surface tackiness. Therefore, all samples should be baked for at least 48 hours 

more at 100°C, 48 times longer than the datasheet states. 

In general, it is difficult to determine the cause for the high variation of uniformity. 

This data does shows that the current measuring techniques and/or the material production 

process are capable of producing useable material, but show that there is variation of 

material bulk resistance within one batch of material. It is difficult to conclude if there are 

clumps of materials forming which attribute to the measurement error, but the 0.8 mm 

sample shows signs that good uniformity within the micro and macro scale, showing the 

material production process is working as intended. However, this is difficult to achieve 

and perceived sources of error includes a high risk of operator during material fabrication 

due to the multitude of fabrication steps. 

5.9 Force Response Curves with 20-Point 

As the characterization of piezoresistivity is one of the goals of this project, a test 

method is needed to measure the change in resistance over a range of pressure in a 

controlled and repeatable way. Both the ASTM and 9-Point methods are not well suited 

for dynamic pressure loading. Therefore, the 20-Point test method with a computer 

controlled compression machine is well suited to capture the pressure sensitivity of the 

material. 

The 20-Point test will be used by applying a 10 to 100 N compressive loading to 

the MM56 material and measuring the total resistance of the material. The resultant curve 

is called the Force Response Curve. In addition, to confirm the effect of the second heat 
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treatment, the force response curve needs to be measured before and after the post heat 

treatment. The results can be seen in Figure 46 and Figure 47 and details in Appendix 8. 
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Figure 46: Force Response before Second Heat Treatment 
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Figure 47: Force Response after Second Heat Treatment 
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It noticed that all the resistances increased after the heat treatment process. 

Furthermore, the pressure sensitivity range for each series decreases after the second heat 

treatment. The higher resistances may be accounted for in part by the CNTs oxidizing or 
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the polymer hardening which affects the ability of the fillers to move during compression. 

The stiffer the material, the less mechanical deformation, the smaller the resistance change 

will be. 

The data after the second heat treatment shows that the material's resistance is 

inversely proportional to thickness whereas before heat treatment shows no pattern. This 

supports two proposed notions: first, the material needs to be fully cured, and second, the 

thicker the material, the lower the material resistance. 

A source of error of this test method may include the assumption that all of the 

applied force is transferred directly over the sensor pads when in reality, there is a 50 µm 

height variation between the sensor board and sensor pad. Also, the compression machine 

used may have inherent non uniform pressure distribution that contributes to the overall 

uniformity error. Steps have been taken to create adjustable tables and constant table 

levelling is performed to mitigate measurement error. 

Efforts to collect more data, in attempt to improve results, involves measuring each 

sensor location more times and-or making more materials. However, measuring the same 

materials more is viewed as high risk low reward strategy as measurement time will 

increase significantly while providing little more insight on the material's behaviour. 

Making more materials is also time consuming and wasteful. These challenges are 

impractical for commercial applications. Therefore, it is concluded that instead of 

collecting more data from the same material, improving the measurement technique is the 

more practical approach for material characterization. 

A measurement technique that uses an electrode system chemically bounded to the 

filler would provide the best way to measure the pure bulk resistance. This would aid in 
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the understanding in the high variability in the sensor measurement error which may be 

coming from the electrode and material surface interaction as depicted earlier in Figure 4 

and Figure 5. 

5.10 Electrode Contact Resistance 

Throughout the experiments, the material's resistivity has been measured in terms 

of laying the material over gold plated electrodes. There is concern that the electrode to 

material interface may have contact resistance. The current technique to reduce the contact 

resistance by compressing the material to where there is no distinguishable change in 

measured resistance is referred to as the bulk resistance at maximum deformation. A typical 

force response curve with the saturated zone highlighted can be seen in Figure 48 below. 
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Figure 48: Typical Force Response Curve with Pressure Insensitive Zone 

It is thought that inherent bulk resistance, resistance of material with no force 

loading and no deformation should be calculable and measureable. In this study, the bulk 

resistance has been measured during maximum force loading and deformation, but it is of 

interest to measure the bulk resistance at no force loading, when deformation is zero. 
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Therefore, an electrode-material combination that has insignificant contact resistance is 

desired. 

The following conductive electrode candidate materials were chosen: silver 

conductive ink (ink), silver conductive epoxy ( epoxy), gold sputtering (gold) and 

combinations thereof. Gold sputtering onto the polymer was performed by UNB 

Microscopy and according to their specifications as per Appendix 9. Each gold sputtered 

sample is coated four times to ensure that the surface is well covered. 

Three CNT composite materials were used: JIM429 (2.25% ), JIM428 (2.5%) and 

NC160 (5%). JIM 428 and 429 were made according to SST material making process a 

sonication time of 20 min total (Appendix 1 ). NC 160 was a sample supplied by ANL for 

comparison and was reported to use a natural rubber base and CNT filler. A sample material 

with a painted pattern of silver epoxy electrodes can be seen in Figure 49. 

Figure 49: Material with Painted Silver Epoxy Using 9-Point Template 

This data collection is broken down into two datasets. The first dataset is with silver 

ink and gold (Table 9) and the second with silver epoxy and gold (Table 10). These 

experiments include a qualitative assessment of the electrode adhesion durability which is 

deemed useful information for sensor construction and are described in 

Table 11. 
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Table 9: Evaluation of Silver Conductive Ink as Printed Electrode 

Sample CNT Electrode R(AVG) R(STD) R(STD) Quality 

(No.) (%) (Type) (kO) (kO) (%) 

JIM 429 2.25 Bare 1316.9 338.4 26% 0 

JIM 428 2.5 Bare 2000.0 1000.0 50% 0 

JIM 429 2.25 Gold 512.08 214.66 42% 3 

JIM 428 2.5 Gold 363.67 225.86 62% 3 

JIM 429 2.25 Gold+ Ink 9.54 1.46 15% 2 

JIM 428 2.5 Gold+ Ink 3.23 0.55 17% 2 

JIM 429 2.25 Ink 37.48 17.24 46% 1 

JIM 428 2.5 Ink 7.31 2.81 38% 1 

Table 10 Evaluation of Silver Conductive Epoxy as Printed Electrode 

Sample 

(No.) 

JIM 429 

JIM 428 

Nano 160 

JIM 429 

JIM 429 

JIM 428 

Nano 160 

JIM 429 

JIM 428 

Nano 160 

0 

1 

2 

3 

CNT Electrode R(AVG) R(STD) R(STD) 

(%) (Type) (kO) (kO) (%) 

2.25 Bare 1316.9 338.4 26% 

2.5 Bare 2000.0 1000.0 50% 

5 Bare 52.47 60.28 115% 

2.25 Gold 44.43 28.96 65% 

2.25 Gold+ Epoxy 16.56 5.15 31% 

2.5 Gold+ Epoxy 

5 Gold+ Epoxy 

2.25 Epoxy 59.36 23.35 39% 

2.5 Epoxy 15.26 1.84 12% 

5 Epoxy 3.82 1.74 46% 

Table 11: Quality Scale for Printed Electrodes 

Quality Scale 

Peels right off with any bending 

Cracks with bending, moderate adhesion 

Cracks with bending, difficult to remove 

No visible change with first bending 

Quality 

0 

0 

0 

3 

2 

2 

2 

1 

For easier data analysis, the calculated resistances for each of the measured 

electrode pad combinations from the above tables are plotted for comparison on two charts; 
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one for the first dataset with silver ink and gold, and one for the second dataset with silver 

epoxy and gold, which are then plotted on Figure 50 and Figure 51 respectively. 
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Figure 50: Evaluation of Silver Conductive Ink as Printed Electrode 
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Figure 51: Evaluation of Silver Conductive Epoxy as Printed Electrode 

The worst electrode-material combinations are the bare electrodes. The resistance 

measured with bare electrodes surpassed the maximum DVOM readout at 2M.Q. The best 

result from these experiments was a combination of gold and silver ink or gold and silver 

epoxy. 
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It was also observed that no distinguishable resistance change was measured using 

the gold/silver-ink/epoxy electrode after the application of applied hand pressure on the 

electrode arrangement. This observation supports using a painted electrode can negate the 

effect of contact resistance from hand pressures, varying from 10 to 50 kPa. The resultant 

resistance is therefore assumed to be proportional to the bulk resistance. How repeatable 

and durable such an interface is remains for future work. While the electrode types are 

useful in a laboratory environment, the preparation time and bending durability issues of 

the tested electrode combinations currently prohibit commercial use. 

It was observed that when gold sputtering on its own is used for electrode contact, 

the measured resistance is much higher when compared to gold with the silver-ink or 

epoxy. A supporting theory is that the gold is able to fill the deepest valleys of the material's 

surface as presented earlier in Figure 6. However, the gold is delicate and bare electrodes 

can scrape it away without much effort. Additionally, the gold can be removed by rinsing 

with water, ethanol or mechanically by using a tissue. This poor durability suggests that 

the gold is not chemically bound to the composite material. 

It was also observed that the silver-ink or epoxy with sputtered gold combinations 

returned the lowest overall resistances. This may be attributed to the fact that uncured 

epoxy/ink are easily painted over the gold and fill in the remaining valleys and, once cured, 

leave a firm, stable and well-connected interface for the bare electrodes to touch. The bare 

electrodes measure less than 1-ohm resistance when connected to silver ink or silver epoxy. 

However, regarding the adhesion durability of all these materials, epoxy tends to be the 

most durable material. Note that all the materials will crack, break, or fall off when the 

material is folded. 
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To visualizing these results for sensor construction, first the overall pressure 

sensing device usage is reviewed. For any pressure sensing, mechanical deformation of the 

material is expected and would cause painted electrodes to fail quickly. Therefore, 

locations experiencing mechanical deformation are recommended to use bare electrodes. 

If two bare electrodes are used, the variance due to contact resistance will be very high. To 

reduce the high variation from contact resistance, it is recommended to have one of the two 

electrodes use a painted electrode interface, in a mechanical deformation free area, to 

provide a constant resistance that all other sensing bare electrodes can be referenced to. It 

is recommended that this region be painted in a strip, connected to ground and referred to 

as the ground strip. This ground strip should be constructed from silver ink or epoxy that 

is painted onto the material which has been gold sputtered. 

5.11 Polymer Phase Separation 

Over the course of this study, some materials like MMS6, have been cured with what looks to be 

clear polymer voids. The voids are not air pockets but rather clear cured polymer, typically no larger 

than 1 mm in diameter and arranged in patterns. A photo was taken of material and is presented in 

Figure 52. 
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Figure 52: Photo of Clear Polymer Line Patterns in MM56 (2.7% CNT) 

Currently, there is no apparent reason why some materials have these clear polymer 

void patterns and others do not. The voids are of concern because, in general, they will 

cause measurement error with the electrodes. Thus, it is desired to have a homogeneous 

material in an attempt to have a consistent and uniform material. Due to these voids, 

additional anomalies could occur during the material making process. 

During the mixing and curing phase, there has been no visual detection of clear 

polymer material. This includes the time when the hardener is mixed into the polymer, 

degassed, spread onto the mould and degassed in the vacuum oven. At this point, no clear 

pools of material have been observed. Due to the dark color of the material, it is challenging 

to discern if there are clear pools of material forming. The pattern of voids are arranged 

along smooth and curvy lines which may correlate to how the material might flow during 

the mould compression process. The combination of shear forces and the material's uneven 

surface during compression could be contributing factors. This notion suggests that 

material has separated before the moulding process as opposed to during the heating. It had 

been thought that mould compression is necessary to ensure parallel surfaces so that good 

curing can occur. Future work should explore alternative methods. 
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It has been shown earlier that ideal mixing of CNTs and polymer can be achieved 

after sonication. However, if solvent remains, perhaps the solvent separates the filler from 

polymer over an extended period of time; all the mixing and degassing can take up to 24 

hours allowing time for the clear polymer to separate. It is possible that not enough 

degassing time has elapsed during the rotorvap and vacuum oven stages and therefore more 

time would help remove the solvent. The rotorvap process has been previously assumed to 

be a foolproof process. Future work should test for lingering solvent after the rotovapping 

process. 

When the material is spread onto the mould surface, there are resulting hills and 

valleys (surface roughness) and it could be the case that the excess solvent permeates to 

the surface and collects in these valleys. When the moulds are compressed, the pools in the 

valleys are trapped and form the clear solid voids. It has not yet been discovered why some 

materials exhibit these patterns while others do not. 

5.12 Force Response Curves vs. Conductance 

A point of interest for sensor construction is fitting conductance (S) or resistivity 

(R) to a material's force response curve. From prior discussion, power law fits have been 

used for modeling polymer deformation because they resemble material deformation and 

for its simplicity. In general it is common to view the curve as a function of resistance or 

conductance. 

To investigate the power law fit, the force response curve of the 0.6 mm material 

from the MM56 batch was chosen as a sample curve typical of this material recipe. This 

material specifically was chosen as it had the steepest exponential decay of the three MM56 
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samples. The average conductance (S) is calculated by 1/R. For simplicity, the same 

percent standard deviation was used from the resistance dataset for the conductance dataset. 

The results can be found in Table 12 and plotted on Figure 53. 

Table 12: Material Pressure vs Resistance and Calculated Conductance 

Force R(AVG) R(STD) R(%STD) S(AVG) 

(N) (kO) (kO) (%) (1/kO) 

10 34.1 12.6 37% 0.02933 

20 19.2 3.3 17% 0.05208 

30 15.7 2.6 17% 0.06369 

40 13.7 1.7 13% 0.07299 

so 12.6 1.4 11% 0.07937 

60 12.1 1.4 12% 0.08264 

70 11.5 1.2 10% 0.08696 

80 11.3 1.1 10% 0.0885 

90 11 1 9% 0.09091 

100 11.4 1.2 11% 0.08772 

so I i f 0.12 
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Force (N) 

S(STD) 5(% STD) 

(1/kO) (1/kO) 

0.01085 37% 
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0.01083 17% 

0.00949 13% 

0.00873 11% 

0.00992 12% 

0.0087 10% 

0.00885 10% 

0.00818 9% 
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Figure 53: Material Pressure vs. Resistance and Calculated Conductance 

This force response curve is typical for the CNT samples made during this study. 

A power law curve was fitted to both functions as an illustration that a mathematical model 
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can be fitted to attain a relationship between force and change of resistance which is needed 

for sensor construction. The values of the model constants are irrelevant for this study as 

they change frequently due the large variations in the electrode material interface, 

environmental and material property changes. If constants are needed, the best course of 

action would be to calibrate on an as needed basis. 

Other mathematical models were not investigated as it became apparent that the 

material properties measurements were not consistent. More detailed modeling will be 

more practical to pursue when there is consistency between material batches and when 

repeatable resistive measurements can be demonstrated. Such models should then take into 

consideration external factors such as: force loading rate, contact type, holding time, 

environmental changes, force contact area and material geometry. 
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5.13 Material Used in Touch Device 

Presented before is a device that is constructed from PDMS-CNT material and the 

top side of a PCB that contains the electrode sensor pad array with a ground strip and the 

necessary electronics on the hidden bottom side. This demo represents a multi touch device 

with pressure mapping functionality. However, the ground strip proved to be very fragile 

and, even though it was positioned outside the sensing region, frequent calibration is 

required for stable performance. The complete pressure mapping system can be seen Figure 

54. The ground strip can be seen on the far left of the circuit board along with the example 

output from software. 

Figure 54: Pressure Mapping Device using SST PDMS-CNT Material 
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CHAPTER6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

6.1.1 Fabrication of Piezoresistive Material 

This project created a basic material recipe that results in PDMS-CNT polymer 

composite materials that display piezoresistive characteristics. The materials are generally 

most sensitive between force loadings of O to 60 N while using a 20 x 20 mm square flat 

plate. 

In general, the mixing method seems to be playing a critical role in tuning the 

material's properties. The effect of mixing methods has been seen through the SEM images 

and shows that hand mixing leaves the CNT filler material in large agglomerates with poor 

surface penetration. Materials that undergo sonication mixing leave CNT filler in 

individual strands penetrating through the polymer surface. Viewing the sonicated solution 

in situ shows a breakdown of agglomerates into less than 10 µm diameter particles. While 

this supports the continued use of sonication, it is difficult to prove if the CNTs are creating 

the perfect anisotropic resistive network. 

The fabrication process is critical and more complicated than originally thought, 

especially when it comes to the mixing and curing processes. Materials need to be cured 

for up to 48 hours in an oven to stabilize their properties, 48 times longer than the 

prescribed material datasheet. When fully cured, the material does not exhibit tackiness, 

the force response curves decrease in sensitivity and resistance which have been attributed 

to material hardening. 
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6.1.2 Percolation Curve 

The percolation curve has been characterized for this material family using the 9-

Point testing method. The resistivity of the materials measured have been shown to behave 

by linear resistive property ranges but exhibit some non-conductive properties. It has not 

yet been proven why, but the fact that the CNTs used are both conductive and semi

conductive, the latter may cause the non-linear behaviour. In addition, a model that relates 

the percolation curve, material pressure sensitivity and resistance property has been 

introduced. The percolation curve is a function of the recipe being used but further work 

should be done to define how the curve can be changed by modifications to the fabrication 

process. 

It has been shown that using the sonication method, resistive polymer composites 

can be made with some degree of control of resistances ranging from 1 Mn to 1 kn 

between the concentrations of 1.5 and 3 weight percent filler content respectively. Whereas 

with hand mixing, this resistive range is only achievable above 10 percent filler content. 

For manufacturing, the use of less filler for the same resistive range is favorable. 

6.1.3 Electrical Uniformity 

The volume resistivity of material MM56 (2. 7% CNT) was measured successfully 

using the ASTM D991 standard and revealed the set of materials to have a bulk resistance 

of around 792 ohms-meter. While two of the three samples (0.4 and 0.8 mm thick) showed 

comparable results, the 0.6 mm sample was significantly different. This sample returned 

unexpected and different results from the other samples tested in these experiments. This 

deviation is most likely a result of errors during material fabrication either during the 

mixing or curing process. The observed manufacturing errors that could account for the 
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deviation may include the formation of clear polymer voids, surface contamination or 

mould surface variations. This batch of material was processed together but turned out with 

significantly different results when separately cured, which shows how delicate the 

material making process can be. 

The ASTM test method is not directly comparable to the 9 and 20 Point tests. The 

ASTM method describes the material's bulk resistance of an entire sample with reasonable 

measurement variance but fails to describe the uniformity of the entire piece. The 9 and 20 

Point tests have difficulty in measuring the overall resistance but is able to describe the 

degree of resistive uniformity of a material at the cost of high measurement variance. 

6.1.4 Measurement Repeatability 

A series of experiments using the 9-Point testing method were performed to 

establish how different types of electrodes behave in a best case scenario, one where all 

components were static and with no applied load or deformation. It was shown that the 

every type of printed electrode combination reduced the contact resistance at no loading 

and that the greatest reduction in contact resistance was achieved when using a silver ink 

or epoxy with a gold sputtered substrate. 

After all the types of measurement techniques were explored, measurement error 

still remained high. Standard industry resistors are sold at 5% tolerance to their specified 

rating, but these polymer composite materials have been observed to be within 10% 

tolerance at best and it is still unclear why the variance is so high. It is suspected that the 

material's aspect ratio is a significant factor in controlling measurement error. A low aspect 

ratio will make the resultant measurements extremely sensitive to any variations in the 

cross sectional area between and around electrode pads. The variations may be a function 
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of a random amount fillers protruding from the surface, uneven dispersion in the polymer 

or imperfect electrode-to-material surface adhesion. 

By observation, the durability of the silver epoxy on a gold substrate electrode was 

found to be more durable than silver ink. Cured silver ink has been shown to be more brittle 

than silver epoxy, but in general, all painted electrodes fall off during use. The best practice 

is to use these electrodes in non-deforming locations, dedicated grounding strips is one 

option, and to use bare electrodes that do not oxidize in the targeted sensing locations. In 

this way, there is only one electrode that has high measurement error while the other 

electrode is grounded and left in a static mode with low error. It is concluded that the best 

way to increase the uniformity over all the sensors is to do periodic calibration using a 

repeatable testing method. This may include submitting the material and electrode array 

under a fixed apparatus that can deliver a precise force load at a controlled rate. 

Although not discussed in detail, there is great cause of concern that the PDMS

CNT will degrade in ambient environments. Aberrations in the data have been observed 

over the span of days and weeks, mainly through what appears to be a random change in 

the average resistance. Oxidation is the prime suspect. The resistivity of the material may 

also have a dependency on ambient temperature. 

Presented measurement techniques for conductive polymer composites have 

included an ASTM procedure and two custom test procedures, namely the 9 and 20 Point 

test methods. Each test method has their pros and cons and they have been compiled into 

Table 13 below. The most significant advantages of the custom test methods is the ability 

to measure the degree of material electrical uniformity under a no load and dynamic load 

at the cost of higher measurement variance. 
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Table 13: Measurement Techniques Comparison 

-AS1M ' 
D991 

9-Point 

20-Point 

6.2 Future Work 

Yes 

· Yes 

6.2.1 Percolation Curve 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Low High Small 

Low Medium 
0

Any 

Recognizing the multitude of variables involved in material fabrication, the notion 

that the percolation curve has one discrete function is not realistic. It is suspected that 

material is a function of its fabrication process which includes the mixing method, filler 

type, filler amount and filler pre-treatment. Different sensor characteristics could be used 

if the slope of the percolation curve could be altered. Changing the mixing method might 

create more or less sensitive materials, depending on engineering requirements. Such a 

realization is presented in Figure 55. 

-~--..... 
' \ 

\' 
\ \ 

- - - ~ I 
- · - ~'l.. 

-·- P..:s 

Figure 55: Generalized Percolation Curve with Varying Percolation Slope 
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As the current theories do not have enough supporting evidence to describe how 

the true sensing mechanism works, future work should investigate the material model and 

piezoresistivity mechanisms. 

6.2.2 Mixing Methods 

The investigation of combining mechanical and sonication mixing can be 

employed. Mechanical mixing, like three roll milling, can create high shear needed to break 

up the filler agglomerates where sonication, or another form of turbulent mixing, can 

disperse the filler more uniformly. There is still room to explore the limits of sonication. 

The relationship between sonication power and dispersion has yet to be fully described. 

One of the limits encountered was the choice of solvent and the issue of the solvent 

overheating. If a cooling method can be introduced, higher sonication power and longer 

times can be explored. There are other mixing methods that can also be explored. Literature 

has shown that dispersion of CNTs in solvent can be dramatically increased by use of 

hydrophobic clay particles, sonication with acids, and modifying CNTs via functional 

groups 57, 59. 

6.2.3 Electrode-Material Interface 

Some investigation was done into painted on electrodes and experiments using 

gold-electrodes. However, other hard electrode materials exist including: copper, tin, silver 

and carbon ink. Each could have different surface characteristics that could change the 

contact resistance and this remains undocumented. 

The material's surface roughness can also be explored. The idea that different 

surface· geometries will deform under loading in different ways may result in different 

contact area patterns. This type of sensor would capitalize on the contact resistance alone 
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and not the material's piezoresistivity. This was not the original goal of the project but it 

could lead to a functional sensor. 

Finding a way to chemically bind the CNTs on the polymer surface to conventional 

electronics should be investigated in order to reduce the measurement variation and 

improve the durability of the sensing method. For this project, the electrode contact area 

was constrained in most cases by the electrode PCB layouts. The relationship between 

contact area and material measurement repeatability remains unknown. Perhaps 

measurement repeatability will improve if the electrode contact area or spaces are 

increased. It is assumed that calibration can help maintain the accuracy and repeatability 

of the sensing device. However, deciding the type of calibration method and how often to 

use it remains unknown and most likely governed by each individual case. 

6.2.4 Decreasing Measurement Error 

A careful study of the bulk material's aspect ratio vs resistance should be performed 

in light of the Ohm's law discussion earlier. Such an experiment should explore the 

relationship between material's aspect ratio and measurement repeatability. 

A way to compare the 9-Point test method to the ASTM test method would be to 

design an experiment where the nine point pattern and a four point resistivity test are 

combined in order to reduce measurement error. The pattern is applied to both sides of the 

material and connected as per Figure 56. 
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Current 
Source, ,;---

Voltage ---+
Sense, Va 

Voltage 
Sense, Vb 

Figure 56: Point pattern connected to a 4-Point Probe apparatus 

6.2.5 Material Strength 

The materials produced have not been measured for mechanical strength or strain 

as this is out of this study's scope. However, understanding how the filler affects the tensile 

and compressive properties would define the limits of this material type in tactile sensing. 

Using stiffer or softer materials would affect the force response curves and could be 

selected based on individual applications. 

The life cycle and durability for the materials created in this study are expected to 

degrade over time and frequency of use. However, what usage and after how much time 

the materials take to degrade is unknown. 

Creep and relaxation times for these PDMS-CNT materials would provide useful 

information regarding the use long term force loadings, usable pressure ranges and limits 

of frequency response loadings. 

6.2.6 Alternate Materials 

For the construction of tactile sensors, other materials exist that could be employed. 

For instance, nickel-rubber composites and conductive fabrics could be used which each 

have their pros and cons. Preliminary measurements show that nickel-rubber composites 

lack a linear pressure sensitive range while the resistive fabrics display good resistance 
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curves but have high error and poor durability. Nickel-zinc composites have been 

employed as flexible on/off sensors (6.2.7). Within the ANL lab group, PDMS-CB 

materials have been made yielding similar pressure response curves. Materials were 

prepared via similar material making methods but using CB as filler with loadings between 

18% and 23%. In general, the force response curves are just as noisy and not as pronounced 

as compared to CNTs. Improved resistive uniformity has been observed. Further 

documentation and formal experiments could solidify these observations. A combination 

of CB and CNT together in a PDMS composite may create a more uniform material 

(contribution from CB) while taking a better force response profile from the CNT filler. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix 1 SST Standard MlO - Material Making Procedure 

Smart Skin Technologies 
46 Dineen Drive, Fredericton, NB 
E389W4 
Tel 506 292 4926 

SST Material Manufacturing Plan 

Purpose and Objective 

Outline the material manufacturing processes used for SST sensing technology. All components 

of the process will be discussed, best practices outl ined and future work. concerns outlined. 

The objective is to formulate a material that has specific electrical properties that change ln a 

repeatable manner when subjected to mechanical loading. In addition, such a material should have a 

uniform electrical resistance throughout which should reflect the uniform distribution of fillers inside 

the material. 

Outline 

SMART 

Mixing 

Molding 

Curing 

Choose 
·mould 

Base 
Polymer: 

Sylga~~ 184) 

Add Polymer 
and. mix. 
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remove air 
bubbl~s 
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Smart Skin Technologies 
46 Dineen Drive, Fredericton, NB 
E389W4 
Tel 506 292 4926 

Still in sonication bath, add in polymer 

• Take care to transfer as much polymer from container to preserve the 

correct proportion of ingredients. Polymer will have a tendency to stick 

to pouring container wall sides 

• Mix solution by hand for 1 min. Optional, but may help with macro 

dispersion 

Select sonication interval 

• 1 set= 5 min on/ 30 min off 

• Repeat for 1 to 2 sets (user defined) 

o RotoVap 

Under vacuum and low heat, leave for 1-2 hours until the solution is a thick 

paste 

Scrape from the beaker walls as much of the paste as possible and place all 

contents onto aluminum mixing dish 

Theory: Typically not all the solvent is removed, therefore safety precautions 

should be followed and further degassing to remove solvent will be required 

o Mix in Hardener 

o Degass 

Taking the alumni mixing dish, mix in the appropriate amount of hardener and 

mix by hand for 1 min 

Take the prepped material with hardener and place into vacuum oven. Leave 

under vacuum for 12 - 18 hours 

This is to remove air bubbles and any trapped solvent 

• Molding 

o Theory: Compression moulding technique is employed. Two steel plates (sandblast 

finished) with fixed spacing (machined ridges or steel shim stock) ore for controlling 

material thickness 

o Taking "goo" from its container, spread material roughly in mould area of bottom mould 

o Spread roughly the material using a strong straight edge (steel ru ler, thick edge of plexi 

glass, glass stirring rod) 

o Degass mould assembly in vacuum chamber between 12-24 hours 

• Curing 

SMART 

o Main curing 

With material in mold, place into oven at 100C for 24 hours 

Theory: Chart illustrating, "Curing time vs temperature" 
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Smart Skin Technologies 
46 Dineen Drive, Fredericton, NB 
E389W4 

Tel 506 292 4926 

Procedure 

• Material Preparation 

o Choose % filler content, i.e. 2.6% CNT 

%f 

o Decide on how much polymer composite to make 

m(poly) 

o Calculate amount offiller and weigh out in Theory 

m(filler) = %f • m(poly comp) 

m(poly) = m(poly comp)-m(filler) 

m(poly base) = m(poly)*l0/11 

m(poly hardener)= m(poly)*l/11 

However, during the process, materials will be lost either due to the sonication 

process and/or from material lost from pouring from one container to another. 

At the end of the sonication/mixing process, the total m(polybase)+m(filler) will 

be weighed. It is assumed that both m(polybase) and m(filler) are lost in equal 

proportion 

Therefore, the total remaining m(polybase) can be calculated 

• m (b(ISC!) m'(base) 

rn(bcuc)+m(fillcr} m'(basc)+m'(flller ) 

• m' are the post mixed values. 

Therefore, if base polymer and hardener are a 10:1 mixture 

• m'(base ) = lO/l 
m'(1Jarae11er) 

m'(hardener) = xxx. 

o Measure out solvent 

Chosen solvent is chloroform 

Use 500 ml or 750 ml mixing beaker 

Usually a ratio of 10 to 15 parts solvent to 1 part filler, typically CB 

Other times, 100 ml used for lg of CNT 

o Mix CNT and solvent together and mix by hand for 1 min 

• Mixing 

SMART 

o Pre Goo (CNT and solvent only) 

Sonicate mixing beaker in pool of water 

Select sonication interval 

l set = 5 min on / 30 min off 

• Repeat for 1 to 5 sets (user defined) 

o Post Goo (CNT, solvent, polymer without hardener) 
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Take material from mold. CAREFUL attention given to opening the mold slowly 

and using scraping tool (knife blades, exacto blades, thin spatula, etc.) to 

separate the material from the mold 

o Post Heat treatment 

SMART 

Theory regarding Tackiness: It has been observed that after the first 24 hours of 

curing that the surfaces of the material exhibit some Htackiness". ft is thought 
that the mixing process and/or filler addition slows down the curing time 

significantly. After 24 hours of in the mold curing, the material seems to hold its 

form but remains tacky. Further heat curing hos been shown to resolve the 

tackiness issue 
Place material back into oven and bake at lOOC for 24 hours. Some materiafs 

may take longer or shorter amounts of time 

Page 14 
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SST Materia.l Uniformity and Force Response Test Procedure 

Scope 
This document outlines the generic material uniformity and force response test methods used 

by SST for evaluation of pressure sensitive materials. 

Other test methods have been established for measuring conductive rubbers including: ASTM 

0991 and 04496. However, these test methods are for recording the overall resistance (surface or bulk) 

and does not describe the uniformity of the material at a high resolution. ASTM 0991 mentions that 

there can be errors of up to 35% when measuring the same sample between multiple lab groups and lab 

attendants. 

Apparatus 
The general assembly can be found in figure below. Details to each component follows. 

• lnstron Material Testing Machine 

o 100 N load cell 

o Model 4465 

• Custom pressure head - used for dispersing pressure 

o l "xl" Square contact area made of ABS plastic 

o 4 layers of black electric static foam - used for smoothing out forces 

• Sensor board - 20 sensors in 4 x 5 grid 

SMART 
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• Electronics - SST measurement shield, computer with SST software 

Procedure 
• Startup 

o Prepare materials 

Apply marker paper onto material 

• Clean other side with lsopropyl and let dry1 

Clean sensor board with lsopropyl and let dry 

o Load software and startup lnstron 

lnstron Speed set to 50mm/min2 

• Uniformity testing 

o Choosing a section align : sensor board, material with section label and pressure head so 

they are all stacked without visible misalignment 

o Bring pressure head to surface of material to within 1mm. 

o Apply load of 100 N and wait for lnstron to reach va.lue. Wait approx. 5 sec and return to 

No-Load3 

o Save data on SST software 

o Repeat for all sections 

• Force response curve 

o Review uniformity data. Choose section with least STD 

o Align section with pressure head and sensor board 

o Bring pressure head to surface of material to within 1mm 

o Apply load of 10 N, wait to reach load, wait S sec and return to O N 

Save results 

Repeat by increasing weight by 10 N for every test until 100 N reached 

o Record and Analyze 

1 Shawn's/Ian's lab book. Cleaning material before sample has been shown to reduce the contact resistance and 

make for more uniform testing. As a precaution, the sensor pads are also cleaned. 
2 Shawn's Lab book. Material's force response between 5 - 50 doesn't make much difference. 

·1 Its reported that elastomeric materials exhibit creep. Therefore it is important to keep the time during desired 

load to a minimum in order to reduce creep error. Effect of creep will increase with time and loading. 

SMART 
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Appendix 3 ASTM Standard D991-89 

41 Designation: D 991 - 89 (Reapproved 2000)•1 

Standard Test Method for 
Rubber Property-Volume Resistlvi\Y Of Electrically 
Conductive and Antistatic Products 

This slandard. is ~ under 1he fixed desig1111tion D 991 ; the mmlhl:r immcdialcly follawinll lhe dcsiilnn1ian indica1es 1he war of 
original adoptlOD. or. in_ 111,: CM&: of m,!sion. tilt year ~f last """ision. A numbff in parentheia indicate, the >-eat of last rcappr;,vat A 
MIJ!ffl'Cl1Pl eps1k>11 (t:) tndH:alr!I an edttonal chanl!C s1ntt 1hc: la8l miiion or roappnwal. 

11ti• stantlarJ 1- hewn O(ll'l'Dwtd ft,r ,,,.,. by ug,~tcil'.• of tlte Tkparttnn,t of /><t/ellM. 

t.1 N,rn.·····Sel.'tions 4.1 and .5.2 were c:orm:led editorially in May 2000. 

l. Scope 
1.1 This test method covers the detennination of volume 

resistivity of rubbers used in electrically conductive and 
antistatic products. 

1.2 This test method assumes that the surface conductivity 
is negligible compared to the conductivity through the speci· 
im."11. 

1.3 The values stated in SI units are to be regarded as the 
s1andard. The valu1.-s given in parentheses arc for infonnation 
only. 

1.4 Thi., .,tandord does l1QI purport to t1ddn:.u t1II <?{ the 
safety c011ums, if tm)~ associated with its r,se. It is the 
n:spon.,ihili(v of tlte 11-,c?r (?/' thL, standard to e.ftah/ish appro
priate sa/e(v a11d health pmctices a11d determine the applica
bility of ll'glllatory limitations prior to use. 

2. Referenced Documents 
2.1 ASTM Stat1dards: 
D 3182 Practice for Rublx.."f-Materials, Equipment. and 

Procedures for Mixing Standard Compounds and Prepar· 
ing Standard Vulcanized Shcets2 

D 4483 Practice for Determining Precision for Test Method 
Standards in the Rubber and Carbon Black Industries• 

3. Terminology 
3.1 Definitions of Term., Specif,e to Tltis Standard: 
3.1.1 mbber product. antistatic·--·-a rubber product suffi· 

ciently condu1.1ive to prevent a build-up of an electrical charge 
on the surface and sufficiently insulating to prevent an electri
cal ha:zard. 

3.1.1.1 Disc11ssion-Gcncrally, antistatic rubber products 
arc considered to have a resistance of 104 to 108 n. 

3.1.2 robber product, cond11ctfre-·1l rubber product having 
an electrical conductivity of sufficient magnitude that might be 
considered an electrical or thennal hazard. 

' Thi< ll>bl me1hod i• under the juri..U~1ion of ASTM Comminec DJ I oo Rubl,cr 
anJ is !he Jim:! re11poooibility of Subrommim:e DI 1.10 un Phy,ieal Te.tins

Curn.'fll edition approved Man:h ll. 1989. Pubhs!K.-d May 19811. Originally 
pul>hshcd as DWI ·· 4IC T. I.Ml pn:vioo, edition [)'WI ·· 85. 

2 ,tmmu/ &Htt o/ .4STM StandarJ.,, Vol 09.11 L 

~ C>ASTM. 100 Barr - Om,,t. W.. Canoholl<x:lien, PA 19'2S-29511. Untlad SIIIOS 

3.1.2. I Di.m1.\~rion-C.renerally, conductive rubber products 
are considered lo have a resistanL-e of less than I 0~ {l at 120 V. 

3.1.3 volume resi.,tMty-the ratio of the electric potential 
gradient to the current density when the gradient is parallel to 
the current in the material. 

4. Signiftcance and Use 
4.1 The electrical behavior of rubber products used in 

panicular applications is important for a variety of reasons 
such as safety, static changes. current transmission, etc. This 
test method is useful in predicting the behavior of such rubber 
products. 

S. Apparatus 
5.1 Eledrode As.vemh{)'-The electrode assembly (Fig. I) 

shall consis1 of a rigid base made from an electrically insulat· 
ing material having a resistivity greater than 10 TO-m (for 
example, hard rubber. polyethylene, polystyrene. etc.) to which 
a pair of current electrodes and a pair of potential electn>dt..-s arc 
fastenoo in such a manner that the four electrodes are parallel 
and their top surfaces are in the same horizontal plane. Another 
pair of current electrodes identical with the first pair shall be 
fastened to a second piece of insulating material so that they 
can be superimposed on the specimen directly above the first 
pair. The current electrodes shall have a length at lca.'lt IO mm 
(0.4 in.) greater than the specimen width, a width between 5 
and 8 mm (0.2 and 0.3 in.), and a height unifonn within 0.05 
mm (0.002 in.) between IO and 15 mm (0.4 and 0.6 in.). The 
potential electrodes shall have a length and height equal to the 
current clcctrodt--s and shall be tapered to an ooge having a 
radius of 0.5 mm (0.02 in.) maximum at the top surface. The 
distance between the potential electrodes shall not be less than 
10 mm (0.4 in.) nor more than 66 mm (2.6 in.) and shall be 
known within :!: 2 %. The current electrodes shall be equidis
tant outside the potential electrodes and separatoo from them 
by at least 20 mm (0.8 in.). The electrodes shall be made from 
a corrosion.resistant metal such as brass, nickel, stainless steel, 
etc. Insulation resistance between electrodes shall be greater 
than 1 TO. 

5.2 Resi.vtmrce-Measu,-ing IJ,-vice-Resistance may be 
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A- Mus for applying con111Ct f'on:e betwNn Qfflll'1t eledrodn and spedman 
(300 Nim limn specimen width in 1118181s) (Note 1) 

8 - Maa for applying conlllCt lo,ee belwNn pol8ntilll eleclrodes and epeclmen 
(80 Nim limes apadmen width in melllrl) (Nole 2) 

C-Spadmen 
D - CUl'l9lll Electrodes 
E - Polanlial Electrodes 

A 

F - Dislllooe betw8an cunant and polantial eledrodas (20 mm minimum) 
G - Oistanca ~ polantlal llladrodes <- Nole 2in Section 9) 

depends an specimen Si.Za. 
H- Wldlh of cummt alactlodil, 5 to 8 mm (0.2 to 0.3 In.) 
X- Insulation 

Non; , ..... for a specimen ISO mm (6 in.) wide. nuw is approximately 4.S ks (IO lb). 
Non 2-For u IIJlCCimt.'11 ISO mm (6 in.) wide:, ll1ll$ is approximately 0.9 kg (2 lb). 

FIG. 1 Electrocle Aaumbly 

measured bv anv electrical circuit that enables the current 
through the· CUJ,:cnt ckctrodes and the potential across the 
potential electrodes to he measured within 2 %. Suitable 
devices for measuring current arc:(/) a precision milliamme
tcr. or (J) potential measurement across a refcTL"tlce resistor 
(resistance value known within 2 % in series with the current 
ekctrodes. Suitable devict.-s for measuring potential are: ( /) a 
galvanometer having a sensitivity of I µA or less per scale 
division in a null-voltage circuit; (1) an electrostatic voltmeter 
having a d~ n.-sistancc greater than I'> TH: or ( 3) an electro m
eter such as a multirange voltmeter having an input d-c 
impedance greater than 0.1 T!l (Note I). In any case, the 
current through the potential electrodes during measurement 
must he lt.-ss than 1 % of that through the curn.'111 elt.-ctmdt.-s. A 
stable source of d-c potential shall~ be provided which can be 
adjusted to limit the power dissipated in the spt.-cimen between 
potential electrodes to approximately 0.1 W. Because of the 
large range of resistances covered by conductive and antistatic 
rubbers, i.eparJtc equipment for measuring resistances above 
and below approximately 50.000 n is generally desirable. 

Nmr !----Schematic diagrmns of a typical appar,uus that have been 
found 10 be sausfoclory are shown in Fit?, XI.I and Fig. XU. 

5.3 Electrode Comact.f- Masses shall be provided to pro
duce a unifom1 contacting force across the width of the 
specimen of approximately 300 N/m (4.5 kg (10 lb)) on the 
standard sheet. 150 mm (6 in.) wide. by the current electrodes 
and 60 N'm (0.9 kg (2 lb)) on the standard sheet, 150 mm (6 
in.) wide, by the potential elt.-ctrodes. 

6. S1wcimens 

6.1 Si:l'--1111.: width of the specimen shall be between 10 
and 150 mm (0.4 and 6 in.) and the length shall be between 70 
and 150 mm (2.8 an<l 6 in.). The width shall he unifonn within 
:t I %. The thickness of cul specimens is specified in 6.3. 
Molded specimens arc specially prepared as described in 6.2 

and therefore have a thickness of2.0 ::!:: 0.2 mm (0.08 ::!:: 0.(l08 
in.). 

6.2 Molded Specime,~--- Standard sht.'CL<; prepared in accor
dance with rractice D 3182 may be used. provided the surface 
of the uncured rubber is kept free of soapstone or other 
contamination. and the surface of the vulcanizt.-d sht.-ct is not 
contaminated with mold lubricant. To avoid surface contami
nation and minimize distonion of specimen prior to tt.-st. sheets 
may be molded between sheets of moisture-sensitive cello
phane. which can be readily removed aft"--r brief immersion in 
wann water. After removing the cellophane, the surface of the 
Mteet should be patted dry. mking care not to bend or stretch 1he 
sheet. 

6.3 Cut Specimen- The specimen shall be cut from a 
product that has not been butlcd or abraded. Surfact.'S of the 
specimen shall be cleaned if necessary by rubbing with Fuller's 
earth and water, washing with distilfod water, and drying in air. 
The specimen shall be unifonn in thickness within :!:: 5 %, not 
more than 6.(, mm (0.26 in.). and if possible. not less than 2 
mm (().()8 in.) thick. Care shall be taken to avoid distortion of 
the specimen during preparation. 

7. Conditioning 

7.1 The time b..'1wecn vulcanization and testing shall be not 
less than I 6 h nor more than 4 Wt.'Cks for molded specimens. 
Products shall be tested within 2 mon1hs after receipt by the 
customer. 

7.2 Specimens cut from products or molded specimens that 
have been inadvertently distorted shall be annealed in air for 3 
hat 23 ::!: 2"C (73.4 ::. 3.6°F) to remove str.iim; or otht.-r elfocts 
of handling. 

7.3 Spc..-cimens shall be conditioned for at least l<i h and 
tested at a tcmpt.-raturc of 23 ::: :::?°C (D.4 ± 3.6°F) and a 
maximum relative humidity of65 %. Molded spt.-cimcns can be 
conditiont.-d in a desiccator. Specimens annealed at room 
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temperature may be !t'tored in a closed container during the 
conditioning pcri<ld. 

8. Prm-edure 
8.1 After conditioning. place the specimen in the electrode 

assembly. taking care to avoid flexing or distortion. The 
identification portion of standard sheets shall be normal to the 
calender grain and shall not be in contact with. nor lie between. 
the current electrodes. 

8.2 Adjust the current through the specimen after conncc
tiun to the d-c source so that the power dissipati,ln in the 
specimen between potential electrodes is approximately 0.1 W. 
The following values should not be exct.'Cded for the maximum 
current in the specimen for various potentials acmss the 
potential electrodes: 

Potential 
3 
8 

10 
30 
75 

150 
300 

Current. mA 
50 
25 
15 
5 
2 
1 
0.5 

8.3 As soon as the current has stabilized, in a maximum 
time of 5 s, measure the potential difference across thi: 
potential electrodes and the current through the current elec
trode.,; to the ncan.-st 1 % of the rci;pcctive valuci.. 

8.4 Mea-;ure the thickness and width of the specimen. 
8.5 Make the measurements on three specimens. 

9. Calculation 
9.1 Calculate Oh! volume rcsisiivity as follows for each 

specimen: 

Cl) 

where: 
p volume resistivity. H·m, 
V potential difference, V, across JXltential electrodes, 
/ <.'urrent. A, through the current electrodes. 
w width of specimen, 
d thickness of specimen, 
I distance between potential electrodes, 
k factor depending on units in which, 11·, cl. and / are 

measured; that is, k is 0.00 l if w. d, and / arc in 
millimetres and 0.0254 if they arc in inches. 

Norr 2 If/ is made 64.S mm (Z.54 i11,) and.,,. and dare measured in 
indu:~, the equation beL,omes: 

p = 0.ot Vwd:f (2) 

9.2 Rt.'J)Ort the median value for the three specimens as the 
,·olume resistivity. 

10. Report 

Hl.l Report the following infonnation: 
I 0.1.1 T(..'ITlperature during conditioning and test, 
10.1.2 Relative humidity during conditioning and testing, 
I 0. I .3 Size of specimen. 

10.1.4 Current through specimen in amperes. 
I 0.1.5 Voltal,!e across pt1tential electrodes, und 
10.1.6 Volume resistivity in ohm-metres, kilohm-metres, or 

megohm-metres. 

11. Precision and Blas 3 

11.1 These precision and bias statements have been pre
pared in accordance with Pr-.tctice D 4483. Refer to Pr.1ctice 
D 4483 for terminology and other testing and statistical con
cepts. 

11.2 Because of the special nature of this test and its lack of 
widespread use in the industry, a limited intcrlaboratory Type l 
test progr.1m was used to assess precision. Two materials 
(mbbcr compositions) of diffe.renr volume resistivity in the 
form of cured sheets were prepared in one laboratory and sent 
to the other participating laooratory. Both laboratories were 
experienced in this testing. 

11.3 In each laboratory the cured rubber sht."Cbi were mea
sured for volume resistivity on two days. on each day by two 
different operaturs. The within laboratory variation, therefore, 
contains an "operator'" and '"day" component of variation. 

11.4 A test result is the median value of three mcasuremt."ll!S 
of volume resistivity. 

11.4.1 Table 1 gives the precision n.-sults. Due to the wide 

TABLE 1 Type 1 Precision for Log(p) 

NoTt I ····Only tWl> laboratories partidpated in lht progr.im for tht:se 
rc~ults. 

Material Mean Witilln Lllbonitory' Between L.aboralol)"." 

, ·········3L.~1r··-·o~ o.:84 - ····~1·· ········o.~1ii··········o~:3,·············i~ 
2 .11.sss 0.132 o.374 n o.s11 1.63 33.6 

S, ~ within laboratory standard deviation. 
r '" repealablHly (in measurvment units). 
111 ~ repeatability (in percent). 
s,. ~ between laboratory standard deviation, 
R "' reproducibility (ill measurement units). 
\R) ~ reproducibffity (in percent). 
"Tabl.llated values (as used for analysis), log ,o(p). 

range of volume r1.-sistivily values that are possible (I 0-1000 
fold variation) the analysis was conducted using the (base 10) 
logarithms of the (test result) volume resisti\ity, p. 

11.4.2 The rather large between laboratory variation indi
cates the dilliculty fn.-qut.'lltly cxpt.-rienced with this meai.urc-
mcnl by expericncc<I laboratorit.'S and operators. 

11.4.3 Bias-----111 test method statistical tcnn~olob'Y, bias is 
the difference between an average test value and the reference 
or true test property value. Reference values do not exist for 
this test method since the value or level of the test property is 
exclusively defined by the test method. Bias, therefore, cannot 
he detcnnincd. 

'Suptkll1iug data an: available from ASTM Hcad.juart~r,. R.:qu~t RR: 011-
lO:lO. 
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APPESDIX 

(Nonmandatory Information) 

XI. CIRC(;JT DIAGRAMS AND EXPLANATORY MATt:RIAI. 

X 1.1 With switch Sw I closed and the milliammctcr set at 
0--15 mA. turn the rotary switch Sw : to develop current with 
maximum values as follows: 

Switch Contacts Maximum Currvnt, mA 

1~ • 
5-6 3 
7-9 1 

Fine adjustmL'llt of current can be acco1nplishcd by resis
tances R1• R2, and R,. 

X 1.2 With switch Sw,, closed and rotary switch Sw.,. swung 

+ 
;" 186V. = 141V. 1 
-;- 96y. l 
;" 51V. 1 ° 
- 28.5V. 1 Swt 

'Cl 

;" 6V. o 

A and A'-Current eleclrodn. 
Band B'-Voltage eleclrodes. 

:~v. , r r 
1.5V. . 

Sw,. Sw3 , sw •. end Swy---On-olf IOggle nltcMs. 
Sw:, and Sw..-&ngle,pole, 11-c:omact radio type rotary selector IWltchea. 
Sw,-Normally open momenlaly contact swftch. 
Souroe of Vabge-Two banks of dry cells aach consisting of four 1 *-V cells, 

and four 4!..V "8• bllleriN-one connected at 22'1.i V. 
M-Milillmmeter. Weston 0-C. Model 430. ranged 0-0 15. 1,5, 15 mA scale 

dMslons 150; or equivalent mi1Ua!MN118r. 
G-Galvanomec«, having a sensiliYity of 1 µA pa, scale dMsion. 
V-Voltmehlt, Vleuum Tube Vollohmisl. ElectroniC Designs Model 100. Elec

tronic Designs. Inc.. New York City; or equivalent performance vacwm 

to approximate position. or one or two contacts less than Sw1, 

close switch Sw~. set R ~ for minimum resistance (least 
sensitive position for galvanometer). and th,m close switch Sw 
J, For null balance (zero reading on galvanometer). adjust R_.. 
R~. and R6 and increase the sensitivity of the galvanometer by 
increasing R7• eventually oi,ening switch Sw, to eliminate R1 

ahogcthcr. Close switch Swt, to read voltage. It is <fosirabh: to 
limit the wattage dissipat1.-d in the ~mple to 0.1 W between 
voltage electrodes. This condition is satisfied by the product of 
vohs tim1..-s milliamperes being not greater than lOO. 

OFF 

tube or solid state voltmeter. If desired. a mulll,ninge d-c, vonrneter 
with a seosillvily of 1 OOOU/ V or better may be used. For protection 
of this vollmeter. It is euggnteC1 that a two "gang" 11-a,ntac;! rotary seledor 
switch be IUbsliluted tor sw. aod the rni61aoce multipliers for tile VOitmeter be 
connected to lhe proper points 1111 Iha second set of switch tontacls. In lhis 
cue switch SWg could be elimillatad. 

R,. Ri, R., and R,,,-2-W, 0-10 000.0 polentiomelers. Mallory wn wound at 
equwalenl. 

~ and R,,-2-W. 0-5000-U potanllOmeterS, Mallory wwe wound or equivalent. 
R,--2-W, 0-3000-tl potenliometer. Malloly wire wound or equivalent. 

Non. ···· Where it may be d\.'Sirablc to extend the range oftbis equipment, more battcrie11 may be added. Caution mu11t be exercised to preven1 electrical 
IIIK11.·k. 

FIG. X1.1 Resl1tance-Meuurtng Device-Special Null Voltage Circuit 

4 
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A anc1 8- Current elednxlel. 
Band B-Voftage Ndlodes. 
M- Mlliammetet, Westor! D-C, Model 430. rllf9ld 0.0.15, 1.5, 

15 111A IICele dMliona 150; o, 111PvaienL 
V- Vollmeler, mullirange with input l9Nlance of llt least 100 M OI 

input curr911t of lea lhan 1. For ...-. Gould Alpllll IV 
Oigll8I Munill'letlr. Keilhly 616 Oigil.al ~. Penri 
Colp, Dela Tech. Model 30L; or equlv.alenl. 

P.S. - Variable. ,eguladld, D.C. pow9I' IUPf,lly ID P!OVic1e up to 200 
VDC. FOi ...-. EICO 1030, Hope Eledronic:& PS-200-IEM, 
Kepco Inc. ABC 200M, Veepc:o 1n11Nments Inc.. (Lambda) 
LP-41S.FM: or equivalent For umplH requiring under 
30 volts supply voltage. a lcMet' voltaoe supply such as 
EICO 1032 may lie IINd. 

FIG. XU Ah8matlve Circuitry 

The Amencan Society for Testing and M8Wials ta«e.s l!O position respeding !fie validity of any parent rights assettsa in connection 
w/1.tt any item mentJooM in lhiS stafJdani. U- of ltlis st.tndlftd ar. expre$$iy atMHc1 that~ of lM ~'a/idity of any sudl 
patent r,ghts. aM /hf' 1l$11 of mt,ingement of svdt rights. - enf;rely tMtt ow,i respon~ 

Th,s ~ ns 5UbJ«f /ti /'PV!NCm .tt an,· tinJCI by the re~ l~ COOl!rnttff and mciSI be !'ffflt1WCd evwy live ye.vs and 
if oot reYi$tfe, e,rm,r f1NJl1Pf'()!l(8 orwifMtawn. Yoo,~ ,11,- tnwt#d lflther for n,-\1.$i01t cf mis 11t1Wdant er lbt' acdifiicnal standards 
and shculd be addres/Jed ro AS TM~- You, comments wiil 1BC'Bive carafu/ corisidetatioo at! a meeling al /he re~ 
IIJcflniaf/ C'~ wfltCtl )'Oii may attend If you ffH!I that yoor ~ flave nd l'tJOl/vt'Jd <J fa,!' nea,mg yoo Shoold m8/te your 
0e11--s kllOWl'I le tt>e ASTM Ccmmi#ee on Standlm1s. at the~ Sllcwn below. 

Thissta!'ldMrlisc:cpyfighl~l:>yA.ST1.1. tOOBarrHalt!orDn>'f'. POBoi.C'lOO, West~n. PA t942S.2!159. United Stales. 
lnawlduai repnnts /Single or multlp!e c.,pies/ of ti'ltS Slandard may oe Obt.ainec by COl'ttact;,,g ASTM at /bi, ~ atkkus or at 
fH0-832-9585 {phone). 6U)-832·1i.1555 (faK). er IBNil:e@aslm.org /e-mail): or thraugn the ASTM website fwww.as:m.ixg}. 

Appendix 4 Keithley 2200 Tech Sheet 
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SourceMeter® SMU Inst1un1ents 

Krithlq'~ Serio l<i()(l Sourer ~le.lsure Um (SMl ') lnstruments 
are do;igllt'l:I i;pt<.ifinlly b- t t:M appliratlom dut. <km:md t~r 
cuupkd ,rnudng :tnd mt'numncnt. All Soum::Mctcr m<>dd~ pm· 
,,<le: pn,cisinn ,duge md ('.\IITtnl snult'.i~ u ,'ell u me.uu!t!· 
mcnt c;ipabUt:ie!i. F.:ach ~,urreMcttr SMI! im.i.mnr.n1 b both 
a high~· uablc DC P'"'W Mtum: and .1 mw i.nstrumtnt·gradt 
61/.t-d.igit muh.iml.'tcr. The t)(Jll.'t'r 11t>Utt't' darac1ffisdc, indutk 
low tKlitc. pl't:C.uilln, and tt'.l()bai;k. lbc: muhlmettrc;apabilitin 
include high ttP1='.WhiJuy Jnd lmr ll(>l$c. The result li a Hlfl'lp.Kt 
~le-dunnel l>C p.1mnrttic b tcr. In opermon, th~ illlltru
menb on .act 3.~ i ,'Olti~ i,oun:r, :ai current MJUrtt. a ,olt~ 
md:t't, a. current mt:kr. :and. lln ohmmcttt . .M;i.nubaun:D nf 
ct:mpi:inmtt 31ld tnl)duid lo, the ccmmuniations. scrnkonduc
tur. computer, :iutl'.llllitmt. ind medal industries will find ~ 
St111rcc.\\der SMU instru!Dfnt! im-:tlwhle fur a "ide r.tn~ of 
duracterization and pruduct1nn le\t llflpllcittio,M. 

Adv11nt.ps of • T'tghtly lnte&J•ted lnstrume.nt 
Uy linking ,,oum- ·and tnOMlremc:nt circuitry in l Mngk- unii.. 
line ittMTUmtm\ o{k, l \'.lricty of ad\1U'.lt3gti fl\ff l}'litt':lm 

ronfigumi with st-p;lflllt' source' :md mt'J.Mirnnmt irutrumcms. 
for es:implc. they minimize the tilt'lt' ttquin:d foe tnt i.uricm 
dt\•tfopmt:nt. 11Ctup. md nuilltt'.11.1.11tt, v,hik k111il:'~ the m,:nll 
c1»1· of ~utan ffll>neMip.. ~y simplify the leSl pnx.."CSS itself 

by dimiiuting mJny of the cumpk:x l~'l'IChrt1niunon .and runncct.ion i~ Hsociattd ,;th tNng 
multipk in\1rumc,.nts. And, thcir a:,mpact hati-r.id, size cumcn-es pr«k>us ~rc:i.1 b!::Uc* in th.t 1e11t 

rxJ. or hc:nch.. 

Power of Five tnstruments in One (rv Sourc:e, lVR Measure) 
Th< tightly muplcd niiW't of a Soun.t~kter SMlJ itmrumt1it rn~·idc.~ many lldv:tntagp mt.1' solu
tioos mnfigurtd from 11ep~tt Instruments, MK:h a.~ .a pn:d!iiclfl J)O\\Tt i.uriplr md :i digitiil multimc
kL for example, lt pru,iib faster test timo hr rcdut-i~ GPm snflk .utd ~mp!ifio the rmuttc: pru
~nmmi~ intetfua:. Ir .ll.'1o!> prott'C'.b the device undr:r rest from d:utUS,~ due to .10:idema.l 0\1:'rlold.\.. 
themul run.1tiay. ct<'.. Both the current J:nd mltaJ.>e scJU~ llre progt:im.nubk •ilh read!:ud, td hd:p 
nuximhr dt'\'K.-C me.t.\1.l.rffllent intqtrit}'. IJ the~ re-.xho. .a prog.nmmcd romplimce limil. 
then the soun:e is cLunpcd at 1he limit. pmritlini b.uJt pmtc::ctir:m. 

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 
COMMUHICA110H INTDFi\Cl 

l'"h li'-'lil't hittt<:al l!M'i<u l~ Ind h UO,tlliW IEft,,•K~ l~Allrnllttkll'lk l'i.tb 

'\flCH ~Mn tt.'11.)n>) h•~vul ~ l<;R b-.id Lt ll \\ltl-~a lffht!W tllff~ftll l11iro'i« .Mapn 
~ ~lrlnfi•'h\')~~,11:11:,c,, Tit:ICGtllNC. AND COHTIOl 
™~ •-uic •'f!ill ~ ,,"'..., ~ 
'11111" iJ;""(.<l>llLfflUIUiplt:;id)>rJ 

]iW,lll(ilO IJ(f,ul l'l)~lidolt ~f 

f11<11futMlldtl · "'H 
~I'" .t.TJire.llXIIWl!alwut~lmt,tlil 8101-l t~ Ltftio:<:.Nt, DIM<~\. lm t.,~ &! 
f.,\,la.l ~Jd<d Clll.d lb,wu.t:.mlf, U<1> j 1 (;1 8~1.:.? ln($.r Ltftt..C;.d,I;,, Ols-ot'\, lm !!i,ti hl 
SWROlfNG HAl1>WAI.E M1W l~IJalm&\C.lttt.wtilt Ilia: 

~I l1i1>~1,,11«b l ~'!lm ,11).:1 1~1.JlllC.Jlm, IJl~lllSC., I .. ("'-\~ 

"ll!U 1<0,s.i.-,,~ .. 11d1 ~'ldll Ii~ ~11.~m.lf\4)1,\<.thlf*"'f~¥Lri 

"llif..l: Mn, .. t.lbnl• ~,m,h utd UC.il MOUNT XITS 
'In~ lllf!IIOitlnUl<ifttb(.11."il i!~I Stiel. futdb<t !11011111 b 
CA8l ts/ AOUTDS d~ OiaJI ~bd. .~um LT 

"al",! 1'1\lrlied t.l'tlC ~ . Im d.J f1) d;,'li\-f 1'11:il h'1 bd ~•ulll l(A 

.,.r'~ ~Jd<d tlltlC ubir.. 1111 lt.b ft) ~181!-'\ ihdf~'j!I! l,kl, ~ Mk kt .litlillKlftfl iii 

"'llil'/.!\ 11....:.~t.:,t,I, (l~ f)IUI ~b:l 1*iurwna tn 

~ ~llltll""J SOFTWAH 
1.:iltlrA\'t l.U t.Jlf\~ 'l~~ i,;:{t,;itt,~ai,~ 
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Appendix 5 ASTM Standard D4496 

Standard Test Method for 
D-C Resistance or Conductance of Moderately Conductive 
Materlals1 

Thi, ,iillkliillJ i~ >Hll<!d imdcc ~. lixc.l .i.:~iina1i~'l:I l).Ufi6, !ht, numbtr t~ly foll,;,wint dlt dc.ifJ1Jt.><1n indi.:MC" ilk' ~<'ar rn 
0rigm.al i>lll!f:til,n <1r. illdbo .:.so.: of rt'\"iw.,n. th.! )Car,,! 1..sl 11:n,ioo. A numlw:t" in p;,rcn&IK~" indii:*" tlw ¥IL!¥ ui' 11M rc;:,pp~i~al. A 
-,upcr;i.npt ~ikm lt•, iMicate> m •<dii.,nal ~· ~ 111" l~M. n:·~iw,on or !l!••l"l'""JI. · 

I. Soopt 

l .l This lllS.t method coven. Lile detem1ination of the ma
:\.Uferooot of ehlctrkul resil',tani.:e or ctmd~mfk~ of mat"rials 
th~l arc gcncr.dl} CrAICJ4,Jt"i1,cd Ill\ modcmtcly \."t:MMl11,~tivc and arc 

udther guod electrical 1m,ul.atun nor gi,ud conductors. 
1.2 Test mc,;tsurements of dcctrical resista.ncc (ur condu"

tance> and ~t'leeimcn g~·onwtty dut,, arc used 10 o)mtrute an 
cl~trical rc,illlh'it\>· for the m;1terial. 

I .3 This lest mcthod appli~!i m all rnai:crlals that exhibit 
\'Olume re:.istilily in Ute rilllgC of l lo ufn-cm or surf~·e 
1esh.1i,•ity in the range of IO' to 101fl (per square). 

1.4 Thi, lest method il- dcsiglkxl for measurements al 
:!.tandard ronditi,m~ nf .?YC and :'i(l tJ, relati\'c humidil}~ hut iti; 
principles uf operation can be applied to specimens measured 
al lower or hightrr lem~rmuw~ and ~lative humidities. 

15 TM, .;;umd,mf do<:.', ""' pltr/1':IYI '" (l(/Jli'f,f (l// ~r J/1(! 

,(,~ft•"· f.'dlh't'fJlct, if din', tHMH'lllft•tf II itll ii.,• Uit', fl fa J/,e 

rr.~p,m.rihilil)' of 11P,: cm•r of t.hiJ sumti,ml 111 ,•.stabli.rh t1ppm
prictte ,itf}rt-y ,md hn1hh pmt:tkc, trnd dt!tenriim· the t111phm
btlir\· ,~r rt~ulmm')' fimi1U1i(III'; f'l't!tf ,,, IHC, S1'1\icific !)ftl\:QU, 

ti®.,ry ~t~cnwnts ~re i1vcn in >t.l 

l. Rtfttth<td (h)thmcnts 

2. t A.S1M StandanA:2 

D257 Test Method,~ fot DC Resi1;tan,:e ot Conduc1.inc,e of 
ln~ufatiug M.i.tetfah 

DJ74 Test Mctlmd-. for T11kk.ncN:. of Soti,t Ek"trkal Insu
lation 

D99t Tesl Mcchod for Rubbi."I' Pmpaty-Vtilumr Re~isr.iv
ily or Elecu-kally Coooucti"c and Amismtic Pt1Jdt11.1~ 

017 l I Tcrminokigy Rclatjng 10 Electrical lnliulalioo 

' Th+, iol 111~11""1 ,, .,.)(i,,, Ill<'. juri,.lit,1i,.'!l ,,r ASTM C,•m,11il1"1! D!'l'I ,.111 

EJ.,:1,;,;;;,1 and F.lt'.'<1mni,: 1,1,u!ahnl! M"lni,d, a1Kl i~ n..- dim:d ""'l"''""'''iW~ ,l! 

:'!oul, 1""1fl1t(l..e l)IJ!I .12 ,111 f.ll."41rk:,,1 Toh 
(:,,,iu•m ,·.tilii,,., •rr•me<I ~. I. 1lJ:~. IV•li~,J ();ti:~""' lfU-4. Utii:imll~ 

"""''"',:,! ii> I'#'.', l..i>! ,,..,,,,j,,.,,_ t'.>.Hit'<i' ~l'l't1'Wd m IW~ as 1:i.µw, - ~111'1<1~.I'· 
lX)l !IJ. I '.'121:\1).W!l(,.l>Jf.nl 

'J\ur rd,•r,:Jk·,sd >\SN ~,..J,,:1h, ,hil ti"' ,\S'Tlld ,..,,.,...1,.-, .,.,..,. . .1,.,m,it_i:.1.,t 

,:1~-1.<:t ASTM OJ·«*•~""' Sl.•n·i.:i.- "' -.:rvi<1'i;t"~"' ,:or:: h,i ,4,,,,,..,l ll,,,.,1. ,4 ASTM 
,'wm,lt:xtJ., >t'11.111"-' ,,11f,1M1ll!i•'.<'!. r,:11·1 k·dil' ,1.11tli<11J·; IJJ~:b,,t<o/1! \1.1111ornw~ r~·,,11 
thr ASTM "'"-milv 

C"'flyrif)!,Ory ASfM lnt'hnll.n#hlHcsen'l!dl: l'ri \tic~ ll:~lt lk EST ~1112 
U1.w.!1,1;,#W·p11tt1.-4t>J,· 

D6054 Prut·tit".lt for Conditioning Elecrrkal Insulating Ma· 
ICrill~ f(lf Te:s.ling 

1.2 ASTM AJjum.·11: 
Carbon black test t"Cll Hwc, druwings)·' 

3. Ttrmlnology 
3J Dt:/i11ifums: 
3J .I 1nt1'lt-rmdy c>tmtl1«·1fre, a solid m;;i1eriall hl.l\'illf vol· 

umc ~is1h·ity bclween I and HfU,cm . 
. 3.1.2 For dcfinitiims of udtt:r terms ui.cd in thi~ ~tanda.rd. 

refor 10 Tem,inolo~' D171 l. 
l2 Dt·~o·it,tirm ,f Tt:rm S1lf:,'f{ir' r,, Tlri.j Starid,ml: 
3.2, I .1·tnl(Jr Mmr--for the p11rpt1,"'¢ of lhii. test mcmod, 

stcad)·-statc is aruijood if any rate of dtllntrc 1n the ob~en·cd 
resi!>l.ml-.C (m· '"onuu1.'.taut.'\'.) u\c1agc:;, lebs than 0.:?5 ~Ill. 

4. Summar)· of~ Mdhod 

4J S~inwm, or ltlitk'rlal are "'-•nditiorwd in pw;criooJ 
~~,wu,mnwnt!i und liUhj~:h~d 1'.i dJrcct·\'<11t~gc ~tres.">, R~isum-c 
or ..:onductmcc is measured and used with lhc di~ni..ional 
1.1~pcxh of the :,.pccin~n If) compute a rei.,ii.ti..-ity of lhc malctiill. 
The apr,.uatus and techuiqu~·ll u!<,('d in thili. tt<t metl1()d arc in 
l)Ct'Ofllance with the gcncr.il principles ,~t forth in Test Mcth
txls 1>2.Si. 

S. Signifk1u1te and t,;~ 

5, I Thh: k."!\\l mechud is U"4::ful for I.he cumparii;on of .mate· 
rial!>, a.;; a qualtry C(>nuol wM, and may bt uscu fm ;;p¢cilk,11ion 
porposei., 

5.2 This tc!it method rs u..eful in the setcctitm and tL1;e of 
makri,als in Y.il'l!'S. ,·abks. bushi.n1,1.i;. high-\'ohage mcating 
nw1d1in.t1). and (1(1h:I' ckclri,'.al 11wa1·atut ii, whkh ~hicldini 1»: 
the disrnt».1cion of voJt;;igc stl\~'- nMy he of value. 

5.~ Commercially iwailablc .. modcr.1tclv C'onductivct mate
rials freqt1e11tl} are comprised of bum ctmdui:11n: and rci.lstiv~ 
~o~nll- {dnu ii.. cdlulo!>C tibch with C'-'lloidal carbon 
Mad; panides atl:.t('Md tci ponions of the ,;urfac·es of thos..• 
fiber:.. or discrete conduchtc pankl~ adhcr4,'tf to lhc: surt~cs 

' .\,ia,W>lc twm ASTM hncrnl<!i, ~! ll,•.,d'IV'III.-H Or"<"! ,\djUA;l N,., 
,\f)Jt)4.W6 

Aqmd Korn11mdy (Smm·~:in•T.:drm>kotri~•.1 pvr!illiillll lu !.i..:cnK .\Jm:.....:l'!l, N11 f11rtl1.:r ,q,1,m1:;,,11• ;iu1h.,rittd 
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of electrical insutathig potr rncrs}. Such (:ommen:fotly avai l,1.hk 
Jlit1tcrials .arc ufttn manufociure<l i.n i i m:.mncr tlml m,1y result in 
~Liiisotropy ·wi1h resr:.e<.~t to ~·k•ttrlc:al eo1'1th1ttitm. Bence, the 
:«igndic,irt,.·(t of" tt•, ls t sht~ chi~ i~S,1 !ll\:(fwd 111~1y .:kipi:nd up,:>n 
1hc nrh::nl.atirnt o f the :<\ f-X:C:imcn tc~1ed tn Ute dcctrk ttc:ld ond 
1hc rdatnon~h1p ht'.t wecn chis oricnt.1tio11 anJ Lhe uri~nt.1t im1 of 
l11e 1r1,.t1C-Jial i1 the efoctri:c.11: apJiarnloii which uses ;best: 
m,Jtetfa[~ , 

6. Appm:atu.<; 

6. 1 U:-.c a11;parn1m; conforming ·141 the g1!ncr:i.l ri;qui remcnts 
!>:!'I. forth in Test Me1hod1- [}257. 

6.2 lfo'1t,g.r De '.fr·,,-Cap.ubfo or limiting the rna_gni rude ttf 

1he direct vol1.;1ge .ippli d rn, the SJ)edm~,L iS1:>e Appendix XI 
for discr1 ~sfon or V<lh,~g,c , tr~:,s ,nid ~pl~Cimen hc.,Ong,) 

6.~t Je.'ir n!l/.1·. drnl b:t\·e been found tn he satisfuctory .ire 
depktt'.d in Fig. L Fig, ~, and Fig. 3." 

~,m. l {~ltl1d11.-.·1n • JKtinl m,lJ 1mwnk c'iuH:mt d.s.:.:l:-.:1J i:i. ,111 .,1wct• 
in~n, .. of LI.'l rl .liin urnl rb li1 .;md l~'-{ i rig ~tu;h ~p~dmen~ m,,y 111~ rnq1rirl! le~ 

,;¢II ,1,.w1nhh~s ;i,, ~l.ift\T• iri Rr , I . flig, 2 .. ,111d Fig, 3~ 1.•k~ Amt.;t~ A I for 
¥ ldiliP1t~I ir fimm1ti1mJ, 

7. S:pe(·hnen Preparation and Stle('etl)n 
7, I lhkt~ spt•..<:·i1Hcn.; fiorn .i s.;1.ni()k <J,· 11i.i ·t ri,d r.h.al 'h;.1i; l)(,X'Ji 

obt:iinc(f h'I a rnn 'lom m:nmer. Taht -::m·,~ w proh'ict the ,ample 
mnl the spcdm1.·n~ from any cm1tsm i11.:izion which \~·ill i1ffcct 

the 1ci;.ul!s of the rcsist.;rnce or condu.:1.ince 1csls. Such con-
1,a111ina1.ii:i1 l·,n incl:tKle xaJts m· 1ttoi~tlir~ fn)1'1'1 hmn,m hands, 
~k va(c;d rnmpt.'!r,uurc~. exu-(rinc:- of high or tow lw midiry. 
clli:mkul vapon,., etc. 

7.1 Prior 10 testing., nmdi1 i.1:m aH speci rm:.ns to e,1uiJihrh1111 
with the s,m (lard labornwry .irmi:v,,,pher(' pr-.: ... cribed in Pr.1i.:lii.:e 
Df1054. f~or nK1ny ini'lwria!s the i imc of c.- ndi1.i..-mit1g k 1 
e ui lihr ium w ill r ... ~1uirc only Jl (~w hours. {tlmt l!i., I •,!. lh.m 24 

ll). Equilihrium with stand.an! lahorni, ry rnndithm: mny be 
dl.'dw:-ed .tuaint'.d if L~'·"t-" t ,uuse1.:u1i•;•~ voiunie n.' 1>.i!iltu1,;:(' r11et1-

t'~pyrii hi by :\ SfM lnt'I (all . .-sh•~ •1me.iK Fri \ fo: 9 l J ::!i : I~ tlST '.:M 2 ~ 

nwt. ;~l,; i,,clt,_VjUl1ir,1,} bf 

sui:-emc:nt~ on the !,amc spedmen apn::e withi n ::: J t)f . Th!.: t'i'>'O 

c:i:msec.·uthe melL~un•m ~,its. an, to be made ut inLi.•rvals sepij·· 
rn.ted b<.},· al k ,LSL 4 h. 

7 .3 Di!tcrminc die dirne-11s.ions of !ht< !e:-.1 :-.pcdm.ens lo 
within :: 2 % mt mm~rial in t."l.ltt ilibr.ium witl1 the s1.:iml.irJ: 
laL)(Jmtory atn1rn,pht,e. Make all thk~knes~ nleasur1.:'. tnern~ in 
i!IC U1 da1,ce with · ,fcchod D of Te~t M~thoo:i; D374 using ct 
appr<ipri;1.te pro~:c,d~r • ftH tit~ mM •ri.tl t>ci ng t ~,,tt:<L 

7.4 For i;pt .imtlOl- inco1r11.1-1,1rc ing 4-,onductive r•,a.i m -.\ltt 1H)tfos 
sec Anm:.x AJ. 

7 .S Fm· ,misotropic m~,1~rial:-.. fafa~I and prnpare \ )le~;im .n;;. 
for 1 ·stint in each of inc principal faec tions of .~11i,nuopy, 

l\a 1i, ~- M.ilkrntdy ~'111:ld u(' lih· pa i:..:t e~Jnbit;. 'ihr.:I': ;i.;..c~ uf ai l b1.ll · 

mpy, Tl~ pnm:: ipal a .. ~s ira p;tpe r .t'fe ma.:hin~ d iruciill»r t MD)~ cr,:1!'.'-c• 

ni;U'.'hi1)11 di;~dk,1, (('Ml)); ,md thi,:Jar,r,~, Jin'.tii<P11 (Tfl t E~ffui_t..,_t r,.:1!y
me-rk lll,l.(ir:iui<. m11y m,·,v. uoi~~•tropy wdh dY.- a!l;i~ •)f cx1:ru~il)o tdktx iimi 
rif tk>•1, J cornp:in'l.1 in 1 ,• ;1 ;,; i\ ,,t th;;- m:11.>: ri .. l :i i r iglt1 1111.gk~ w '.h :11 

i!j~ ·:1:it•1t (J n,w,. 

8. Procedure 

8. J Cnkss oth\'.tWiM' 'i! p"'·cificd. make ,di m ea8llll10H: 11!<i, 

Lh tnlf an ckcffii\c;j\ion i im\: of l~s:« ihnn l min . The d ;:cil'i fi . 
L:&t1,;n ti me sh;;ill he lon g enm a.h to z1(hrin a ·'l<.h:·a~j y s1~tte'; und 
th~ ma:,mitu<le of tht~ \'(;huge sh• !I nol . • ,c- su grc.,t • .as tu cim~ 

un,Jlle heafr,ig (>f (he ks:t i>pt•doien, See Ai)J.lettdi:i.: XI for 
di :K:oo<.si~ n f tf frmt, ~lfoct;; of V{ih ~i,!.tt1 &H~s .. .ind "t-i¢,: imen 
he.m ing. 

.8.2 Do n1'N apply to the test s pecimen a pm,·cr i.npu1 

l":x,;:ecdin¥ I W. For very con uc he matt:rkds i, nmy re 
n~,;.:(·s~ary w iiu.::niaM'. the ~iu:: or ;:1 ~pt•cimcn ,.1r lf~ <lecr'ta~c rtv.: 
telii v 1lwg:c hy on~ or more orders of magni Wd~ be:fv~, 500 V 
m or.kr to avoi.d ovcrhcnting of th~ :pcdmcn . 

JL,. Test Jt 111 inmrnm ()f ri vc spccunen:<. from i.";Kh s.iunple in 
cl!lch of Lhe prinn .ul d irection!. uf :.mh,u1rnpy. Ust: cau1i.1m in 
trntt.J.ling lh~ spe,d 111 i.'1ts to ,;void ~·on1.uni1t,ning lht.'! surfoees. 

1\rrrnl Kurm,·ntly (Sm.iri t Sl<:in, T.:dm•iioi:i.:.~) pt1nl!,ml. 111 ti;:.;.:n~,; 1\l!rtx1n.nt. N1} fu rth;:.r n:r,nr,.hxt.i!•n , ;.111lfurir.:il. 
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A=l,\11~~ for up;it~1ng c;:mlm:t fon:11 nct;,,=n· cur cnl or. iei: lr:nk~~ nnd ine r.µcci rrnm J:)JD Nlm 1imt '.S- 11"<.e ~rxnmmn w:dllt n rn11lr!!S) (~Jl11 l ). 
8-Ma&s ror ar,;:,t);,•,:, oon1ac:: 1orce· oo-....-~n. ;)Ol~fl,!\61 lileclf'<)001' ..nct fM ~· me~ (61} !{, r Bs .sp,;cirr,..!'i , .. 1~11'l lJ!, rr .. tril9i iNoo; Zl 
C-·Tht! !l'{'.)ecin,~. 
,D--<,'.(,f,1';,nt !)Ii;~~. 

£-Ptll~ ·~ elee1rc&is. 
l:Jir.l,1noo b~lwnon ~m ::urmnl ;ind P'll t1n'"'1I r,Jf;l:;.tt r4n~ {:ltl rnm mm,rr..nn). 

0-L\-!tauce-:;~l:".'!r• ;;oi .. ~ritilil >11 lec1io1tes OOllerrJ!i 01, !~~do•'-"'1' >.lite<. 
H ·,·-•W >~lh ri r.urtt£!11 ::1r.r.1 r::o:.1, t. to a mm (o.i, Ii!<() cl in.J 

X-Efea,l::,.11 !fl$l$&H'IIJ €Jli!fhnaf 1101Qrll. n-cm '1-~IW'3€' n1"1\ll!Ul'll / (!$ISIMI.'/), 
~fate l-HJr •~ ~fX>Cirmm 1'!':il mm ((i ,n :1 ... ~do., m ,111.~ .~ ap:, ro1<:rm1.l!:,)1 4.i k9 (l D 1:tf. 
Nl)l,e, .;,>-F-01 a !lll(:<1£rn,m t&:l mm (5 ,n J ,Moo, mo~ ,;,, ij_p,)mi) 'ndl.&V li O ~!J i'J, lb'!. 
N~ie J-Fzj. ~ i11 1liki!r\ froo, le;!t Mellwd O\li'.31 . 
·thq ««i:rwr, ~r;~isrnl)ly 1Fi;J . .?i ;r.,1J; c::eoS<~t· ri ;J. ng!d ~~;,:;, rn,;i!Jl;l fro,-, ,;in ;.10,1r.;.;11 m",a.,tng m,r,.,r41ll t~,~n.:i ,, VQl;irr~ IT;lili;lr~ !'J''lh1<W :C'l~n ,o ~~r;i n -~m (1{lr ~;:;imp)), 

h~o,:J 1,;!JL-,,.i, µL••,ee11•kl•11,. p~t~;,1yrene. NC I ti, w!'.,: i. p~ir Cll ~mi&miaf eled ro()'J6 are la~, 1elll in %th., s11an,1et 1ha1 , •1e, fua r ,eie~il(}d rv~ f'''.lrt:1!e? er,d ll'»ei itv ,,,.ura~~s 
+1ro m ttln· ~mo h:0111:-:;r.~:a1 rJun~. /irt:Slt:cr ;lmr of -curnml .ri~·:1ro::t~ . ::dnm:n:ili wt1h 'Itm 11~t ~1ur !;h~I b ~ fia!Jnr~rt t-:1 ,1 r.ncmd p~=~ o1 ln!;I.J~tn·3 matqnill ~o tt,.?,j1 ttu?y c . .tn 

be s~t>Mt!!l~ -Oi) t~e il)e{'i!!ler, r.Jire.;,i,f el.I ,e ;ri& ~,m ()ait l'tl6 curr~l l:ill:ct'oct9~ ~ttall ha,.-e ;3 l!Y'rJlfl iii least 1':l !TTII f0.4 i,1 l g, 1et I 'i lt~ s,eect!M(l w<Jih, a '"'1cm 
b~tw1Hin ~ ro,;l amm ;o2 nnd t \ 311.), ar.d .;i hctgtitLaiform v1bl (Ht, mm t:i.!IJ.2 rrt.11:'lln>.'<!en 10 an:i ·1 ::. mm f(t .4 .ll'ld 0.6 in.). fo11 p:11m11:1Jel1!ctraoo.~~-l flh av11.liangti 
ano ol;lllJYt !i'-~(;& 1:i-1rie ,c.,rc,e,,rl e~roo s. iltvJ sMd pe ;3~ns,~ to .J) ooge h;,:,1r-0.; r<l!(liiJs oi o .5 mm IQ-OP t't) maY.•*'tlvm &., I"-:< too !ii/·~ - ni1:1 ms!alY~ l'9h,~~o t"'11 
p~lll\'ll ii11 ckil1ra:ll!"!; !>fi;!/:I !le rel k~z: lh:111 ·10 mm (0.4 ili.) ?Jtf rnw-~ u·im '86 ltYtl 12.ti rt.) tnui ~1,1!!.1 be l.no-... n wi'!t1i11 • .2 ~ T11e- current electrc<:les ?:!'tu!!~ ~~uch:11:1111 m..t!:;.d!! 

!h~ r.q.;~nt1<1J 'll l<11;lr{l("..w, r ;11 1m1~1 :?Cl rrrn {IHI ; I tho .il{lr,h'l)(l(/l<. ~h.-'l !)~ milQ" ·lrQm ~ qsir,~u;,w,;~i;im"£ r!";;Jl~l ~.,:;ll a; o,~ l'<f, k61. ,s.;.1~inla:;~ l;l;;l~L ~ c. lnsol,1!i~ 

f~~~tarx:e b!ilwei!r) &';.,:;11,:yJ~- s.1·1all W! i,11.,.al'<'t mat, t T!l. 

IFIG. 2 E.leettode Assembly 

F4G, 3 CE,LL For Surface Re.sir.ta.nee A&59mbly Pno~o 

~.4 Pl ae(: the -.p.;:cim~~n in lhc 1~s1 ~?cU ()r ;ttt;~i:h !lw k .;1c:i~ k• 
1hc p:ti.nted-mt d cctrmks. I( mcrcur} d ct trmks me med. ttke 
1,;pedal eure in himd!ing the mercury. 

~A. I W;1;rning- M~~rc111y mc1;;.J-v,1pnr poi ,oning h .. H fong 
b..::c11 rcL·:rni:nizcd ;1.:i- :i, h:i1,ar I in the indw,trv. The ma~imum 
t!Xpos.ur{' llmib are st"t by the A 1T1e ric• 11 Co;1forcm::~ u f Gov-

1)"if,~~k ,~1".;;.j?l)r! f1l ~\l l~} 

ern ntnrnl liidurn'ial Hygieni1;1.·. 1 Tiu- co11cen1H11ion 1) f 1ni:tcu1J 
vitp()r (;\·er ~pill s from hrokcn tlwnnn:ml'.tel.\'i, b,tri)mtH,cr~, or 
olhcr l n,;trumcn!}!. usini.1: mert•ury rn.n easily exceed th~ 
t"xpo.sure li.inih . ;\;frr.:tll!J. being ::i li{JUi<l mid tJULLe heavy. w:ill 
d.bimegr.ue lmo ;;;mall ur'Oplei~ .rnd. ie..:p imti t 1~1ck;. ,uld 
l~N",ices in 1he floor. The u;,c of " ·,)mme,rcfolly ;1vaifobl 
emcr~encv !t-pill :kit is rc.~>mmcndc.! whenever I) s i.11 cicc m-. 
The inc1~;1:.ed .irea of <.·.xp:.,sure· ;1dd.!> sip,mlk"mtly lo the 
rnen:ury v.:1pur t'Ontem1alion in 1he .,1ir' . .Mer-cusy nrµ,or (·ou,':cJi· 
muion h, C.:isi ly m(,nito1\ ,J 11,ing <'f•it.m(:tdally .w~iil iiNC ;;.nlff
~:n,. Sprrl cbct'k!i s.Jmuld ·. ,~ m;1(k ·riodically an, und op ··ra
tions where mercury is exposed tu the <1t:nmspl}~1.:·. Thornu~h 
d:1t d~~ ~houlJ be m· de :.ifter :-.piJli,. 

8.5 11-·ka~we the i-x,n,.h.tiCla il ('C. r" sim1n,~. Ot' volttgt'.Cm1em 
,·,tin!,':~. ,k pcniling, tp<.m the 1ypc of appimitus 1"!mwn iii Tcs1 
!\'1.eth . ds D1S1. 1fo1r is being used. Recmtl each observ~~,t 
me-..asure111~11L 

8.6 C:1ku!t,te th(· r1'.'::>iStivicy in :a.c,or<li.illf~ wit 1 tioii '9, 

9. C:ikutaticm 

9. 1 l f 1hc voll111c1;,,~r-;mimc-1t'r mc:thoi;I of Test Mcctnd!. D157' 
is. used En .KS., cakulate the re~1stai1cl~ for each sp.~c imen n;;in~ 

th~ equation: 

• A\;;il.:ikk· from ih ~ ,\mm:c;,n Cc,;,foricr>:<! ,;fGoW.flk"!l!'ll!lll l!t:l11, 11uJ H>ztt·JI· 
i><1 \. Buil,hu~ Nn. I).). ~:'i1a) tllfn<t,:i? M ~ •• Ci..::1.:11r1 r.1i. (J!l .,i5ll t. 

1\1111JJ h.il!m~nur !Snwrl • .Sk.m• T~dmo}J,k~., r urnmnt ,~ lkc.ns.: A.f!.r1Xtmrl.. NJJ fm1h~r r,iwudwl.mu. auJf>(•rin.:11. 
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H- y.,,-J 

where: 
R = resi,.lance. l"l~ 
V = apphed dared ,.nltagc. V. and 
I = magnitude of the direct current. A. 

L).2 If the di~1 met.bod nf resistance of Test Methllli.ls D:!,7 
ii; used. use the •,alucs ub~rv~d and cakulatc th~ resi!i.tivity as 
folIDW$! 

9.2.1 Volume Rcsis.tivify = fl, (in {km) 

-- - R :! (-"'.·1 ,., - ., 
where; 
R,. \'olumc res.istaJl<.~. n. 
A = itre.i of the- dcctrodc1o. c.·m1• and 

= distance hc1wccn the clc.ctl'mh."11., cm. 
9.2.:? Surt·iK".C RC'f,,isfr,·ity in n (per ~u;;irc) p ~ 

fl,= R,t«~•Lt 

where: 
R ,. = surface resistarn:e. U 
L z length of tht• speeimen between clectrudes. antl 
W =- width of 11,e l'-pccimen. 

Non '.\-The I'll*• 1 H/l, 1 h ,U'll!K~gn~~ U> th,: {Pf,r) rnti(l !.liown in T~~ 
Mi"lhud, l>}57. 

:Non 4-1, ilnd W mo,t bi.- mwurt'.d in dlC ~amc- 1.mi1i. of Jii.1an(('. Thr 
unit ~~f surf.ace resistivity .is ohm!i wr megohmi;,,. It is i'ommoo pr,l.(1ke to 
rder 11:, wrf,i,,.1." rt."lii;.t~\.ity .t'> duns per square. 

JO. Report 
t 0.1 lndude in the report: 
10.U Complde idemitk:ation of 1.ht m.uerial tested, 
IO J .2 Average and the immdard dt~\·iati('ll of the rn11isH, itics 

computed shall he reported a\ the rcS-istivit~· ot' the s.ample. 

IC).1.3 Median (or central value} of the resil\.ti\'itics com
puted hi often of ink..'11:st and shall be R!portcd. 

IO. L4 High and low (or the rnngc on 1e1iil!lth·i1ks. 
IO. J _'S Average. and the high and low for the r.mic of) 

resistivity for each prindpaJ direction of anisutropy if an1so~ 
U'<.tpat material is testt'd. 

IO. U, Uiiting of any devi.uioos from lhc prescribed tc,;.t 
conditinnll. 

10. L7 T)'pe of test cell used. 
IO. L8 Fl~t. th.ic c.onduclivc paint "'as used, if applic.iblc, 
10.1. 9 \.~>ltagc applied tu the test r.pcdmcn. 
I 0. U O Thicknes~ or lhc s.peri.ncns te!'lttd. 

11. Pm.isk>n ond Bias 
11.1 Using the ~st cdl shown an fig. I and a voltage stress 

below lO direct V/mil (400 kV d,'/melre). The t\!'i,.ults in a 
,;ingk lahor.nory by three difl'crem opcratOB sbov,.-ed agree
ment within ::: ) ';i-, of the avcra~c \'alue of volume ~ishvity. 
The mt.lderatd)' conductiv~ materials. tested were carbun-black 
cellulose J-l'JfX>n ha,ing ,mume re~istivities JO'~ to IO~!h.':m at 
23"C and 50 '5f· rdaHvc humidity. 

11.2 lJsfog the test l"Cll shnwn an Ftg.. Zand a ,.olwic strcsi,. 
of apprux1matdy 20 kV (dcllm.. the surface resistivity showed 
agreet»ent withfo :: 10 ~- of lit< a,t•:rage value, The moderaldy 
conductive carbon•black ,~cUulose paper ranged from IO'~ 
to l(t'fl per square at 2:l·C .iml 50 ~:f reluti .. ·c hum1di1y. The 
surface rt$1Stllnce U!\tni; "ilvcr paint dectmdes wa., not signifi
cantly different from ll;c resi1>tancc using the tcS-t t.x:ll of fig. 2 
and stri(.)$ cut I ,in. wide. 

11.3 The bia."li of this test method h.t".i not hcc11 determined. 

12. Ke:rw-ords 
12. l ck>t1ri..-:al shielding; modcrnt.cly ,~ondul~tivc: ~~mkt:,m: 

su1facc rcsistivit)': volume resisth·ity 

ANNEX 

IN'rkOlll!CflON 

It has been found practical to make rcsb,tam:c nre:.isurcmcnts with conductive paint applied to the 
surfac~ of a specimen to prt)vide an dt.-ctrodc that has intimate contact with the material. 

Not an mat~rial~ are ('XJnduci\·e w dt-t application of conducti',,,: inks 01 pai,m;,. Some of 1hese ink!.. 
fl( painh, >l'tlnttlin solvents that may he absorbed by (he rnateti.l1 under ~est and alter the i.:onductance 
or rcsistam:c of the specimen in an irrevcrsibk manner .. 

The techniques described below ure espedally convemcnt for the mcasu~ment of J.urtacc 

rc"istance. 

A 1.1 Apply conductive paint. or ink to the surfa.;c of a 
:i.pcdmen to pm,·idc- two dcxtmtlcr. separated by a distance that 
i!. knuwn lo within .!:.2 t;{, 

A 1.2 Take care m thoroughly ~~it.itc or ,-1ir fhc conduc1ivc 

c ... pyritz-M by ASTM lnt'I (;ill ri$ht~ re1cn'Cd1: Fri \tu ~ l I :1iid ii 1'.ST 21ll1 4 
fltwr,nk.•W pri111¢11. t,)' 

paint or ink c.ai:.:h time it is tt1,cd. 

Al.J AUow lhe condu'-.1.ive paint or ink lo dry Lhoruughty. 
Th~ pre<i;Cmie of small amoums of sohcm can si~nilkantly 
inftuenc:c ,nc con(fuco,m rm'ieh1mi1,m within o ipedm.:n, Do not 

Arrad KI.ITTll<ndy (Sm11r1 • Stunt T .:chni>'kt~ie, I punwnt 111 Lil:rnK Al,!Ftl.'llM!'YL Nu funlu:r r..'Jlflld•.i,..1,11.tn, uulh:lrit1:d, 
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.attempt tn make re!iistancc n1Casurcmc.-nb until the paint or in.k 
is eompJetely dry. 

A 1.4 Make suitable electrical ('.OO""'~tions to the electrodes 

produced from the paint or ink . 

AL:i Mea:rure cm1Jui;ta1K"c or 1~si;;tan('.~ using ,he app.ua* 
tus Pfescriood in Ttst ~foth,xh DZ57. 

APPENJ))X 

(Nomnanda•ory Information) 

XI. DISCUSSION m· FACTORS WHICH ARE KNOWN ·ro An'Et'T THE OBSERVED JlESISTANCE mR CONDUC'[.\NCIH 
IN Mona,:1u,T.:1;\' COSl>UCTl\'t: !\IATF.RIAI.S 

XU Field i.trenglh (or Yulta.gc sws.,J at Cll.t'C!il>l\'C levels 
~.m produec de~·,ric 1\4~1f ooatini in the s1xx~imen. The heal 
generated will oo proponion.,t k.l the Jlf1idu,1 of vi and r-J, The 
heat iencmted can have profound cftccl, upon the observed 
resistance. Healing may make it impossible to obtain" steady 
"-late .. co1nlilions. the drift of thie meter may ne,a stop. The 
heat. ~enef".iteJ could raise lhi: temperature of the "pcciroon and 
the temperature erYe-::t on resill-t:mce (conductance) i!i a well 
koown p~omcrn.m. AddithmaHy. the he.it could degrade the 
polymerk l:onstituents in tht material .md signilk.1mly alter 
the mea>..iJrcmeot \·aJueo;;, 

XJ.2 There tf!. a difference of npini,m a,- to the rclati\·e 
impurtanec of volume n:sisth·ity and surface resistiYity of 
mod1.>rately conJuetive materials. Many cable engi1~ put 
forth ttw 4"'(lOCept that surftn..x- rci,;.isthity is nf primary impor, 
tance when modcratdy conductive matcriaJs. are con~idcred frw 
use as insulation shieldini. T~ s.tnle pen.on.'i admit tu the 
primary impomt~~ of volmne rcsilith'ity when the moderately 

1:.:ondut·ti11e material is used as ··:?>trmd sJ-i1cldin1f. 

X 1.3 The following factors are known to ha-.·e an effect 
ui.1011 the tc~iMat\\,.'t' of modetately couduc,ive materiah,: 

XU.l faposu~ to. nr testing m. \'W)·ing, relati\'e hunudi
ties, 

XI .3 .2 T ~mpctalUt\!' <>f 1h~ r.pecimeti at the tirnc of m.ea-.:ure-
nlfnt of rei;.iscanc~. 

X 1,3 .3 Voltage sues~ at time t)f me-asureme:nt 
XLJ.4 Fk\ing ol' chc material and subk.-'*qUCnt testing. 
XD.5 Mech.lnkal ;;tr4""~• t'omprci>"-i"c or tcm,ile, 
X t . ..J .6 Solvcm alhe.1fption, 
Xl.3.7 Ahrn .. hm of the "urface" of the m.11erial~. 
X I .J ,8 Bumi.,hing of the surf.k.'.es of the m.iterial. 
Xt3,9 Tb,t anisotropy fifth~ sptX·imen, 
Xt.J.10 Subjcl:tin: the material 1(1 thcrmal 1.)ding. an<l 
XU.J l Subjecting tht> material tu voltage ~tn:~~s prior lO 

cesti1,g. 

ASTM lrw.!rnatrc:\'lai tA'°-c!ll no P:,SIOOtl ~!1 tl'lt\' ~}Jlo! lffl,f ~IM tp~ \II cm.rA"t.WI ~ 4!1')' <M'lf 1'1W!1'1110ffl:\'d 
1!'1 (his· ~1(1. t),'f4.rf ,:,r ~·,t~ ~ e~ iii;IVJ8g,;f ttMI ~f~'Al!IM oJ fil!l "'11\:111f« ,1!!y lol.\..'Tlpill,l,,!Tt light.A ¥li1 l\'Jl!l 11$1. 

i'Jl iitl~!()( e«./1 ~- ate ii\'11\~ tll1M' c,,w, r~8.0\\fy 

~ $1SIX18rdl$ $otlllJ6Ci' to riewSiOtl at 9/W 11!1~ b.~ ~ ~tec.!J~.::OOll!l!Ttee .8fld ~ t-e.~4Wl'l' 11116.~ ilA1 
if.'WI~. 1Nfhar~i#d1:1,~; Yo!K~~a."'irmr«io!ltlcrfurJ'l,"~o!NlflJlld.ffl:lorb-a~m'~rds 
wsl'Kt4,f\1t';lil ~f(l,A$TMJ'l'M'"611'1~ ~~ Y'{l(N'CIX'lm.inli 'wl.f fll.::6\W.;w!'¢1if <:~.r.w;;m 9f gm~1111g,:,rfft¥< 
~~ t«\I\Jlieaf ~t!l'ftH. ~ '°" fflit'f .!lm;tid. Jt 'f't>:> fHt ttmr you, ct1,Mt!N'11s r;w~ oor ~ a tat,~~ sllwfd 
~ yt:HK'f'I~ •n;ilM to lhlf ASfM'CQ,'11~ M Stan~. i1J tha·.;i~ $hDW!t1?l;,lh~w 

Th1ii sla!:!dzlnt is aap;-ngtitod by ASTM tmom:ifi£Vtat 100 &er rlalbor Dtll't!. PO Dax Cl'OO. Wc.st Co'ISli~ PA t9'428·29'59. 
(.NI~ S~!I lr!(t!~f f,epMt\J (tAV'ljJt4 Of mi,~ ~Jot th;$ #iflt(J,fff(f ma,11 NI~ by C()l'lliCl\llg A$1M"' ftN!! <lOOWI 
ltdrlrNII a, at 6f0.&12-9ffl (µ'i~t 611').BJZ-9555 (ttt.lt.}, (}t 11e1wet<G.'utm.otg (fh'llllirJ: tlr tltW1o>¢' th1t .IIST.\f ~ 
fllfflll,,wnt,l)"l1J· 
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Appendix 6 Sonicator 

ULTRASONIC PROCESSORS FOR SMALL ANO MEDIUM VOLUME APPUCt~TIONS 

500 and 750 WaU Ultrasonic: Prc><:::essors - VCX Serit.1-, -150 rnic:mliter~ 10 liters*' 

vex soo - vex 150 

_ Energy Setpaint 
The energy sctpoint continuously monitors 1he amount 
of ~nc.'fgy in .louk~ lw, m x S(l(On<:b), th<l! ,,. beir\g 
detiv,~red to the probe, and terminates !he ullra~onics 
when the de$ired amount of energy ha~ been di5pcnsed. 

•. , VVattmeter 
Digitally displ,ry~ tht! a.c1ual .rnmunl of pnwct in \\hlm 

th,11 ir, being delivNt.'fl to the probe. 

o Automatic Turfing and Frequency O.:mtrol 
t lio1i1\.lh:!S the ni..scd for constant adjw,tment of ihe p<lwer 
supply. 

_ Integrated Temperature Controller 
Prt·thltk,-s harmful ovi:rhe,11 ing oi t!w ~ample .:ind 
guarantees process integrity by 1em1itMting 1hc uhra
sonic~ whli.1'1 d1,~ r.arnplc tcmptcrah.im re,id,es a 
pred<:termincd limit \llows process control and 
m<mitoring frmn l"C lo l(XJ4C. 

c Consistent Reproducibili::y 
limit s;wing mL'f'lltlty store!. up to ttitl pwn•rfou..-s to 
facitilate protocol duplic;ition,, utomatc repetitive 1.i.sk'.'., 
and elfminalc tc-chn id.1n-to-tcchniciJn method vaiidhili
ry. 

... Microprocessor Based - Programmable 
rngital: ac ,uracy .1nd rc,pe,ltahi1ity .l$i.urt.·~· adlwwnce to 
the mos1 cx:actini; protocol. 

.... Automatic Amplitude Compensation 
!:nsu es uniinm1 ptl',bC!- ;implil ,de regattlle5:,, rif the v,lfy. 
ing loading conditions enc:ouott.'tL'<i during the 
proc:1.ssh g rydc. 

c Real Time Display 
Providt.-s a w'inclow on the proces$. No mote 

;i1,$um;>tiOn$,. N(l more .ipt;>toximJth>n!.. All !>tlt and nm 
para1netets ,ll'e contim.1ou ly di$plaretl on the scrc._,en, 
pmviding operating m0<k confirmation \Vithoul proccs,s 
intt•rrtiption . 

c Variable Power Output Control 
Allows the oltrasonic vibrations at the pmbe lip to be set 

to ,my des.ittS'<'.I .,rnplitude, Sdt-C.tL'<l output level ls deafly 
displayed on the screen. 

c Ten Hour Process Timer 
Controf:5 llw proq,'l..,ing 1irnc from 1 se<:ond to 
10 hours. 

n Elapsed Time lndicator 
Monitors bmh the dapM'<:I tirnc ,111d the duwlion of 
procissrng. 

c Independent On/OH Pulser 
fnaldc"i> s.ifo treatm ·nt of tempernlt.n '-S<:mi11ve s,1niple~ 
.it high interhity. and provitk~ mixing by repe,ltedly 
J llowing the sample to st>ttlt' hack unrn'.!r the prolx• after 
each ht1rsL Both on and off cycles .u-e indt•ptJnden1ty 
controllable from 1 second to 59 St."Conds. 

c User Friendly 
Menu tfrh·tm fill-ir,-i he--bl.tnk prompt~ provkle intui1ivt,• 
guidance l hrough all (uncHons. 

c Sma!lest Footprint In lts Class 
Ultra-eomp,1c.t (wsig1, e:Il({·~ ernpt1ccment .,md t:ipt iml:te$ 
bench space. Only n ~ l> u~· ti 90 x 340 mm). 

1-800-745-1105 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
PO\\'ER SUPPt.Y 

Sl!u.to CONVfRTER 

SlMIOARO PROBE 

TEMPERAlURE PROBE 
((~al) 

ELf:CfRIC::AL REQUIREMENTS 

Nff. power output: vex .soo -soo w.ani.. vex 7.50. 750 wans. Fn.,quenc:y: 20 kHz 
Kemoce actuatm c.ompattble 
DimfflSltlfK {H x W x DI 9y.•,,: 7Yi· x 1n· (2.35 x l<JO x .340 mm) 
Weight: 15 Im. (6.8 kg) 

Model (.'V ll. f'ieroelectric lead zirronate titanate cl)'Stals (I'll) 

Diameter. 2~· f63.5 mm) 
l.eng1h: 1•• mu mm> 
~~: 2 lb. (900 gl 
('.,.ible, lentfh: 6' 11.8 m) 

Tip di.arneler: I'" n l mm) did Order No. ()30-0219, or wilh threaded end and rep~ 
tip Order No. 630-0220. ~specify.• 
Pmc:es!iing c.ip.ibility: 10 ml to 250 ml.•• 
Length: n• <t 36 mm) 
\\\!ig~: ll lb. {340 g) 
Titaowm alloy Tt-Ml-4V 

Allowr. ia• tempc."f.wre k> be mooilored up to 100-C. 
Sratnless ~-
()t~r No. 8JO..OOObO 

Unbs OCh<.'IWise requcseed, units .1re shipped wifed io, 117 \.ut\. SM,0 Hz. 
fo, e,q:iotf. pleM,e ipt.'Cify desired \'Oltag.e option. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Otd.::'INO., 

500 Watt ultra~ic protf."'sor ......•..••..• VCX 500 
7.50 Watt ultta!iOOic processor .••.•••.•••••• vo, 750 

•l)om-.i\~•«h1WNNhk-lip~P1')('.~~U~(~~("Jflo,o•ut¥f'~liquidf.. 
U.... 'l<liid prdw ('""'1 No. f>)O,()J l'J inllead. ~ tlffil!Mw ~ 1tw f1R100 ~ will lww .a 111plau,.._..1ip • 

.. fot ahM ~pk-""'"'" pd,t, .and miur*J) ~ A difilffllll.Pf'"b- ,~tw ~ ii.w Ilk'~ pruhll. 
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Appendix 7 Volume Resistivity vs. Material Thickness via ASTM D991 

MM56, 2.7% CNT 

Variable Value Error 

w(em) 5.08 1.0% 
t (0.4)(em) 0.04 1.0% 
t(0.6)(em) 0.06 1.0% 
t (0.8)(em) 0.08 1.0% 
L(em) 6.35 
Vm XXX 1.2% 

0.4mm 
Trial No. 1 2 3 Average Vol Den 

Vol 
Iser Vm Vm Vm Vm Er Abs Er Rel Den Er Abs Er Rel 

uA % n n % 

50 1.225 1.215 1.18 1.21 0.04 3.6% 772 43 5.6% 

100 2.415 2.415 2.38 2.40 0.09 3.6% 769 43 5.6% 

200 4.89 4.78 4.75 4.81 0.17 3.6% 769 43 5.6% 

300 7.32 7.1 7.13 7.18 0.26 3.6% 766 43 5.6% 
400 9.77 9.47 9.47 9.57 0.34 3.6% 766 43 5.6% 

500 12.25 12.32 11.97 12.18 0.44 3.6% 780 44 5.6% 

600 15.61 15.75 14.93 15.43 0.56 3.6% 823 46 5.6% 

700 19.4 19.31 18.29 19.00 0.68 3.6% 869 49 5.6% 

0.6mm 
Trial No. 1 2 3 Average Vol Den 

Vol 
Iser Vm Vm Vm Vm Er Abs Er Rel Den Er Abs Er Rel 

uA % n n % 

50 2.11 1.74 1.18 1.68 0.06 3.6% 1610 90 5.6% 

100 4.12 3.45 2.38 3.32 0.12 3.6% 1592 89 5.6% 

150 6.125 5.16 4.75 5.35 0.19 3.6% 1710 96 5.6% 

200 8.25 6.87 7.13 7.42 0.27 3.6% 1780 99 5.6% 

250 10.21 8.59 9.47 9.42 0.34 3.6% 1809 101 5.6% 

300 12.6 10.335 11.97 11.64 0.42 3.6% 1862 104 5.6% 

350 14.95 12.13 14.93 14.00 0.50 3.6% 1920 107 5.6% 

400 18.25 14.29 18.29 16.94 0.61 3.6% 2033 114 5.6% 

0.8mm 
Trial No. 1 2 3 Average Vol Den 

Vol 
Iser Vm Vm Vm Vm Er Abs Er Rel Den Er Abs Er Rel 

uA % n n % 

50 0.645 0.585 0.615 0.62 0.02 3.6% 787 44 5.6% 

100 1.285 1.19 1.25 1.24 0.04 3.6% 795 44 5.6% 

200 2.556 2.4 2.49 2.48 0.09 3.6% 794 44 5.6% 

300 3.812 3.59 3.77 3.72 0.13 3.6% 794 44 5.6% 

400 5.045 4.81 4.99 4.95 0.18 3.6% 792 44 5.6% 

500 6.325 6.19 6.38 6.30 0.23 3.6% 806 45 5.6% 
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600 8.13 8.33 8.325 8.26 0.30 3.6% 881 49 5.6% 
700 10.15 10.66 10.56 10.46 0.38 3.6% 956 53 5.6% 
800 12.55 12.95 12.86 12.79 0.46 3.6% 1023 57 5.6% 
900 14.95 15.42 15.24 15.20 0.55 3.6% 1081 60 5.6% 
1000 17.39 17.87 17.81 17.69 0.64 3.6% 1132 63 5.6% 
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Appendix 8 Force Sensitivity Curve Data for MM56 

MM56 2. 7% CNT 

Material Thickness (mm) 

0.4 0.6 0.8 

FORCE R(Avg) R(Std) R(% Std) R(Avg) R(Std) R(% Std) R(Avg) 'R(Std) R(% Std) 

N % % % 

10 14.3 1.9 13% 19.8 4.4 22% 18.3 4.0 22% 

20 10.9 0.9 8% 13.8 1.9 13% 12.1 2.4 20% 

30 9.8 0.8 8% 12.1 1.5 13% 9.5 1.5 16% 

40 9.2 0.5 6% 11.4 1.4 13% 8.8 1.4 16% 

so 8.8 0.6 7% 10.9 1.3 12% 8.0 1.3 16% 

60 8.6 0.8 9% 10.7 1.3 13% 7.1 1.0 13% 

70 8.2 1.0 13% 10.6 1.5 14% 7.0 0.9 13% 

80 8.1 1.1 14% 10.5 1.3 12% 7.1 0.9 13% 

90 8.1 1.1 13% 10.6 1.1 11% 7.0 0.8 12% 

100 8.5 1.2 14% 10.6 1.2 11% 7.3 1.0 13% 

Material Thickness (mm) 

0.4 0.6 0.8 
R(Avg R(% R(% 

Force ) R(Std) R(% Std) R(Avg) R(Std) Std) R(Avg) R(Std) Std) 

N % % % 

10 53.9 25.5 47% 34.1 12.6 37% 13.5 4.0 30% 

20 30.7 8.5 28% 19.2 3.3 17% 9.0 2.2 25% 

30 22.7 4.4 19% 15.7 2.6 17% 7.5 1.7 22% 

40 20.4 3.9 19% 13.7 1.7 13% 5.9 0.9 15% 

so 18.5 3.2 17% 12.6 1.4 11% 5.7 0.9 15% 

60 17.4 2.9 17% 12.1 1.4 12% 5.5 0.7 13% 

70 16.3 2.5 15% 11.S 1.2 10% 5.4 0.6 11% 

80 15.8 2.2 14% 11.3 1.1 10% 5.3 0.6 11% 

90 15.3 2.0 13% 11.0 1.0 9% 5.2 0.5 10% 

100 16.1 2.4 15% 11.4 1.2 11% 5.4 0.6 11% 
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Appendix 9 Conductive Ink, Epoxy and Gold Sputtering Datasheets 

Silver Conductive Ink 

"ti Chemicais 

Silver Print 
842 

Product Description 

9347 -, 193 St,reet, Surrey, 8.C. V4N 4E7 Canada 
Phone: {604) 888-3084 Toll Free: 1-800-201-8822 
Fax.: (604) 888-7754 Toll Frne:.1-800-708-9888 

A quick drying lacquer based coating pigments with high quality silver flakes. Ideal for 
repair and modification of printed circuit boards. Solution can be diluted using MG 
Chemicals' Thirmer!Cleaner Solvent Cat No. 435 if lower viscosity is required. 

• 0.2ohm*mil 
• Quick drying 

Durable finish 

Properties 

Phase 
Odor 
Color 
Specific Gravity 
Application method 
Drv to the touch@ RT 
Recoat time @ R. T 
Full Cure@RT 

Usage Instructions 

1. Stir solution evenly 

Liquid 
Ethereal 
Silver 
1.65 kq/L@ 25 C 
Brush or silk screening 
5 minutes 
5 minutes 
24 hours 

2. If solution is too thick, dilute with MG Cat No. 435 solvent or any acetone based solvent 
3 . Surface must be clean from any oils or residues 
4. Before applying, make sure the circuit no 'live'. Then apply using brush. 
5. Allow for 24 hours to fully cure 

Compatibility 
No compatibility issues know when used for its intended application. 

Availabilit 

B42·20G 

842-2506 

209 (¥. oz) 

2509 (8.8 oz) 

Silver Conducive Epoxy 

Liquid 

Liquid• Bulle 
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iso ,oM :rrn;,11H11 ooiuw S,t1~t>111, , 
'1urb !'<; ·h'i1'J On! i ~t fr, . t.a;n1.cl.A llMI h l.t :f Ofmlti· 

Description 

Silver Conductive :Epoxy Adhesive 
Moderate Cure I High Conductivity 
8331 Techni,cal Data Sheet 

83,31 

The 8331 Silver Conductive Epoxy Adhesive: Moderate Cure I High Conductivi ty f.s an economical 
electronic epoxy with good ele<:trical and thermal conductMbes. This adhesive bonds very well to a variety 
,of surfa<::es .. It has a convenient l-to-1 rat101 a work.able ten minutes pot life1 and a moderate curing rate. 
lt achieves an operational level in five hours at room temperature. With heat, the 8331 cures in less than 
15 minutes and maxrmiz:es its conductivity. The curnd adhesive bonds very well to most substrates u.s.ed in 
electronic assemblies; res:lsts thermal and mechanical shocks; and provides t he low res:lstivlty needed for 
many operat ing cond:ltlons., The 8331 epo)(y adhesive is great for forming condt1ctivity seals, bonding, and 
repairing of e,fectro.nic devices. 

Applications & Usages 
The 8331 epoxy has many uses . It is primarily used as a solder replacement for bonding heat-sensitive 
,electronic components. lt allows for qu,ici< cold soldering repait s, and ts effective at bonding heat sinks to 
,other components and PCBs .. It also provid1es excellent EMf/RFI shielding1 and is very effedive at filling in 
seems betwe,en metal plates. 

Its primary applicatjons are repair and assembly of electronics in microelectronics and optoelectronics. It 
Is used In the automobi le, aerospace, marine communication, instrumentation, and indvst6al control 
equipm ent industries. 

Benefits and Feat.u res 

• Good 0.017 .a~cm eledrical resistivity and 0,90 W/(m•K} thermal conducti:vitv 

• Adheres to most etectronlc substrates 

• Stores and ships at room temperature- no freezing or <fry Ice required 

• Very long, s.helf Ufe of at least two years-even when stored at room temperature 

• Easy 1: 1 mix ratio 

• Strong water and chemical resistance to brine, acids, bases, and aliphatic hydrocarbons 

Curing & Work Schedule Temperature Service Range 
i 

2ert:.ies _____ 1. Value ___ _ 
Working Life i} :, j 10 m1n 

· o_.'ertios ___ ·--+Vafue -·--1 
Constant Service -55 °C to 150 °C 1 

Shel f Life ! 2:3 y 
Full Cure @I2S 0 c [77 °FJ oJ 1· 5 h 
Full Cure @65 °C [.149 °F] · 15 min 
Full Cure @90 °C [194 °F] 12 mln 
Full Cure @125 °C [ 257 °Fj j 7 m·in 
FuU Cure •@1.SO <>c [ 302 ~F] I, 5 min 

,a) Cure and life values 5 9' and room 
temperature unfe.ss stated otherwise. 

b) Minimal service curej for full cure, wait 24 h 

Rev .. Date·: 25 June 201:3 / Ver. 2.04 

Gold Sputtering 

Temperature [-67 to 302 °F] 
Storage Temperature 16 t:o 27 °c 
of unmixed Parts [60 to 80 °F] 

i 
·· .... ~,:.;; ! 

Page 1 of 6 
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Appendix 10 Multiplexer Datasheet 

ralANALO,G 
WDEVICES 

16-/32-Channel, 4 n 
+ 1,8 V t.o +5.5 V, ±2.5 V Analog Multiplexers 

FEATURES 
1.8 V to S..5 V Single Supply 
:2.5 V Ou~l-Supply Op.e,-.tion 
4 n On Res.lstance 
O.S U On Resistance Flatness 
48·LHd TQFP m 48·L&ed 7 mm >< 7 mm CSP Pi1eka9H 
fttwil,to,R.all Op,er,,Oo,-
l~ ns Switching Thne1 
Single, 32-to-1 Channel Multiple.xer 
Oual/Differential 16•to• 1 Channe4 Muhipl•x•r 
TTt.lCMOS Compatible lnp.,.\J 
for Functionally Equivalent D~vlces with Serial Interface 

See ADG72S/ADG731 

.APPUCAT!ONS 
Optical Applications 
Data .A.cqui&iition Systems 
Communl;cat,cn Systems 
Rela,y Replacem•nt 
Audio and Video Switching 
Battery-Powered Sym,ms 
Medttai l,utrumentMion 
Aute>ma~i~ Te,t Eq~ipment 

GENERAL DESCRJPTION 
Tb~ A007lWADG73.i <'!IT monoli:hk CMOS .:tH:h11J1w.Mdmd 
t6~chansnd a.nak~ rtnthiI~l.:.xcrs .. The ADG7'l2 swhdtes otl.e of 
32 inpucs (S l-SJ2} to u common t'IUtput, D, as deccm1ir:K:d by 
the 5-bit bfrrnry wddress !inci; AO, Al, A2, A3, 3;nd M . Tb.c 
AJ)G1:?6 %Witd1e~ -One of J 6 inpuu .is {kti:nnincd by tho: 4•bit 
bio:1:1-y ad<ltcs~ Boe~ AO, Al, A2, and A3. 

On-chi~l l.u:ch-cs. fa;:ilitatc mkmpt<'~cssor huc:1f11cin!l:. Th~ 
AOG726 de•;ice rn~y also be oonfigur:d fi;)r d1fferemfa] opera
tion by t~-ing c'sK :nnd CSll to~tb.cr . . An EN input is m.ed t,> 
e~Mbht (lr dis.il'.11.# the d¢via;:es. WbCl'J'.i di1-11bltd, .. n d1111mel$ ,ite 
>Witdloo OFF. 

'TilC'ie mul!Jp,le'Xct:s llf'C dcsigntJ ot'l. .:m cnh.itt.cc-d submi.c:1\1.n 
procc,;_; ch:n pmv1d.es low power di tS-ip:itfon yet give~ high 
~w:itc:h :og ~peed, -.-cry ro,.v oo n: ·i,sum-c,. ~ad lc3):_a,g{' currents. 
1liCY-0f)i:t"~I.: !Kti:li .i $l(1glc ~1tpJ\ly of +l.:S V li) ·•1S V (i:iid a:t 2.5 V 
du31 s:appl:y~ makmg them ideally suiccd co :a variety <~f applk :u· r.,ns. 
On rcsimmcc is i.n th.i: ;r("gicm of a kw ohms an:d is dcn.~ly 
m11.td 1.<:d betwc;:n ;wit('.h~~ ll.nd \"!:JY fl1,1,t ,,..·wr th{:' foU iigmlil 
t'.mg . The~ i;arJ~ l!:1:i1 ~) f~i':lt~ ~ u.1Uy w~ll :1.5 ~ith¢r mu}ri1.,k;~l'1l 
or dcmulriplc-xcrs :ind hiwc en :input signru rffig,:: w t a.tends to 
the ~upplk-s. 1n me OFF con.did· n, Yigns! kvcls up to the supplies 
iir~ blod,~d. AU ¢h,1;nmili:. ('ithibrt brvi.1.k·~foriH:JliiM- ~wi thfog 
ac1i1m, r,re\,eu.Jing :nmr1enrn:y s.!lwin ~g whett swirdt.ing ch:m.iieb. 

They arc :wr1ihihle in. d.rl,ct- ,I8-lt:td CSP or TQFP package . 

REV. 0 

lnki11N1fi:lef1 f•.irni'!hi:d b,' A.nula,;i :Owio::~ is 'OOlie•J~d lo be- act:~1ra1e, &tld 
r(lli.;iblu. Howq,,o,r, n;q l'Cl,!)(ll'l!;ib iiiw .is~a.tml)>.1 bf An;1i,;ig Oc•.t"(l(!,; fssr 11$ 

11:k\, ru,r fo1 Hriv ·i1d'ringeefner1t!lof ;i;i,te11~~ or oth,dr right~·iYI l hiri.l p111!i~'thil! 
m11y rni;t.Jlt from ,1~ liSJJ, No lici:,n:.e ~ gr.,.,,roo 11'{ 1mpllr..itl,;m 0¥- otlt'-11'\Yifia 
1m di:-r ~my p.1:ll.en1 or p~1~nt right~ a! .A11alo9 De!vicc~. 

ADG726/ADG732 j 

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRA.\tS 

'Ml 
t§ 

"'"'""-~-~-....... 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

ADG132 

Dl8 

D 

l. +l .8 V to +·5.5 V sir.1tk· l1r ±Z.5 V ,iuf\l*~t1ppls op~r.idon. 
Thc..c p.?m :!re i pcdficd Mld gu:tr~m.:.td wi.th +5 V ± 11)%., 
+ 3 V ± !0% s ingk-supply, and ± 2 .. 5 V i: JO% dual
rupply rails. 

2. On t:\."S1Stsnce of 4 t) 

J. Guarnmeed bn:tlk-rn:fon:·-makc swh..:hiag acri;;,n 

4, 7 mm x 7 mm 4~-kad chip bCIJ.k pnd,ngc (CSP} 
nr 4S, li:'Ad TQ.FP pt,ckiigt\ 

On, ftchBlliogv Way. P·.O. Box !iU05, Nq,rwood. MA. 02~•.!J1CIG. 0.$.A, 
Tel: 71,1/3.29-4700 WY1W,ll11.alag .'C?O<ltl 

hit 781! :Jli-1703 ® An.lot O~icee, !M,, 21102 
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Appendix 11 Polymer Datasheets 

Dragon Skin® Datasheets 

Elra)g, :on SkJn~ Se 
J . . . . 

Atlditio1ft:ure Silico~e flubb~,: (<une 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 

Dragon Skin• silicones are high performance platinum cure liquid silicone compounds that are used for a variety of applications 
ranging from creating skin effects and other movie special effects to making production molds for casting a variety of materials. 
Because of the superior physical properties and flexibility of Dragon Skin• rubbers, they are also used for medical prosthetics and 

cushioning applications. Dragon Skin• rubbers are also used for a variety of industrial applications and have a service temperature 
range of a constant -70"F t.o + 400"f (-21 "C to + 205"C). 

Great for Making Molds for a Variety of Applications -Available in Shore 1 OA, 20A a.nd 30A. Dragon Skin• silicones can be used to 
make exceptionally st.rong and tear resistant molds for casting pla!iter. wax. concrete, resins and other materials. 

Time Tested, Versotile Special Effects Material- sort. super·strong and stretchy. Dragon Skin• 10 (Very Fast, Fast, Medium and Slow 
speeds) is used around the world to make spectacular skin and creature effects. An infinite number of color effects can be achieved by 
adding Sile Pig• silicone pi9menb or Cast Magi<:• effects powders .. Cured rubber can al.so be painted with the Psycho Paint• system. 

Easy To Use - Dragon Skin• .silicones are mixed 1 A: 1 B by weight or volume. Liquid rubber can be thinned with SilicOr\e Thinner-
or thickened w.ith THI-VEX•. Rubber cures al room temperature (73~F/23"'() with negligible shrinkage. Vacuum deg<Jssing is 
recommended to minimize air bubbles in cured rubber. 

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW 

Dragon Sldn• 10 Very Fa$t 23,000 cp.s 1.07 

Dragon Skin• 1 O Fast 23,000 cps l .07 

Dragon Skin• 1 O Medium 23,000 cps L07 

Dfagon Skin• 10 Slow 

Otagon Skin• 20 

Dragon Skin• 30 

23.000 cps 1.07 

20,000 cps 1.08 
30.000 c.p~ 1 .08 

25.8 
25.8 

25.8 

25.8 

.25.6 
25.7 

Mix Ratio: t A: l B by volume or weight 
Color: Translucent 

PROCESSING RECOMMENDATIONS 

4 min. 30 min. 
8 min. 7S min. 
20 min. 5, hours 

lOA 
10A. 

10A 

45 mln. 7 hours 10A 

2:S min. 4 hours 20A 

45 min. 16 hours 30A 

47Sp$t 

475psi 

475psi 
475 psi 

SS.Opsi 

500psi 

22' pSf 
22 psi 

22psf 

22 psi 

49psl 
S6ps.i 

1~ 
10()0% 

1()()()'l!, 

1000% 

620% 

364% 

l02pli 

l02pti 

102pl.i 

<.001 tn.f'ITT. 

< .001 in.Jin. 

< J'.)01 lnlin. 

102 pH < .001 in/in. 

120 pU < .001 inlin, 

10S pH < .001 in.fin. 

Useful Temperature Range:-65"F to +450°F (-53°( to +232°() 
Dielectrk Strength IASTM 0-147.91.i: > 350 volts/mil 

~All values measured after 7 da>,•s ilt 73'f/23~c 

PREPARATION., .. Safety- Use in a properly ventikHed area r room size" ventilation). Wear safety glasses, long sle€ves and 
rubber gloves to minimize contamination risk. Wear vinyl gloves only. l.au~x gloves will inhibit the cure of the rubber. 

Stm-e and use material at room temperature (73"F/23"C}. Warmer temperatures will drastically reduce working time and cure time. 
Storing material at warmer ternperatures will also reduc:e the usable shelf life of unused material. These products have a limited shelf 
life and should be used as soon as possible. 

Cure lnhibition - Addition-c:ure si licone ru~r may be inhibited by certain contaminants in or on the pattern to be molded resulting 
in tackiness at the pattern interface or a total lack of cure throughout the mold. Latex. tin-cure silicone, sulfur clays, certain 1,vood 
surfaces, newl)· cast polyester, epoxy o, urethane rubber may uuse inhibition. If cornpatibility between the rubber and the surface is 
a concern, a smafl-scale test is recommended. Apply a small amount of rubbet onto a non-critical area of the pattern. Inhibit ion has 
occurred if the rubber rs gummy or uncured after the recommended cure time. has passed. 
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Sylgard® 184 Datasheet 

Product Information 

Electronics 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
• Flowahlc 
• Room temperature and heat cure 
• Good dielectric propt.Yties 
• Rapid, versati.lc cure proeessing 

(.'OftUollcd by ICnlJiCl",HUJ'e 

• High transparency a.nows ea~y 
.ins.pcction o fcomponcnts 

COMPOSITION 

• Two-part 
• 10 lO I mix r.itio 
• Polydimethyisiloxane elastomer 

McMiiiftiii&ti -
Sy/gar"® 184 Silicone Elastomer 

Transparent encapsulant with good flame resistance 

APPLICATIONS 
Sy /gun:!' 184 Silicone Elasmrncr is suitable for: 
• LED Lighting encapsulation 
• Power supplie.;i 
• Conne-cwrs 
• Sensors 
• lndu.~trial c.ontmls 
• Ttan.donne.rs 
• AmplitiCl'.\S 
• High voltage rc~isto.r pack1> 
• Relays 
• Adhesive/eocap1rnlant for solar cells 
• Adhesive handling be.im lead integrated circuits during proctlssing 

TYPICAL PROPERTIES 
Spcd1kation Wr.itet'?l : These values are not intended for use in preparing 
specifications. Plca.~e co.ntact your local Dow Coming sales ofiic.c or your Global 
Dow Corning Co.nnection before writing specific:acion:s on !hi~ pmdut.1:. 

P.-op1t.rty lfnit Rnull 

One ·nr Twn. !'wt Two 

Color Colorless 

cP :51Ci0 

5.1 

Visco~ity {Mn:e-d) d" 3SOO 

Pa-sec 3.5 

Thermal Conductivi:ty htulhr fl°F (U5 

0.27 

1.03 

\\'on:ing Time at 25''C {J>ot Life - bmtr:.) 1.5 

Cure iimc at 2.S"C hours 

Hcat Cure Time at l O(r'C mi1mt1:S 35 

Heat Cure Time at l 2.5"(' minutc:s J.() 

ikat Cure f imc a! l50''C mlnute~ lO 

Dummetcr Shore 43 

Dideciric Strength 500 

kVimm 19 
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DESCRIPTION 
Dow Comir1g• btand silicone IO tu l 
cncapsulatlts arc supplied as two-part 
liquid component kits. \\<'hen liquid 
components are thoroughly mixed,. 
th:e mix:tur-c t·urcs. 10 a flexible 
elastomer. whh:h is well suited for 
the proieetion of elcctrk:al.lclectf01lic 
applka1ions. Dow Coming silicone 
c:11.capsulants cure without cxothcrm 
at a coasmnt rate regardk~s of 
senional thkknes!< or degree of 
confinement. 

Dow Ct1.rning*' smcone da:Stomcrs 
rt.>quire no j)<)St cure and can be placed 
in service immediately fol.lowi.ng, the 
cotupletian of the cure schedule. 
Standard s:ilfoonc eucapsulants requite 
a !lurface treatment with a primer in 
addition to good ch!a11h1g for adhesion 
while primcrk":.'iS sili<.,one c,ttcap,.sulants 
requite M ly good de<&tiing . 

APPLICATION METHODS 
• Automated n11e1ered mixing attd 

disptmsing 
• MarruaJ mixing 

J\UXlNG AND DE-AlRING 
The 10 lo I mix ratio 1hcsc product.'i 
are supplioo in gives one latitude lo 

:x11.4,Afoa ~ 
fmm)l.,;,. l l -!lxl:B,.t)I 

TYPICAL PROPERTIES (Continued) 

Property 

Volume Rc.i.isrivity 

Dissipation Factur 111 I 00 Hz 

Dissipation Factt1r111 IOOkHz 

Didcctric Con.stllnf at 100 Hz 

l>idcctric Con.stllnf at 100 kHz 

Lin12TCTE (hy OMA) 

Refractive Index 

Refractive Index 

Rc:fracti\'c Index 

Rc:fractivc Index 

lJL 'RTI Rllting 

tune ll.1e modulus and hardness for 
specific. application needs and 
produ:etion l.ines. In mo.,a cases 
de-airing i$ Mt r~uir.~d. 

PREPARING SURFACES 
In applications .requiring adhesion, 
priming will be required for mi.my of 
the· silicone 1..-ticapsulanrs .. For bes.t 
result<., 1he pri11lt!r should be applied in 
a very thin, unifonn coo1ing and then 
wiped off a.tter application. After 
application, it should be clmmughly 
curt.'!d prior to application of the 
silico11e eJastom~'t'. Additional 
insttuctioni for primer usa.!:,>e catt be 
fouttd. in the information slu:.-ets 
specific. to the ilidividual primers. 

PROCESSING/Cl! RING 
Thoroughly ntixed Dow Ctm1ing 
silk-one ert;;.-apsulant may be 
~lured/dispem1ed direclly imo the 
comainc.r in which it is to be cured. 
Care should be taken to minimize air 
eutraprnent. When praecical, 
1xruri:ng/dispensing shou.ld he done 
under vac uuill, :Particolarly i f the 
cotnpone1u being poued or 
encap1iulated has many small voids. lf 
this technique caruiot be used, the ,w1i! 
should be evacuated after uic sflioofle 
ent<apsulant has been 

Unit Rl!sutt 

2.9E+ l4 

O.O<l1S7 

(t00H3 

2.72 

2.68 

340 

J>Sl 9110 

MPa 6.7 

@ 589nm J .41 ll! 

@; 632.8 nm 1.4225 

@ 1321 run 1.4028 

@ 1534nm l.3991 

"C ISO 

poured/dispett~ed . . Duw Coming 
silicone encaps:u.lant~ may be either 
mom 1cmpcrature (25°Cff7"F) or he.a! 
cured. Room tcmpemrnre cure 
eucapsulattL<; may also he heat 
.iccdt-tah.>d fo¥ fa.ae:r c .. i:ro. Ideal cure 

conditiL)ns for each product arc given 
in die p,mduct sdedion ta.hie. 

POT LU~E AND CURE 
RATE 
Cure rea<."limt begins wilh the mixing 
·proce:Ss. Initially. cure is c,,idenc~ by 
a gradual incj'.casc in viscosity, 
folfowed bv gelation and conversion 
to a solid cia; torner. Pot life is defitlt!d 
as. the time required for vi~osity to 
double after base and curing agent are 
mixed and is highly 1ClllJ't.'l'atur~ and 
application dependem; Please refer m 
the· dam iable:. 

USEFUL TEMPERATURE 
RANGES 
I' or mosr Uses, silicone ew1orners 
should be opt.~<ltional O\'er a 
temperature riuig.e of -45 10 200°C 
(-49 10 392°F) for long periods of 
time. llowevcr, at both tlle low and 
high rempcratllte e11:ds o.fthe 
spci:..-uum, behavior of the mareriah 
and perfontiance iik partkular 

C-nr C'""""\r. and ~i~tur tqWa-nl t r:tdi:ttlid..11 uf0it4. Cnulll@Co,ptTlli&Uw. 
-J.t'r Ml-¥°:mu m-r.w flw fot,,,ff' liii i: li'Jd..'"Di\: u(l:At~· C«ilSlj CU,pw111,NBL 

XtA.M.ETtlR. 1111,: ~ tq:*&c:d luJ.kmiar:l ufD.r1t: C~f: Curpu:i&i.:.ca. 
0201.~ 4 .20.u.nu.c~c«;u;;im. t\ll r.~~at 
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Appendix 12 Zygo 3D Optical Profiler 

ZeGIUB'" 
3D Optical Profiler 

Zi:,Gage'"' Is. tlw i,hi.il !'IOO•tocttaci optkill ptdi1m far ~ual'\dtil ti,'t! m11.u1:ircm~t~ of 30 form aml 
ioughne~s on .prc<t:isiil<r~ rnadii 11o,'<d su1fas:es. i h!l indu1ttial de;s;gn prtwid(5 fott. .lCt:1.m1tc m.dml• 
ogy in a <:ornpact, cmt•effoctr,~ pads age tha! ,.an b<? localed dir1.'(tly on the factefy lfow wi!hout 
the nc<.>d for vibMtion ho!atkm or Jpc<iallz~d cni::km.m:.s. A.rid the inleracti,'e tontrol software, 
ZiiM:ap) '\ pro,,dei easy and detti.led vbua!iu ! l<.irl to help you a,ntro! }<OUf pro.::e~s. ih.iii!.d morn to 

nw hoit. ZtiG1tqi:' Power, Venati!ity, .tndVaive u n b~ni:,lit you. 

Po-.rful P•rformanc• 
Proprit'ta ,y S1.1r:eScan"' t!lchm:ila,l:t mak.e thtr Zt:-Gagl! prof.l!lr reib.t,mt to vibration; ric 
vibr ation imlatior1 platforms or ern:iosw,es n!eces:1.1.ry. 

Quantitative ~urfoc:11 metrology with rm.nom11ter•!evel pti,cu·icm p rovidlll 1UPQ1io1 gag!l 
c1lp<ibi!ity. 

Correlation to lD an<l 3D standards, ,ind comp!bn,~ to 1$0/Dt,S 25 ! i'S surfat:e roughne5~ 
pa.1amett.~n 

High reio lutioo l million ph:el imi!ge \ 1m1~ piti'>' id<tli fail areal mci!it:reme11rs in 51m:m:h 
for \t i.tdlent wrface detail and \'I.Willil'adon. 

lnt~gri.'ltcd autcfo¢:U$ an& focus .!!id ~implify part '1¢!t1.p and minimln: Q?(!'r4tOr variabili1.y. 

V.rsatitity 
M.i.>A,sure~ .;1 wkk wuiety of surfa,e malerlahand par11mNt1f1, 1ndudin9 20 .and JD 
i:m:diltng .uf sutfate textum; fomi, ~tq:l•hc!ght ~nd mere. 

Sdec!able magnifk:atitai. and field•of~'.'111W ,'liUJ,nur1wmLl1 lmi'!gl11g and :§)'$!em optiom. 

lnduded ZeM11p'> softw,m 1 provide~ , .;;,mprl:!hcniJ,,<e toot\ for ~urfote d?M ,;iiunliMt ion. 
an.atyS:i$ andr~portlr~. 

He,wy duty, T•sJot i;ompabble part pos.ilionin,g staging i::nable~ simple. repeatable 
f1.Krnring and m~.isu.rtruitnt 

Option-11 motorized pi!rt si.agu linii!hlet fully automatad 1na1tsuwrt1l!inl 1equQ11l:.aS ,:ind 
fidd ititching for high rn:sciutiol'\ iospt"!.tkm of forge atea$. 

Productivity and· Vial. 
Co·st-e.ffo,tivc prim-tti-puformancc riltio compared to a/t~rnatiw :tystcm:., imfoding 
m'Xhanical corttJct stylus profik r!i. 

Con1pact, vibra1ion-1o!er.Ml .(Jeslgn f.or (l.JlY i11tt.<grai io11 .arryv,ki.eN! in your fodhty. 

No11-tont.:Kt m11thod nwarw no co111;urn,1bk tt1plat11m~nt co1h to worry about. 

Simptlfa1d opiu.nion tesulu in !ow trdntr>g and ~ei-.ite tcsa .. 
Hi9h•output bng,•lifo LtO iight ~oufti! for years ohroubk!•fo:w opl!fatiol'l. 
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Jmogtf abco<t. (a)ma.:-Mil'tig morks 
oo a fill'l ln~c:t0t pl::s~rMd,(bl watn 

nainint;ond watctle! on ag/mHutfac~ 
a11™orvr'Mfooa.l~ ptof.Sttwith 
l tM<1p1 sr;!iwt11t 

KEV BENEFITS: 

• Vlbrat.ion reshtani design provides 
robust rnetnlllOgy 011 production 
floor 

• 1$0 25178 compliant textura 
re,11ilt$ ensures conltd!lnc:e· in your 
metrology 

• Non-conta.ct metrology technique 
prevents poten!ia!Jy co~t!}• part 
damage and strap 

• Alea based meaSJuremft!t is 
insen,siU1.-e to part lay 

• Measuri!ltli!fltl require no 
c.onsumables 



Sample Measurements and System Specifications 

Pow•tful Visualiution 
tk121i led lhre~ i:limen~Jotia\im;iging 
ofthh pt::,iitootk kni!'t' surfatc shO\"? 
scratchli~and surfa~~ d:iifocu in 
.i tot.itahle .and ioomablli) modi!! 
whi(h ~nal:11!1 li)iiSy iMeHig.ihon .ind 
d1a.t,it'.ti.\li..';1rttm of thi: rn1m1.rf.ac.t.uring 
prca>,\s., 

-

f ... ;, ; '1' \-' ,S .;} ., !"I~ 1 t ' 

I I , ' , , II 

' . 
Simultaneous 20 and 
30 mettology 
Are<!s profiling e,f !hi.~ machined surf:act> 
cnab:Jes tedum me . .i~ummcnu 
im&cpenoont of tilmpfc lay and tirw 
ptofi ~~- c:a11 be extratted for corrnlatkHl to 
~tylusk,ols, 

Quantitative Results 
SutfJc.i:i re1Mlu ,ompll.lnt w1lh 150 ZS l ?a 
.t!'1d proft!c ~lice rtitilh are tOmp1.1t~ 
iintantlt for each meusu~emem and c:.tn 
be tratked i,r1 rc;i! lime wfth r.un chart~ and 
autornatk logging feut:vr~s. 

Interactive tools 
Uve updating plot~enable quid, an.ilyii:ii 
o f the ,mgk and ter.tu~ o! thii. I :10• <:.one 
from a, firol in)'ector. 

For more information about ZeGage Profilers 

Zygo Corporation 
laurel Brook P£ol)d 

Middlefield Cl 004SS 
Toll frre: soo-ZYGO-NOW f80lM.l~.f'J669J 
Phone: 8£,0.347·8506 
i'J;,di60.347•S372 

Email: inquirn{l\rygoxom 
www..i!ygo.<om 

~t\\-1lit~~~.liftOA.. .~ ~Mfiffi*~d..Pt:~.u:lin1~n,~~~~dt~~tl41,~~-1hoi.tAmja,. 
-~-wnm. :.i;._~l.4;,,;,<.l¥~~""'1W<'~"'*'"'ll"'-'<>!li9'>""""'~-·· 
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30 Opti.cal Profiler 

6301·0316-0l 
{Manu;iJXY mnf\gurAtion) 

.63(H•03104ll 
(Mototizaf .'t.Y coofiguration) 

Non-con,att rhree• 
Meaiur.,ment dimensional, s.canniog white· 
Tc1:hnioue light il'lterleromctty 

Marr.ililXY 
i111.rtSt.igi! 

XYSta~ 
fixturl;' Pl,-ite 

Wrti~:alScao 

ftln9a 
Cl.Ma Soo 
Ra.ti!: 
Ma~\fm.1m 
Diia?otn::s 
.Opticlli 
Resolution 

Surtace: 
Topogr.i11hy 
!Rl!:!)<'atabiHW 
!oerl501DtS. 
2S17&-604, 
AMe>: Dl 

2.!iX - WX S1andiiid Wotking 
OfatMC~. 
n;.mx long \Voikin9 

Diit.me~, 
11:e'for to!he:ZI!~"' 
Objectrte Chart'far obJ~tiw 
Sl*Ciliotiom 

H.s.i rl may b>E< mount«l 
at. either of l heighn fru 

optima-I wor'.; olurrn. 
ManuarT(p!Tilt with ±4" adr 
Manuat X'fwith SOxio-3 mm 

lnt>t1grated T-Sl01 f*at~ fut 
f\:x(unr ,1tUK'hrn1i!nt.. 

$ 20mm (Qbjw.ti>Je 
dl!:1WmfontJ 

~llµirJw,: 

0,52 µmto9.Sfiµm; 
eb~etiv!il dependec1u 

~.3Snm 

Auuracy !. \%. 
fkpea:t.ihllltys(U%@ 1a 



Appendix 13 Sonication Time Data Details 

Sonication Time (min) Resistance 

Before After Total Lowest Resistance Average Resistance Mould 

Sample On Off (cool) On Off(c<><>I) On Off Std. %Std Avg. Std. %Std Type 

No. (min) (min) (min) (min) (min) (min) (kC) (%) (kC) (kC) (%) 

MM38 10 60 10 60 20 120 1.49 12% 17.54 5.55 32% Short 0.5 square 

MM39 10 60 10 60 20 120 0.20 8% 5.01 2.95 59% Short 0.5 square 

MM4i: ~ 88 ,iQ ,18 38 HQ ~ 

MM42 30 20 10 60 40 80 long 

"' MM43 20 65 15 30 35 95 long 

"' MM44 10 30 30 95 4.58 long 
'I 

MM45 10 30 30 95 5.63 0.41 7% 4.54 Medium 0.3 long 

"' MM46 10 30 30 95 3.99 0.73 18% 7.56 3.26 43% Medium 0.3 long 

"' MM48 10 30 30 95 3.68 0.60 16% 6.44 2.13 33% Medium 0.3 long 

"' ~ ,iQ 38 38 95 Y:54 6,g ~ IBm ~ ~ ~ leftg 
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Appendix 14 Carbon Nanotube Information 

Multi-walled nanotubes 70P from Baytube 

These may or may not be sold as agglomerates. In any event, they do form into clumps 

on their own. 

Product has been discontinued 
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6.2. 7 Zoflex Pressure Sensitive Conductive Rubber 

ZOFLEX{§,) ZL45.1 Pressure~Activated Conductive Rubber Sheets 

ZOFLEX® ZL45.1 is a pressure sensitive conductive rubber with a Shore A hardne.ss of 45. Its 

resistance change with pressure is very drastic: the material is at a high resistance state>30MQ 
when appHed pressure is below the actuation pressure; the materr.al is at a very low resistance stat 
{can be s0.1!l) when applied pressure is equal or .above the actuation pressure. It can be used in 
applications such as conductive rubber keypads, mechanical pressure switches., RF gaskets and 
etc .. . Its unique pressure activated conductivity simpJifies product design since it can rest on the 
conductive media without creating electrical shorts, Compared to typical carbon pills (0, 15" 
diameter; 0.015" thick) 1 it has a similar actuation force (<200g) but ha.s a. lower contact resistance 
(200fl typical for carbon pills),. and does not create potential shorts due to carbon residue 
accumulation o.n PCB traces.. 

Ooeratina Voltaae Ran0,t 0-30V DC or AC 

Min. Rt1l1lanca Under PIH$Urt, 
Max. ·Continuous Power Disslpatlon 

Shore A. Hardneu 
TMrmal Operating Range 

% Elongatlon 

100 ·....--------..... 

80 

60 

40, 

20 \_ 
0 .i.--..;;:,,,---~--l 

0 2 

'Pressure (kglcni') 

Sample thickness: 1mm 

Flg.1: resl,sbln~ chang.e wl!h press,ure 

during a press strok& 

>30Mn 
0.10 25"C 

0-30W/cm2 1-cm2, 1mm U,iclc 

-400C to 220*C 
70% 

15kclcm2 or 2t0 e<sl 2s0 c 

40.....---------. 

35. 

s ... -
0 

,o 20 40 60 80 100 

Time (min) 

Sampie ttdcl<ness: 1mm 
Pressure: 0.7kg/cm2 or 10psi 

F1g.2: Resistance change 0 1,er !lme 
unttet ,constant pressure 

Pntliminary Wlli•tt .z.otlex.oom @2009 Zoffex. All Rights: Re-setved. 

Thl-~,iOO,Wlst'allidlrall.illl!lOna. IGiil.lr,~•~ •il.HIII-N r~,~-illlUZfll'lhl·aall,thlllWlbb!:eelilndt!lnthlllllllhacl, lr!loll 
1fffSidi11Mli&lrllliW!h;e~~pailft. o..-.-41dlllmhthll~rtttapo:,c:mtrMl'Dllllllll~naa-.a1nan:~--"OCll.:bl1'ffllilltl. 
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ZOFLEX'E> ZL45. 1 Pressme~Activated Conductive Rubber Sheets 

Application notes: 

1. Attaching ZL45.1 to a metal plate: 
Method A: RTV silicone ad;hesivelsealant can be used IO bond Zl4'5.1 to a met.al plate. Please make 
sure that stlicon& adhesive does not cover th& contact area betiNeen the metal p1ate and ZL.45.1. 

·1 .Make sure the surfaces am .cfean1. 
2.Appf~,r a thin bead of silicone 
3.Cure at 25°C for -1·2 hrs 
4.Cure at 45°C for -4~5 hrs 

Method 8 : Our Fl series of Liqilid Conductive RtJbber (sold separately} can be used: lo bond .ZL45.1 to a 
metal plate. It can be applied in the same fashion as silicone adhestv'8/sea1ant or it can cov-er the entire 
contact area if desired. 

Method C: Foam tape can oo used to make a frame on the metal p.late and then place Zl45.1 inside the 
'frame. 

2. Atta,ching ZL45.1 to an interdigital •'finger"' pad on PCB: 
Method A: R.lV sUicone adhesiveJseafant can be used to bond Zl4:5.1 to a PCS. Please make sure that 
stltcone adhesive does not cover the contact area between the interdigltal finger pad and ZL45.1 . 

foum'.:hgita! 
fir:1.ftl?tfl'l.d. 

ZL4.SJ 

Method 8 : Foam tape can be used lo make a frame on PCB and then place ZL45.1 inside the frame. 

Note: For surface areas larger than 1 in2
, to prevent rubber from forming a vacuum vtlth the metal pfato 

or PCB, some relief hates should oo punched in the rubber, for exampfe: 

Soaid Sheet Sheet v,:/ Relief Holes 

Pnt.liminary \VWN.zofle:icoom ~ 2009 Zoflex. AJI Rights ResefVed. 

Thl-~m:&iinlld!ai.11 ls ~ ,ao:1.'nil, l'iMl,-w, m.;roararny lli•~cr~~ h lillDIEt d'fll·dllUi, iht 11S1i1S buctuall bntt.1111 !hnc(,«IYI 
~ w:h lllil. nai Wltige LllilUiJallft. U- $lilli llnlmlnrl U. W'~dihl p,Qjut:b"·tJa rumad ~bbi•nl iffllml.a 11511. andl~"w1visorNrit ccrmi:bl11ifN'h. 
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